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Mobilize Working-Class Power to Free Mumia!
Abolish the Racist Death Penalty!

Brazil Teachers to Stop Work
for Mumia Abu-Jamal
Around the world, hundreds of thousands have demonstrated to demand freedom now for Mumia Abu-Jamal, the
former Black Panther and renowned radical journalist sitting
on Pennsylvania's death row for the past 17 years. The threatened execution of Jamal has become the focus of the struggle
against the racist death penalty in the U.S. and internationally.
The urgency of this struggle has increased sharply since
Mumia's appeal for a new triai was turned down by the state
supreme court last October.
In the fight to stop the forces of capitalist state repression
determined to silence forever the voice of the voiceless, it is
necessary to mobilize the tremendous power of the international working class. Over the years, unions representing millions of workers have called for Jamal's freedom. But this must

be translated into action. Now the union representing 150,000
teachers in the Brazilian state of Rio de Janeiro has called
on its members to stop work and hold protest meetings in
schools throughout the state on April 23 to demand freedom
for Mumia Abu-Jamal.
Following upon a resolution passed in January by the congress ofBrazil's National Confederation ofEducational Workers (CNTE) demanding Jamal's immediate freedom, the Rio
state teachers union (SEPE) has sought to implement this by
calling a political work stoppage to free this courageous and
eloqll'ent fighter for the oppressed. We share with our Brazilian brothers and sisters the hope that news of this stoppage
will help spark labor strike action for Jamal's freedom in the
U.S. and around the world.

Letter from Mumia to Rio Teachers

4/1/99
To:
Rio State Teachers Union (SEPE)
National Confederation of Educational
Workers (CNTE)
From: Mumia Abu-Jamal
c/o Dr. L. I. Weinglass, Esq.

Paolo Freire, whose Pedagogy of the Oppressed
opened up eyes and minds the world over, and redefined the very way educatkm was contemplated
and conducted.
Freire (and one of his slain students, Rev. Ignacio
Martin-Baro) teaches us that real education takes
place when concientiza~ao, or critical consciousness, occurs. When the poor challenge, or question, their ~elationships to the power structure; when
the oppressed challenge their oppressors' right to
rule; and when students .deeply question the status
quo, then it can be said that real learning has taken
place.
It is in this remarkable radical tradition that your
powerful humanitarian gesture takes place; as a
symbolic escape of sorts from socially constructed
"plantations of canned knowledge (schools); and
an act that teaches students by example, about labor solidarity, and about how people who are separated by thousands of miles can unite!
I thank you all, as we work to make freedom
from American death row dungeons, a reality!
The People United ...
Ona Move!
Long Live John Africa!
11

Dear Friends, Comrades, Brother and Sisters:
Teachers! Ona Move!
When I heard of the powerful day of demonstrations to be held in Rio on 23rd April, a day of
absence of sorts, I can not tell you how moved the
news made me.
I thought of the proud and shimmering example
of Zumbi, of islands of liberty in quilombos; and of
Palmares - the huge, free city in the age of bondage . . I also thought of one of your countrymen,

-Mumia
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The motions in the national and state teachers unions were
introduced by Marcello Carega of the Class Struggle Caucus,
affiliated with the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil. The
LQB and the Internationalist Group are sections of the League
for the Fourth International. At the CNTE congress, a banner
with a photo of Mumia was prominently displayed, and an
event was held during the sessions to explain the importance
of the fight for his freedom. The CLC spokesman emphasized
that this goes hand in hand with the fight for removal of the

police, "the armed fist of capitalism," from the unions.
The SEPE's statewide assembly of teachers, held on March
13, overwhelmingly approved a resolution stating that on each
of the two shifts (day and evening), "the education workers of
Rio de Janeiro state schools shall stop work on April 23 for
one hour to carry out a meeting to demand freedom for Mumia
Abu-Jamal," using materials distributed by the union that relate Jamal's situation with "the need for an ongoing struggle
against racism in all its forms around the world."·
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Indeed, the struggle to free
Jamal is· intimately related to the
fight against all forms of capitalist
and imperialist oppression.
Drenched in the blood of countless
thousands of Iraqis, victims of the
wanton Desert Slaughter unleashed
by U.S. imperialism in 1990-91, the
NATO imperialists are now threatening to launch terror bombing on
Serbia. The systematic racist cop
terror against blacks, Latinos other
minorities in the U.S. is symbolized
by the recent murder of African immigrant Amadou Diallo by a police
death squad in New York City.
While squabbling over the impeachment of Bill Clinton, the capitalist
rulers, Democrat and Republican
alike, have joined with the imperialist commander in chief in axing
Vanguarda Operaria photo
millions of women and children
Youth
in
Brazil's
steel
city
of
Volta
Redonda
participating
in August 1994 rally
from the welfare rolls.
Proletarian revolutionaries demanding freedom for Mumia Abu-Jamal.
ers have joined the fight to save Mumia from execution.
stand on the side of all these victims of capitalist-imperialist atIt is high time to translate declarations of solidarity into
tack. We seek to bring into action the power of the international
class-struggle action. To our knowledge, the action decided
working class--which makes the wheels of industry, commerce
upon by the Rio de Janeiro teachers union represents the first
and government @11 and which can bring them to a screeching
labor action of its kind in the fight to free Jamal. The League
halt. To lead the fight for world socialist revolution, which alone
for the Fourth International calls for labor strikes and work
can put an end to racist cop brutality and smash the barbaric
stoppages in the struggle to save Mumia's life and win his
death penalty forever, we fight to build revolutionary workers
freedom. We struggle for labor and all opponents of racist reparties and a reforged Fourth International.
pression to mobilize by the thousands in the streets and workWe look to the heritage of international labor defense emplaces to demand: Freedom now for Mumia Abu-Jamal!
bodying the principle that "an injury to one is an injury to all." In
Down with the racist death penalty{
the 1920s hundreds of thousands of workers demonstrated from
New York to Buenos Aires, Berlin and Paris to save the anarchist workers Sacco.and Vanzetti. In the early '30s, worldwide
protests by labor, leftist and black activists saved nine black youth
Revista
in Scottsboro, Alabama from legal lynching.
·
vANG.!::._ARDA OPE.RAJu:A
te6rica
Mumia's case has deep resonance in Brazil, which has the
daLQB
Cademos de Teoria Jvt. .
second largest black population in the world (after Nigeria).
anasta n• 01
In a nation which like the U.S. was founded on slavery, capitalism is intertwined with brutal racist oppression, from wideA LUTA PORUM
spread discrimination in jobs and housing to murderous poPARTIDO
.
TROTSKISTA
lice terror, killings of street children and forced sterilization of
NO BRASIL
black and Indian women. Since first raising the fight for
Mumia's freedom in Brazil in 1994 and demonstating in the
steel city ofVolta Redonda in 1995, the comrades of the LQB
(formerly Luta Metalurgica) have brought his case to the CUT
union federation and other labor and anti-racist groups.
R$4
Over the years, unions representing millions of :workers
US$4
have come out for Jamal's freedom. Around the world he has
won support from powerful labor federations including the
French CGT, the Italian CGIL, COSATU in South Africa and
the CUT in Brazil. He was made an honorary member of the
EndereQo: Caixa Postal 084027, CEP 27251-970,
media workers union in Germany. In the United States longVolta Redonda, R.J., Brasil
shoremen, postal workers, hospital workers, teachers and oth-
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Democrats, Republicans-Twin Parties
of Racist Capitalism
,

Amadou Diallo
Murdered by
NYPD Death Squad
Amadou Diallo

The young black man came home about midnight on Februaiy 4 to his apartment in the Soundview section of the Bronx.
As he was going into his doorway, a Ford Taurus pulled up
with four burly white men, who turned out to be plainclothes
police. Suddenly they began pumping lead into him. The victim, claimed the cops, was fumbling for something in his pocket
that they thought might be a gun. There was no gun, only his
keys and his beeper. In the fusillade, they shot at Amadou Diallo ·
41 times, hitting him with 19 bullets.
"41 bullets." "41 bullets." This was heard over and over
again last week as New York City reeled under the impact of
yet another brutal police murder of a black man. This time it
was a 22-year old African immigrant from Guinea gunned down
in the entrance to his home. In August 1997 it was the sadistic
near murder of Haitian immigrant Abner Louima, viciously
tortured with a toilet plunger in the 70th precinct in Brooklyn.
Once again, the streets overflowed with outrage. On. Sunday, a thousand people crowded into the block in front of
Amadou's home in the Bronx, and again at Foley Square in downtown Manhattan two days later. Anger boiled over at Mayor
Giuliani, who hideously praised the "restraint" of the New York
Police Department that guns down racial minorities and immigrants with abandon. But responsibility for unleashing the killer
cops goes far beyond the racist Republican in City Hall.
These licensed killers are the enforcers of"law and order"
for the capitalist ruling class, from the Democratic president and
the Republican Congress on down. Clinton orders millions of
poor people thrown off welfare and attends every cop convention he can find, while raining death and destruction on the people
of Iraq. The twin parties of capital defend the interests of the
bankers and stock market speculators againstthe working people
who make this city run, while riding roughshod over the oppressed
minorities who are a mc;tjority of the NYC population.
The NYPD cannot be "reformed," any more than the paramilitary LAPD whose videotaped beating of Los Angeles black
motorist Rodney King has come to symbolize the racist.police
brutality of capitalist America, whose roots go back to slavery.

Calls by black Democrat Al Sharpton for a federal investigation
are a diversion to build illusions in the ruling class. The feds are
enemies ofblack people, working people and immigrants. Giuliani
is himself a former U.S. attorney, and Sharpton was a police informant who wore a wire forthe feds and the NYPD "black desk,"
taping black radicals and mainstream Democrats alike.
It will take nothing less than socialist revolution to sweep
out the racist cops and their masters on Wall Street, as integrated workers militias and a workers state enforce the interests of the exploited and oppressed.
Amadou Diallo was executed in cold blood by a NYPD
death squad, the notorious Street Crimes Unit. This sinister outfit cruises the streets looking for "potential crimes," looking to
provoke trouble. Their slogan is "the night belongs to us," as
they fan out through the city's ghettos, barrios and immigrant
communities, harassing and terrorizing residents. A Mexican
garment worker who lives a couple of blocks from the shooting
site and knew Amadou Diallo from the neighborhood told The
Internationalist that people in her building are "afraid to go out
after the sun goes down, even to get bread or milk" because they
fear being attacked or harassed by the police.
Police death squads are a notorious feature of capitalist
rule in U.S. neo-colonies in Latin America, from El Salvador
to Brazil. In fact, many of the most brutal murderers were
trained in the international police ·academy outside Washington, D.C., where they were taught torture techniques by American cop instructors. In the U.S. itself, there have been particularly murderous squads, such as the New Orleans police
unit that as recently as the early ' 90s murdered people who
complained of police brutality.
But the NYPD Street Crimes Unit is not a bunch of "rogue
cops." It is part of a mounting use of police-state methods. Look
at City Hall, a bunker surrounded by storm fences, police barricades, concrete barriers, heavy construction equipment and cop
vehicles. Demonstrations in front of the seat oflocal government
are banned, while anyone trying to attend city council hearings is
given the third degree at cop checkpoints. It's not just that Giuliani
is a paranoiac. As income disparities between rich and poor dramatically increase, as social conditions in the U.S. become more like
Latin America, so too do the "techniques" of the police who defend
·
the interests of the capitalist ruling class.

·

continued on page 15
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Students: Ally with the Working Class

Smash Racist Purge of CUNYFight for Open Admissions, Free Tuition!
In his annual "state of
the city" speech last year,
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani
launched a campaign to
exclude more than halfof
all incoming students from
the City University of
New York (CUNY). This
year in his report the
mayor ranted against
CUNY, saying "that's a
system we would blow
up." A blatantly racist
purge is being carried out
in the name of "standards." The door is to be
slammed in the face of all
those who fail even one of
three entrance exams. Remedial courses for incoming students are to be
eliminated, first from the
four-year colleges and Students protesting motion to eliminate open admissions at CUNY Board ofTrustees
then from the two-year meeting, La Guardia College, January 25.
community colleges. Particularly targeted for exclusion are ra<;ial minorities, immigrants
The government of the city and state of New York have
and women. As one student protester's sign proclaimed at a
declared war on CUNY. This not a local issue but part of the
January 4 hearing on CUNY, the aim of this purge is to introbroader attack on the minority and working people ofNYC and
duce "educational apartheid."
around the country and the world. Schools fall into disrepair while
Last May the CUNY Board of Trustees rammed through
billions go into new prisons. Meanwhile, the strongarm tactics of
the new policy in a closed-door meeting after police cleared
CUNY's campus cops reflect the methods of the New York Poout the public, arresting more than two dozen. When that was
lice, who work hand in hand with CUNY's gun-toting "SAFE"
challenged under a state "open meetings" law, this past Janucops. The Board of Trustees meeting at LaGuardia College on
ary 25 the Board voted the exclusion resolution again, this
January 25 was barricaded in the same way the NYPD locked
time with several hundred protesting students and faculty shoutdown central Harlem last September when a court ordered the
ing their opposition after navigating through a maze of police
city to permit the Million Youth March. And barely a week after
barricades, metal detectors, bag searches and pat-downs. With
the NYPD Street Crimes Unit gunned down black African ima majority of the trustees appointed by Giuliani and Governor
migrant Amadou Diallo in the doorway to his Bronx home (see
George Pataki, the result was foreordained. But that does not
page .I 0), four people were arrested at City College in Washingend the struggle. It means that defenders of open admissions
ton Heights at a conference demanding freedom for black radimust escalate the fight and wage it not in bogus "hearings" but
cal death row prisoner Mumia Abu-Jamal.
on the terrain of mass working-class action.
The aim of the war on CUNY is to eliminate what remains

Break with the Democrats and Republicans.
Build a Revolutionary Workers Party!
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years. Now, in his 1999 state budget, Governor Pataki has anof "open admissions" in this huge institution of 200,000 stunounced plans to eliminate TAP (Tuition Assistance Program)
dents on 20 campuses. Open admissions was a gain of the civil
grants for all students who take less than 15 credits (five courses)
rights movement of the 1960s. In 1969 the student population of
per semester. Tuition for the four-year colleges is already over
CUNY's senior colleges was 96 percent white. The next year,
$3 ,600 a year, and $3 ,200 for the two-year colleges-making them
after an explosive student strike that demanded the right to a
about the most expensive community colleges in the country.
university education for every high school graduate, under the
Already in the last three years more than 18, 000 CUNY students
new guidelines the number of black, Latino and Asian freshmen
receiving welfare have been driven out as the city implements
increased seven times. It is no accident that the drive to purge
the slave labor "workfare" program. Now anyone who isn't a
this public university began just as the CUNY student body befull-time student is to be denied state tuition aid. And since a
came majority non-white. Particularly targetted are those whose
huge percentage of CUNY students are working people who
native language is not English. In May 1997, the regents denied
scrimp together enough to
degrees to over 500 protake a couple of courses a
spective CUNY graduates, including more than
semester-almost 150,000
out of 350,000 CUNY stu100 at the bilingual (Spandents are part time-this
ish-English) Hostos camnew regulation will elimipus, by springing a puninate thousands more.
tive exam on them at the
Giuliani makes no
last minute. At Hunter
secret of his aim. "Open
College, for 55 percent of
enrollment is a mistake,"
the students English is a
he declared last year. "Its
second language.
consequences have been
The assault on open
cruel. " And what is
admissions at CUNY has
"cruel" about allowing
national implications.
hundreds of thousands of
Since 1970 close to half
a million students have
poor, minority and working-class students to gain
earned degrees from the
a university education?
City University, and over
According to the mayor,
this period the CUNY
"It has created in CUNY
system has graduated
students false expectamore black and Latino
students than any other
tions which the realities of
life inevitably leave unfuluniversity in the history
of the United States. It's
filled." The mayor echoes
Bill Moore photo
not surprising, therefore,
those who declared that it
Student protester being arrested outside CUNY Board of
that open admissions at
was cruel to teach slaves
Trustees meeting, January 25.
CUNY has been the tarto read and write. A newsget of racist attacks from the outset. Today Giuliani sneers,
letter of the United Literacy Workers at CUNY (In From the
Margins, April 1998) quoted Frederick Douglass' description of
"By eliminating any meaningful standards of admission and
the outburst of the slavemaster who caught his wife teaching a
continually defining down standards for continuation, the enyoung slave to write: not only would this "spoil" the slaves and
tire meaning and value of a college education has been put in
make them "unmanageable," but "it could do him no good .. .it
jeopardy." In 1971, Nix on 's Vice President Spiro Agnew said
the same, denouncing the CUNY plan as a giveaway of
would make him discontented and unhappy." These are exactly
the sentiments of the modem slavedriver Giuliani as he forces
"100,000 devalued diplomas." A study by CUNY professors
David E. Lavin and David Hyllegard, Changing the Odds:
unpaid labor on welfare recipients and bars tens of thousands of
wage slaves (as Karl Marx described "free" workers) from CUNY.
Open Admissions and the Life Chances ofthe Disadvantaged
(Yale University Press, 1996) notes that open admissions more
Enforced ignorance is always the gospel of the oppressor.
than tripled the number of bachelor's degrees for blacks and
A revolutionary civil war was fought to abolish chattel sladoubled the number for Hispanics. It is this that has the racists
very, yet a century later the descendants ofthe slavemasters were
still vowing massive resistance to school integration. Today Reincensed.
publican NYC mayor Rudolph Giuliani imitates Dixiecrat AlaIn fact, the purge at CUNY is an attack on the entire workbama governor George Wallace, standing in the doorway of
ing class, aiming to exclude working people from the student
CUNY vowing to kick out minorities, immigrants, women in
body. Open admissions at CUNY opened the door for workingrolling back the minimal gains of the civil rights movement. It
class white students as well: the number of white freshmen went
took a stonny struggle to win open admissions at CUNY as a
from 16,000 in 1969 to an average of26,000 over the next three
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partial corrective to the segregated and grossly unequal high schools and the
virtual exclusion of minorities from the colleges. It
will take no less today to
stop the resegregation of
higher education everywhere from UCal Berkeley
(where eliminating "affrrmative action" has decimated minority enrollment)
to CUNY (where the last
vestiges of open admissions are being scrapped).
Across the U.S. there
is an onslaught against enrollment of minorities in
universities, particularly of
blacks, and more particularly ofblack men. Over the
last two and a half decades,
the proportion of expendi- Board of Trustees votes under massive police protection to eliminate open admissions.
trade-off, it's about the capitalist state. For the capitalist rulture on public education at alJ levels has sharply dropped. Intering class, its military hardware is for use against its perceived
nationally, as well, there are mounting attacks on public higher
enemies, including the "enemy within." And the prisons are
education as the capitalists seek to slash "unproductive" (not profan essential part of the increasingly paramilitary policing of
itable) government expenditure on welfare, pensions health care
America's inner cities, particularly as part of the racist "war
and schools. This all-out capitalist attack has escalated in the
on drugs" which is really a war on the ghettos and Barrios.
wake of the counterrevolution that destroyed the Soviet bureauToday the capitalists and their politicians are slashing away
cratically degenerated workers state and toppled the deformed
at public education at every level. Tens and hundreds of thouworkers states of East Europe.
sands of young people who want to study are being told, "Forget
The privatizers feel they have the wind in their sales and
it, you're not wanted." That alone is a stark indictment of this
are laying waste to one social program after another. Certainly
society
and the entire capitalist system, where the drive for profthis drive is spearheaded by a hard right wing, but it 1s the
its is counterposed to the most basic human needs. The fight to
program of the entire bourgeoisie. Democrats and Republicans, liberals and conservatives have all supported the cutmake decent education available to all can only go forward as
backs, only "differing" on how much to slice off. They all
part of the struggle against the irrational and decaying profit system of racism and class oppression. It is necessary to build a
join hands in voting to deny food stamps to immigrants, to
workers party to lead the fight for socialist revolution, which is
throw moms and kids off welfare, to replace schools with priswhat it will take to secure genuine access to free, quality public
ons, to extend the barbaric, racist death penalty and speed up
education from preschool to university.
the machinery of state murder. And while feuding over the
impeachment spectacle in Washington, they unanimously supThe Battle for Open Admissions at CUNY
port war criminal Clinton in raining bombs on Iraq. This is,
Open admissions at CUNY was legislated in 1969 in reafter all, the era of imperialist decay, in which the bogus
sponse to a strike and building takeover at City College, initially
"American dream" (which was always a nightmare for black
by a couple of hundred black and Puerto Rican students. The
people) is seen as an anachronism, "unrealistic expectations"
that must be done away with.
student strikers' demands were focused on raising black and
Puerto Rican enrollment and instituting black and Puerto Rican
In New York state, according to a December 1998 study
studies. But the powerful city unions pushed for opening admisby the Justice Policy Institute, annual spending on prisons
sions to all high school graduates, and this was eventually adopted.
has gone up by $761 million over the last decade (to $1.6
The next freshman class grew by 75 percent, with significantly
billion), while funding of the State University of New York
more white students as well as dramatically increased numbers
(SUNY) and CUNY is down $6 15 million (to $1.3 billion)of minorities. It was still not full open admissions, for~he univeran almost perfect dollar-for-dollar match. Liberals and resity was stratified into community colleges (today enrolling
formist pseudo socialists often argue for "butter vs. guns" (al160,000 students) and "senior" colleges (currently 40,000 stuthough in this case the biggest increases in prison funding
dents), with "placement" decided by rather arbitrary tests. Excame under liberal Democrat Cuomo). But this is not about a
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tensive "remediation" was introduced with non-credit courses
preparing students to pass the exams.
Already a century and a half ago, the 1848 Communist
Manifesto called for "'free education for all children in public
schools." Communists fight for freely available public education at all levels as a gain for the working class, even as the
content of that education under capitalism inevitably reflects
the dominant bourgeois ideology. Marxism is based on the
highest scientific achievements of capitalist society, and we
demand that the exploited and oppressed have access to those
achievements as necessary tools in their fight for emancipation. Open admissions in higher education is a basic democratic right. By itself, it is hardly incompatible with capitalism, any more than public primary and secondary schools are.
(Some U.S. states had opened universities to all high school
graduates in the 1930s, then with minimal or no tuition.) Even
that is not enough to overcome poverty and the effects of entrenched educational segregation, which is as bad (or even
worse) today in much of the North as it was before school
integration was ordered by the Supreme Court in 1954.
In the struggle against the war on CUNY, the Internationalist Group calls for open admissions and no tuition, as well
as for a state-paid living stipend for all students and special
programs to overcome the effects of years of educational dep-
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rivation suffered by students in run-down, understaffed,
underfunded inner-city schools. The whole history of the fight
to win and defend even an approximation of open admissions
demonstrates that it is crucial that students must ally with the
working class in struggle against the cutbacks and takebacks
that affect all poor, minority and working people. A student
strike can be a spark of militancy; a citywide strike by New
York workers can stop Giuliani cold.
We fight for full and free access to public education at all
levels, against tracking and elite secondary schools, and against
stratified (two- or three-tier) college systems which are inherently discriminatory. As for "remediation," the very term reflects an ideology that puts the blame on the student, as if they
are the problem. Yet students from Bushwick, East New York,
Harlem and the South Bronx are taught in schools where classes
are held on gym floors, in bathrooms and often in ''temporary"
trailers which occupy playgrounds for years. Forget about computers in the classroom, there is often no chalk for the blackboard and no books for students to take home. This state of
affairs is a result of systematic discrimination against city
schools. According to statistics presented by a member of the
NY Board of Regents at a recent weekend meeting sponsored
by the Black and Puerto Rican/Hispanic Caucus of the state
legislature, New York City spends an annual average of$8,213
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per pupil in public schools, compared to $12,052 per pupil in
aftluent districts-that is, one-third les·s. Not only does the funding of education by local property taxes mean that poor districts have less money, New York state contributes $2,000 less
per pupil to NYC schools than to other districts.
In order to ram through the attack on the remnants of
open admissions, Giuliani and his tlunkeys on the Board of
Trustees (first and foremost Herman Badillo, who like his boss
seems to derive sadistic pleasure out ofkeeping Latinos, blacks
and Asians out of the City University) spread a lot of lies.
The first concerns graduation rates, with the claim that only 1
percent of community college students graduate "on time" in
two years. Yet almost no .community college students attend
school full time (only 47 students out of 16,000 new admissions in 1995)! And the average age of CUNY students is 25,
far older than the average nationally. The fact is that CUNY
is a university for working people, in which the vast majority
go to school while also holding down a job, struggling to make
ends meet. Some 72 percent of community college students
at CUNY are from households earning less than $25,000 a
year, compared to 29 percent of community college students
nationally.
Giuliani's smears are particularly cynical as the cify is
legally required to pay one-third of the community college
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budget, but instead it is only paying 23 percent, putting it tens
of millions of dollars in arrears. Concerning remediation, a
fact sheet put together by Professor Bill Crain noted that
"nearly two thirds of associate degree [community college]
students and three quarters ofbachelor's degree students complete remediation in one year, and most of the rest do in three
terms." As for graduation rates, "after 5 years, the graduation
rates at our community colleges exceed the national average
for public institutions (28 percent vs. 24 percent). After 8 years,
CUNY bachelor's degree students graduate at a higher rate
than the national average. for public institutions (45 percent
to about 40 percent)."
Moreover, some 78 percent of all colleges in the United
States (and 81 percent of all public colleges) offer remedial
courses. But no longer at CUNY, decrees the Board of Trustees.
At the January 25 Board meeting, one trustee (George Rios) ar- ·
gued that by eliminating remediation CUNY would be setting
the trend for the rest of U.S. higher education. The ruling class
enemies of CUNY students, teachers and workers are conscious
of their aim of sharply "downsizing" (gutting) public higher education, particularly for minorities, immigrants and working people.
To defeat them, it is necessary for their intended victims to be
fully conscious ofthe nature ofthe threat they face, and the revolutionary program needed to combat it.
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A Communist Program for
Free, Quality Public Higher Education for All
How can the onslaught against open admissions and the
racist purge of CUNY be defeated? Various lame proposals
have been floated ranging from setting up a counter-commission to the Schmidt/Giuliani operation, appealing to alumni,
going on talk shows, appealing to Democrats in Albany like
Attorney General Spitzer (who first made a name for himself
as a supporter of the death penalty). The "Friends of CUNY"
and "CUNY Is Our Future" coalitions call for writing letters
to the state Board of Regents will step in to block the end of
remediation. Yet this is the same Board that is proposing to
cancel diplomas for 80 percent of NYC high school students!
All these schemes are based on the illusion that there is
some kind of "dialogue" about educational policy going on,
when the reality is an unadorned class war. The New Caucus
of the Professional Staff Congress (the AFT-affiliated teachers union at CUNY) has collected testimony given before the
Schmidt Commission. Yet it's worse than useless to try to "reason" with this wrecking crew. Giuliani's "task force," is on a
search and destroy mission to drive minority and immigrant
students out of CUNY! We say the Schmidt Commission
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should be driven off campus through protest and exposure of
their reactionary program!
A leaflet pu~ out by SLAM includes the program of the
CUNY Coalition for Open Admissions calling for "democratic
election of CUNY trustees." But the Board of Trustees and
CUNY administration are the representatives ofthe ruling class
whose task is to keep students, teachers and campus workers
in check. Communists call for abolishing the Board of Trustees and CUNY administration. We fight for student/teacher/
worker control of the universities. Against those who would
further privatize higher education, we call for expropriation
ofprivate colleges, universities and technological institutes.
Meanwhile, CUNY's highly paid (more than professors)
campus police go about arresting faculty members, strip-searching student protesters and turning campus facilities into police
pens. Last June, students were tipped off to a surveillance camera disguised as a smoke detector outside the main office for
political activists at City College. In response to their exposure of this atrocity, the Graduate Student Council and its newspaper, the Messenger, were suspended. The "SAFE" unit was
formed as a little red squad, compiling lists of campus activists, videotaping student activities. When students protested
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tuition increases in 1995, scores were arrested and brutalized
by these grotesquely named "peace officers." The biggest threat
to "peace" at CUNY are these provocative thugs. Students,
faculty and campus workers should demand all cops off campus-abolish "SAFE"!
The CUNY trustees, administration and cops are stand-ins
for the bourgeoisie, and any serious struggle against the racist
purge plans will quickly face the concentrated power ofthe capitalist state. To fight this battle, it is necessary to mobilize a greater
·force, namely the power of the· working class. There are hundreds of thousands of organized union members in New York
City, who make the city run and who can also make it stop. There
is an awareness among those fighting the attack on CUNY of the
need for broader "labor and community support." But this usually amounts to appeals for empty declarations by union bureaucrats. Some hailed the recent formation of a "New Century Movement" by the SEIU, Local 1199 and the United Federation of
Teachers. Yet the present misleaders of labor supplied phone
banks for the Democrats to elect welfare-slasher Clinton and
rammed through wage freezes for Giuliani, rigging membership
votes to squelch opposition, while the "dissidents" bring in the
feds and courts who subject union after union to capitalist government control in the bogus claim of"fighting corruption." ·
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Opponents of the racist purge at CUNY are· not powerless. There are millions of poor, minority, immigrant and working people who will find their educational opportunities or
those of their children canceled by the drive to slam the door
on public higher education. They can be mobilized in struggle
when they see that their interests are at stake, but that will
take a leadership with a program to fight and win this class
struggle. That poses above all a political task, to oust the
present pro-capitalist mis leaders of labor and break the ties
with the Democrats and Republicans, to undertake the forging of a revolutionary workers party. "Education is a rightfight, fight, fight!" goes one of the student chants. Yes, free
public higher education is a democratic right, but this fight
must be part of the struggle to sweep away the capitalist system that in its epoch of decline is waging relentless war on the
rights and gains of working people. The marauding cops who
murdered Amadou Diallo, tortured Abner Louima and patrol
CUNY are the symbol of a system that is flailing about in its
death agony.
Above all, it is necessary also to understand that the battle
at CUNY is not just against Giuliani and his cohorts. Democratic state assemblyman Ed Sullivan speaks today against
the elimination of remediation at CUNY, but the fact remains
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French secondary school teachers and students mobflized in more than a dozen marches against
0
Allegre's educational counter-refonn, demanding in-~
(/)
creased resources for poor regions. But their
0
a:
struggles were hamstrung by the fact that teachers
-Q)
~
union
leaders are tied to the same popular-front gov'""l
ernment that is carrying out this "refonn."
In the rising period of capitalism, the U.S. was
a pioneer in mass public education, with free public
libraries, land-grant colleges and other innovations
unknown in Europe. The name of Horace Mann is
famous worldwide as an architect of progressive education (and opponent of slavery) along with that of
the liberal educator John Dewey. The Russian Bolsheviks paid great attention to public education in
the U.S. Lenin wrote articles on U.S. schools and in
praise of the New York Public Library, pointing out
that ordinary workers could go there after work to
gain knowledge, and vowing to introduce such institutions in a workers Russia. Today, in the era of
capitalist decline, many European countries still do
not have public libraries, the NYPL is closed most
evenings, and now the New York city government is
Welfare "reform" pushed by Democrat Clinton, implemented by
planning to "blow up" the City University by cutRepublican Giuliani condemns millions to slave labor"workfare:'
ting its size in half.
(as cynically pointed out by Schmidt commission member and
The bourgeoisie and pro-capitalist refonnists seek to adfonner Republican state senator Manfred Ohrenstein at the
just the educational system to the needs of capital. This proJanu~ry hearing) that Sullivan has long headed the assembly
duces the spectacle of cutbacks in enrollment in higher educommittee on higher education and thus he-along with his felcation, particularly'ofblack and Latino youth, at a time when
low Democratic assemblymen and women-is co-responsible
technological developments require more skills not less. A
for approving the cutback budgets which have steadily slashed
chauvinist drive is underway against bilingual education and
English as a Second Language instruction just as the immiCUNY budgets and raised CUNY tuition for years. In fact,
according to statistics of the OECD (Organization for Ecogrant popubtion is exploding. In opposing the butchering of
nomic Co-operation and Development), public expenditure
CUNY, liberals argue for a more "rational" educational policy.
on education in the United States has dropped from 5.7
Yet the offensive against mass public higher education is an
percent of the gross domestic product in 1975 to 4.9 perexpression of the fundamental irrationality of the capitalist
cent 20 years later. As capitalists push to drive ·up profit
system, which destroys millions ofjobs in the name of profitrates and slash spending on social programs, this trend is
ability and educates youth only to use them as cannon fodder
accelerating.
in its wars.
In recent years there have been sharp struggles waged in
Today, as 150 years ago with the dawn of scientific soa number of countries against attacks on public education,
cialism, it is the communists who are the only consistent deand not just from governments of the right. In semi-colonial
fenders of free public education for all.•
countries, the International Monetary ·Fund and local bourgeois rulers have sought to implement sharp increases on stuUma obra imprescindivel
dent fees and tuition while imposing restrictions to admis. sions. A battle is looming over this in Mexico. Currently, Greek
James P. Cannon,
university students are fighting pitched battles with the police, protesting against government plans to restrict access to
higher education by imposing exclusionary exams. In Europe
e o movimento
as well as the U.S., influential capitalist circles see education
negro norte-americano
(on which OECD governments spend a trillion dollars a year)
as. a profitable new "market" to be milked. Social-democratic
Enderec;o:
education minister Claude Allegre in France declared last year
Caixa Postal 084027Tradu9a6 e edic;ao
CE P 27251-970
that -it was necessary to "instill a spirit of enterprise" and that
anotada da LQB
Volta
Redonda, RJ
educational services constitute "the great market of the 21st
Brasil
century" (Le Monde Diplomatique, June 1998). In response,
Q
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Amadou Diallo . ..
continuedfrom page 6
The echo of police bullets punctuates the daily life of this
city, as scores ofyooog black and Latino men are shot down by
the cops. Kenneth Banks, who was riding his bicyle in Harlem
when police threw a walkie-talkie at his head to stop him from
"fleeing." Michael Jones, 16, was riding a bike in Brooklyn with
a water pistol when cops shot him six times. Russell Jones, a
rapper, shot and arrested for "attempted murder" of a cop: the
Street Crimes Unit said his cell phone looked like a gun. Anthony Baez, choked to death by killer cop Livoti, because his
football accidentally hit a po lice cruiser.
Rudolph Giuliani is a particularly blatant racist. The
mayor put all of central Harlem under lockdown with thousands of cops last summer when he couldn't outright ban
the "Million Youth March." Giuliani is carrying out a
racist purge of minority students and particularly immigrants at the City University. Students and working
people in NYC must fight for open admissions at
CUNY. But it's not just Giuliani and not just the Republicans. Black Democratic former mayor David
Dinkins hired 6,000 new cops, the same cops who
are shooting down black youth today! It was Democratic mayor Ed Koch who presided over the
shootings ofblack grandmother Eleanor Bumpers in the Bronx,
and black artist Michael Stewart in Manhattan.
Leading the demonstrations against Giuliani is the Rev. Al
Sharpton, who calls for a federal investigation of the cop shooting of Amadou Diallo. But 15 months after the federal government began "investigating" the NYPD torture of Abner Louima,
no action has been taken against the racist torture cops. Meanwhile, Muhammad Khalid spews out vicious anti-Semitism, doing his best to set one minority against another.
Various supposedly socialist groups tail after Sharpton
& Co., putting a slightly more "militant" gloss on his slogans
of "no justice, no peace." The fact is that there can be no
justice for oppressed minorities under this racist capitalist system. The capitalist misleaders and the reformist left feed the
illusion that the oppressed are powerless. But the working
class makes this system run, and the power of labor can bring
it to a grinding halt.
Workers in key ooions such as TWU Local I 00 (subways
and buses), AFSCME Local 420 and Local 1199 (hospital work·ers), DC 37 city workers, the heavily immigrant garment and
restaurant workers, the powerful Teamsters and others should
fight for their unions to mobilize massively in the streets and
through strike action against this racist cop terror.
The police are the armed fist of capital. Class-conscious
workers must demand: Cops out ofthe unions!
Amadou Diallo was an example of the international and
multiethnic character of the working people of New York City.
The workers movement must demand: Full citizenship rights for
all immigrants!
The whole system of capitalist injustice must be taken on.
It is urgent to bring out the workers movement internationally
to save the life of Mumia Abu-Jamal, demanding immediate

freedom for this former Black Panther facing execution on
Pennsylvania's death row.
The key is to forge a revolutionary workers party based
on the program of Lenin and Trotsky who led the Russian Revolution. That is the program of the Internationalist Group, section of the League for the Fourth International. As we wrote
two years ago when thousands of demonstrators were marching along the Grand Concourse in the Bronx protesting the
acquittal of the racist cops who strangled Anthony Baez:
"Removing Giuliani and putting in a Democrat would solve
nothing. When black Democratic mayor David Dinkins came
into office, the cops went on a killing spree (mostly in Hispanic neighborhoods).... Moreover, Bronx district attorney
Johnson and borough president Ferrer are both liberal Democrats, but they didn't try killer cop Livoti for murder any
more than Democratic Brooklyn D.A. Hynes brought charges
against the cop murderers of Anibal Carrasquillo and Yong
Xin Huang .... Democratic mayors across the country enforced
the cutbacks ordered by Republican Reagan. Now a Republican NYC mayor will enforce the vicious welfare 'reform'
passed by the Republican Congress and signed by Democrat
Clinton. Together Democrats and Republicans are the partner parties of capital-they constitute the property party
against the propertyless.
"To get rid of racist cop terror, you have to sweep away the
system that spawns it. That system is capitalism, and what's
needed is a socialist revolution to make the working class
and its allies the rulers of society." •
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Our comrade Fernando
Lopez died in a tragic subway
accident in New York City on 4
April 1999. Fernando was 25
years old; he was a garment
worker, a union organizer, an
activist in the cause of the oppressed, and a communist. He
was a worker intellectual, a talented organizer and recruiter of
remarkable energy and enthusiasm. As a close friend wrote in
his memory: "In your short life
you left your mark profoundly
on all of us who had the pleasure ofknowing you." A memorial meeting was held for
Fernando in Manhattan on April
13, attended by 100 people, with
more than a dozen speakers.
Fernando Lopez Inzunza
was born on 15 July 1973 in
Huajapan, in the southern
Mexican state of Oaxaca. As a
child he moved to a small town
in the state of Tlaxcala, and as
a teenager went to Mexico City,
where as a high-school student
he developed a deep interest in
mathematics and helped organize a number of cultural and
political youth groups, making
plans to study drama on a
scholarship he had won from
the Instituto de Bellas Artes
(Fine Arts Institute). However,
in 1994 he followed relatives
who, like thousands of others
from the Tlaxcala-Puebla region of Mexico, went to New
York in search of work.
Fernando's uncle had gotten
work in a Brooklyn sweatshop
(where he met and married a
Ukrainian woman of Jewish
origin); and soon Fernando was
making his living as a sewingmachine operator in the garment trade.
The conditions of merciless exploitation of the thousands of
"undocumented" immigrants who, like Fernando, worked for
miserable wages in dark, poorly ventilated and often unheated
sweatshops aroused his indignation and spurred his developing
social consciousness. He soon joined efforts to bring his fellow
workers into the garment workers union (first the ILG WU and
then its successor union UNITE), which had begun a number of
organizing drives among immigrant workers. In June 1995 he

Fernando
L6pez
1973-1999
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was chosen to represent the garment workers of Manhattan at a
demonstration of hundreds of
workers in support of Chinese
sweatshop workers in Brooklyn.
In his speech, "in the name of
the workers of all nationalities,"
he denounced the way "the
bosses and contractors exploit
us mercilessly and trample our
dignity and respect."

As part of a group of union
activists he was later sent on a
months-long organizing drive in
California, and was also assigned to assist Teamster organizing efforts at a large rentalcar agency. With a strong sense
of irony he would later display
the diploma he received when
the union tops sent him to a formal training course for organizers, relating how they sought to
tempt him with the bureaucrats'
"good life" by putting him up in
a fancy hotel before sending him
back to the sweatshop. At the
same time, he stressed the impact made on him by a Korean
American organizer he worked
with, who put his knowledge of
the Korean, Spanish and English
-languages t!:work to bring
worker · in~o the, union movement. ~
en UNITE carried out
a lightn · g R,urge of the group
of activ sts and organizers
Vfctor Cira
Fernando as working with in
New York ity, he helped them
found the Garment Workers
Solidarity Center. In a statement
to the memoria~eting held on
April 13, the G SC noted:
"From the beginn ·ng he was an
active member, assisting the
Press and Propaganda Committee. ~ater, due to his knowledge of logistics and, computers,
he was elected to head the Organization Committee .. ..
"Fernando is an example of how a garment w~rker... can
develop his potential as a leader. And this is bow our
compafiero Fernando came to show his many fac~s in the
workers movement."
\
When filmmaker David Riker, who became Fern,ndo's
friend, made a movie entitled La Ciudad (The City), Fem~d0
played a role as a sewing-machine operator who joins ou~ers

Comrade,
Internationalist,
Revolutionary

\
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in a work stoppage to defend a woman worker, a vivid depicInternational, and was attending meetings and carrying out party
tion of the power of workers solidarity. In the real life sweatassignments. This step came after working and studying with
us intensively over the past period. He participated with the
shops his fierce persistence and passion in his organizing work
IG at marches and protests, and rallies for Mumia Abu-Jamal;
won him the nickname El Tigre.
intervened at a range of leftist events, chastising reformists
Femando's development into a Marxist revolutionary was
who push petitions for "reforming" the police and centrists who
thus rooted in his previous experiences and development. As a
cite opinion polls to justify their abandonment of the struggle for
comrade from the Internationalist Group noted at the memorial:
Puerto Rican independence; and began to participate in work
"Fernando Lopez decided to fight to understand the world and
Internationalist photo among students facing
change it. Fernando
went through the
the racist purge of miworld questioning, alnorities at the City Uniways questioning. He
versity ofNew York.
never accepted anyAn IG speaker
thing simply because
noted Fernando's "enorsomebody said it was
mous passion for ideas":
so, or because that's
"In classes over the
just the way things are.
course of26 years, I have
He always wanted to
never seen a more enthuknow why. He always,
siastic and sincere parwanted to know, what
ticipant
or a quicker
is it that we should do?
learner;
and
in a short
And he never resigned
time
he
began
to give
himself in the face of
classes
on
various
Marxinjustice."
ist
themes."
In
the
This sense comes through
months
before
his
death
in a piece Fernando wrote
he helped give classes on
in 1994, which was read
topics
ranging from
at his memorial:
Lenin's polemic against
"I would like to live a
nationalism in Critical
thousand years/in orRemarks on the National
der to understand this
world.
Question to Engels' esIn this game oflife/there
say Ludwig Feuerbach
are only two paths:
and the End ofClassical
That of an easy life/and
German Philosophy and
that of great sacrifices.
(using examples from his
I hope to have the
extensive knowledge of
happiness/of walking
mathematics), the chapalong the second
ters on dialectics in
path, so that at the
Engels' Anti-Diihring.
end of my existence/
At the same time he conI will be filled with Fernando at July 1998 protest against immigration raids. Sign tinued to teach GED
reads: "For Workers Mobilization to Stop the Migra Raids."
satisfaction."
(high-school equivaPoems about Fernando were also read by a writer of popular
Mexican poetry who is a member of Unimexny, and by comrade Socorro of the Internationalist Group.
A speaker from the New York Zapatistas, to which Fernando
had belonged as he politically developed toward Bolshevism,
stressed his insistence on orderly and productive meetings and
the enormous care and attention to organizational detail he put
into every aspect of his work. Understanding the importance of
organization and consciousness, and of those who march in the
vanguard of their class, Fernando came to a decision rooted in
his previous experiences and evolution: to become a professional
revolutionary, a Leninist.
At the time of his death he had formally requested to join
the Internationalist Group, section of the League for the Fourth

lency) classes for his fellow workers. One of his students recalled how he would come straight from his back-breaking
job to give these classes, insisting on students applying themselves and completing their assignments.
At the memorial, another IG comrade noted that this reminded her of Trotsky's description of his son Leon Sedov:
"Leon had exceptional mathematical ability. He never tired
ofassisting many worker-students who had not gone through grammar school. He engaged in this work with all his energy; encouraging, leading, chiding the lazy ones-the youthful teacher saw
in this work a service to his class .... Most of his time, strength
and spirit were devoted to the cause of the revolution."
Fernando's tireless work to bring new people around our
organization made a big impression on friends and coworkers,
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one of whom wrote: "You have changed a lot since you began to
be part of the group of the Trotskyists. Your ideas have become
clearer and better-founded. The truth is I admire you." In
Fernando, the Trotskyist movement has lost a powerful comrade
just as a long period of preparatory work was bearing fruit.

A Revolutionary Internationalist
For Fernando solidarity was not just a word; he lived it
and in reality embodied it; in his death he received it from
many, as shown by the more than one hundred people, most of
them immigrant garment workers, who came to pay their respects at the funeral home shortly after his death and again at
the memorial meeting. Having seen the employers seek to fan

Fernando portraying a
participant in a work
stoppage to defend a
seamstress abused
by sweatshop bosses
in "Costurera," a
segment of the 1998
film La Ciudad.
Director David Riker
chose garment
workers for roles in
his award-winning
portrayal of New York
immigrant life.
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antagonisms between Asian and Hispanic
workers in the garment industry, Fernando
was deeply committed to the struggle to
overcome racial, ethnic and national divisions among all the working people. One of
his assignments for our organization at the
time of his death was extensive research on
the Asian immigrant worker population in
the New York area.
When we met and began discussions
with him in a period of demonstrations
against massacres in Chiapas and immigration raids in New York, he showed a great
interest in the struggle against black oppression and an understanding of its central role
in virtually all social and political questions
in the United States, including struggles
against the oppression of women and antiimmigrant racism. Several speakers noted
at the memorial that Fernando was active
in the fight to free Mumia Abu-Jamal. In a
poem read to the memorial, comrade Socorro recalled
Fernando, "the hole in your leather jacket/covered with a button of Frederick Douglass,"as a "revolutionary with no patria"
(fatherland), and quoted the Mexican revolutionary Ricardo
Flores Mag6n. "The patria, proletarians, is something which
is not ours .... The patria belongs to the bourgeoisie, and thus it
is they alone who benefit from it." Long before meeting the
Internationalist Group Fernando was already calling himself
"a citizen of the world."
One of the most remarkable examples of his spirit, determination and organizing talents occurred when; together with many
coworkers, he was arrested in one of a wave oflmmigration and
Naturalization Service raids in the New York area last year. An
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article on migra raids and
deportations in El Jnternacionalista (No. I, May
1998), the Spanish-language publication of the
League for the Fourth International, begins with a
description of this March
1998 raid, based on a letter Fernando wrote from
jail. Twenty plainclothes
INS agents blocked the
doors of two sweatshops,
seizing ''undocumented"
immigrants who worked
there for minimum wage.
Handcuffed and chained,
the men were taken to a
prison run for the INS in Garment workers and activists
Elizabeth, New Jersey by the Corrections Corporation ofAmerica,
the women to a migra prison in Pennsylvania. Because he refused to cooperate with the INS agents by giving his nationality
and other infonnation, or signing papers or stating his country of
origin (which facilitates the deportation process), and because
he sought to organize others to do the same, Fernando was singled
out and threatened with exorbitant bail. ·
In the prison for 22 days, Fernando kept a daily record of
events while he kept working to organize and cheer up the
others, finding ways to bridge language b arriers to communicate with Chinese workers and help them with their phone calls,
and intervening to assist an African prisoner driven to desperation by incarceration. After his release, on each of the occasions we accompanied him to hearings at immigration court,
he ran into people he had met in the migra jail, all of whom
greeted him effusively. When the j udge finally sentenced him
to what is hypocritically called "voluntary departure" (in which
.the deportee pays his own air fare), Fernando answered that he
still had much to do here. Immediately afterwards, on the steps
of the courthouse, he sold an Internationalist Group pamphlet
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gathered in memory of Fernando Lopez, April 13.
to another defendant he had met in jail. He took particular
pride in his success at distributing our publications.
As a comrade noted at the memorial meeting for Fernando:
"The government said he was ' illegal' because he lacked some
little papers called immigration documents. The bourgeoisie
thinks it is all-powerful. But it is nothing when faced with the
power of the proletariat, and its tribunals and jails will fall to
pieces when the workers decide it shall be so and, having acquired consciousness of themselves as a class, take the power
in a socialist revolution."
In systematically investigating the origins ofthe League for
the Fourth International (LFI) in the expulsion of a number of
leading cadres from the International Communist League (ICL),
he closely studied polemics between the two organizations. As a
worker communist and internationalist he expressec,i. bitter revulsion at the ICL's betrayal of a hard-fought struggle to remove
police from the municipal workers union in Brazil, and their degeneration into what he characterized as revolucionarios de
escritorio (office-bound revolutionaries). At the same time he
was full of optimism for the prospects of genuine Marxism; he
was reading avidly about Leon Trotsky's life
and planning to visit and help work at the
Trotsky museum in Coyoacan, Mexico, established at the house where the co-leader of the
October Revolution-who found himself on the
"planet without a visa"-was killed during his
final exile.
As the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do
Brasil, section of the LFI, wrote in a "posthumous tribute to a young revolutionary":
"Fernando was dynamic and full of life. His
struggles and his communist ideals made a profound impression on us, and we believe they
are cause for pride for those, such as we of the
League for the Fourth International, who knew
him and felt the sincere way in which he spoke,
Internationalist photo
lived, and fought to put an end to discriminaInternationalist Group speaker at memorial for comrade Fernando.
continued on page 67
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ILWU longshoremen march in .Oakland to protest union-busting witchhunt, 26 February 1998.

Li.verpool Dockers: "Never Cross a Picket Line!"

ILWU : Defense Victory in
Neptune Jade Picket .Case
Defenders oflabor rights won a victory late last year when
the West Coast longshore bosses of the Pacific Maritime Association (PMA) abandoned their vindictive prosecution ofBay
Area labor activists and members of the International Longshore and Warehouse Union (ILWU) for picketing the scab
Neptune Jade in the fall of 1997. The picket was part of international protests in solidarity with the embattled dockers in
Liverpool, England.
The shipping magnates had demanded that unionists
"name names" of fellow picketers and asked for huge fines in
their effort to intimidate and bankrupt anyone who dared to
fight for international labor solidarity (see "McCarthyite
Witchhunt Against Bay Area Labor Activists," The Internationalist No. 4, January-February 1998). Faced with ongoing
protests-including an ILWU shutdown of the port of Oakland
last July during a court hearing on the case-the PMA and its
co-conspirators of Yusen Terminals and Centennial Stevedoring finally dropped their suits and charges against all the defendants:
This important labor defense case grew out of the wave
of union-busting on the docks which has spread around the
world, from Australia to Mexico and Brazil, finding a focus
in the battle of Merseyside dock workers in Liverpool
(England's last unionized port), all 500 of whom were sacked

in the fall of 1995 for respecting a picket line. The Liverpool
dockers fought hard to defend their jobs and the principle
that picket lines mean don't cross, while being stabbed in the
back by the leaders of their own union, the Transport and
General Workers Union, and the International Transport Workers Federation. For its part, Tony Blair's "New Labour" Partywhic;h owns 14 percent of the company that fired them-did its
best to see them defeated.
The Neptune Jade sailed into Oakland harbor on 28 September 1997 with cargo loaded in a port controlled by the unionbusting Mersey Dock and Harbour Company. It was met with a
picket line setup by members ofthe ILWU as well as other unionists and local activists. Members of ILWU Local 10 refused to
cross the line, and the Jade sat idle for .three days.
The ship set sail from Oakland with its cargo still aboard,
but met with the same reception in Vancouver, Canada, where
ILWU members refused to cross a picket line of 30 activists:
and again in Yokohama, Japan, where longshoremen considered its scab cargo too hot to handle. The ship was later sold
(and renamed) in Taiwan with the cargo still on board.
The employers screamed over the hundreds of thousands of
dollars they lost. As a subsequent PMA press release (10 July
1998) put it: "With 'just-in-time' manufacturing and distribution ·
controlHng retailers' inventories, any interruption-even a few
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hourn--in the flow of merchandise drastically affects sales revenue and forecasting." Thus even this limited and largely symbolic protest was viewed by the bosses as a threat to "labor peace"
that had to be put down, and hard-continuing their vendetta even
after the Liverpool dockers, stabbed in the back by traitorous
labor "leaders" who let them twist in the wind, ended their 28month fight in defeatin January 1998. Non-union ''replacements"
now do the work for half the pay and no benefits.
The PMA targeted ILWU Locals 10 and 34, as well as
ILWU member and picket captain Robert Irminger of the
Inlandboatmen 's Union, ILWU Local 10 executive board member Jack Heyman, along with the Laney College Labor Studies Club, the Golden Gate chapter of the Labor Party, the Peace
and Freedom Party and others for the "crime" of picketing.
Blatantly taking a page from the witchhunt manual of the infamous Senator Joseph McCarthy, they demanded that defendants tum over the names of everyone even remotely involved
in planning and carrying out the picket, as well as their own
past and present organizational and political affiliations and
to turn over their correspondence, e-mail, faxes, etc. When
witnesses testified on Irminger's behalf, the PMA added their
names to the list of defendants.
Nevertheless, continuing protests, as well as the ILWU's
shutdown of the Oakland port on the morning of22 July 1998 in
support of the Neptune Jade defendants, proved an expensive
thorn in the companies' side. ILWU international president Brian
Mc Williams called the dropping of charges "a gesture of conciliation that will go a long way towards making the upcoming
[contract] negotiations fruitful." On the contrary, the longshore
and shipping bosses are still out for blood. They are going after
the hiring hall, product ofthe 1934 SF dock strike, and the union
had better be prepared to fight them tooth and nail. .
The entire course of events underscores the need to oust
the labor bureaucracy, whose entire policy is that of class collaboration, and to forge in its stead a revolutionary-internationalist leadership of the working class to bring all oflabor's
muscle to bear in class struggle to bust the union-busters and
defeat the capitalist class once and for all.

"Never Cross a Picket Line"
One of the key lessons highlighted by the Neptune Jade
case and the Liverpool dockers' struggle is the need to defend,
reaffirm and enforce the fundamental labor principle expressed
in the Liverpool dockers' central slogan: "Never Cross a Picket
Line!" This principle is a living expression that the workers
are a single class with common interests, across lines of different crafts and trades, and across national boundaries. Generations ofunionists were raised to view the very idea of crossing a picket line-the battle line in the class war-as abhorrent
and unthinkable.
This tradition is echoed even in an editorial on the
Liverpool struggle in the ILWU's official paper The Dispatcher
(January 1998), which stressed that what was at stake was "the
international workers' right to withhold their labor, to picket
and to express solidarity by honoring a picket line." The editorial continued:

"The ILWU officially recognized and codified that right when
the union's 1953 Convention adopted 'The Ten Guiding Principles of the ILWU.' Among them was this admonition: 'Every picket line must be respected as though it were our own.'
"The kind of solidarity the picket line represents, the flexing
of collective muscle it demonstrates and the profound recognition and understanding of our power.. .it can bring, makes
it a potent weapon."
Yet while tipping their hat to honoring picket lines, the ILWU
tops have repeatedly refused to call official pickets for fear of
an all-out battle with the maritime bosses.
In fact, the elementary principle ofthe picket line has been
watered down, trampled on and betrayed by the labor bureaucracy. Nor is the West Coast dock union with its "progressive"
reputation an exception-don't forget how ILWU founder Harry
Bridges cheerily crossed the union's own employees' picket
lines in the early '70s and gave away vital union gains in the
infamous M&M (modernization and mechanization) contracts.
In 1981 the AFL-CIO tops let the PATCO air traffic controllers be fired en masse by Reagan without lifting a finger to
shut down the airports.
Over the years, the labor misleaders have sacrificed one hardfought strike after another while allowing the racist rulers to throw
a generation of black youth on the scrap heap and cany out a
vicious offensive against all the oppressed. They undertnine the
principle that picket lines mean don~ cross by setting up "infor-

continued on page 70
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Democrats, Republicans Murder Iraqis,
Starve Welfare M·o ms and Kids

-To Hell with Monicagate and -ImpeachmentClinton Is a War Criminal

Defeat U.S. lmperialisml
Defend 1ra11
JANUARY 1:-After
are a far greater dantwice going to the
ger to humanity than
brink earlier in 1998,
the bloody Iraqi dicWashington
tator could ever be.
launched its longWe demand: U.S.
out of the Persian
threatened bombing
Gulj! Just as in the
attack on Iraq in midcase of the ''Desert
Dec ember. For 70
hours, the U.S. and
Slaughter" launched
British imperialists
by Republican Bush
rained death and deeight years earlier, it
is necessary to mobistruction on the Iraqi
lize the class power
people, following
ofthe proletariat ineight years of a viternationally and
cious
economic
within the United
blockade that has
States to defend the
killed hundreds of
thousands of Iraqis,
Iraqi people against
Reuters Democrat Clinton's
particularly young
cold-blooded mass
children. The attack Iraqi women in Qorna survey a house destroyed by U.S. missile.
murder. Workers'
by waves of B-1, B2, B-52, F-117 and Tornado bombers and hundreds of cruise
protests, strikes and labor boycotts of war materiel are called for,
missiles was an attempt to bring a semi-colonial country to its . dem_a nding an end to the bombing, the starvation embargo, the
knees and assert the U.S. role as global gendarme. Dubbed
"no fly" zones and the provocative "UN inspections" which
"Desert Fox," the nickname of Hitler's general Rommel,
serve .as a pretext for imperialist aggression. The sections of
Clinton's raids, like the Persian Gulf War of 1990-91, were
·the League for the Fourth International, in different national
intended to enforce a New World Order under U.S. hegemony,
terrains, fight for such urgently needed actions, propagandizincluding bringing Washington's sometimes reluctant imperiing among class-conscious workers for proletarian-internationalist allies to heel. And Washington continues to bomb anti- . alist struggle against imperialism in the fight to build a world
aircraft installations defending Iraq's air space, vowing to stage
party of socialist revolution.
a replay of its murderous operation early in 1999.
The U.S. and its imperialist allies and flunkeys in the UN
The Internationalist Group calls for defense ofIraq against
keep denouncing Iraqi "weapons of mass destruction." What
cynical hypocrisy! The U.S. is the only power that has ever used
US. imperialist attack. While giving no political support to Sadnuclear weapons, atomic bombing Hiroshima and Nagasaki while
dam Hussein, the working class must stand resolutely on the side
firebombing Tokyo, Osaka and numerous German cities, causof the Iraqi victims of this aggression by the imperialists, who
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ing hundreds ofthousands ofcivilian deaths. While the imperialist press piously denounces Iraq for possibly developing chemical weapons, the U.S. slaughtered some 2 million Vietnamese,
including using chemical weapons such as napalm and Agent
Orange. In the Gulf War, the U.S. used depleted uranium shells
which continue to poi5on Iraqi civilians. Britain-which under
Tony Blair's ''New Labour" government joined in Clinton's
murderous rampage-conquered Iraq as a colonial prize in the
imperialist First World War and used chemical weapons there in
1920 to put down a bourgeoning popular revolt (see "Defend
Iraq Against U.S. Imperialist Attack!" in The Internationalist
No. 5, April-May 1998).
The White House and Pentagon pretend this is all about
weapons of mass destructiOn in the hands of a crazed and law- .
less Near East regime. How about Israel, which locked up nuclear
technician Mordechai Vanunu for disclosing its arsenal ofat least
200 nuclear bombs developed at its atomic weapons center at
Dimona? Israel also has stockpiled chemical weapons, as came
to light following a series of accidents at the laboratory in the
town ofNes Ziona in which several people died; in one case the
·entire population of the town had to be evacuated. But Israel is
an ally ofthe U.S., which is pushing the vaunted ''peace process"
that.would permanently confine the Palestinian Arab population
in a giant West Bank/Gaz.a concentration camp, criss-crossed by
Israeli highways, militarily subjugated by the Israeli army and
heavily armed ultra-rightist settlers, and administered for Israel
·by Yasir Arafat's PLO. We call on Hebrew-speaking and Palestinian Arab working people to join' hands in overthrowing their
Zionist and Arab nationalist bourg~is rulers and leading the way
to a socialist federation of the Near East.
The U.S. and UK imperialists claim to be defending "international law" even as they launch terror bombing without the
slightest "legal" pretext. While denouncing Iraqi terrorism, the
Pentagon brazenly tries to assassinate Saddam Hussein'. and f<r
ment a military coup. The U.S. now admits that at least a quarter
· of the bombing missions in the Gulf war were aimed at "decapitating" the Iraqi leadership. In one such operation, they murdered hundreds ofwomen and children in an air raid shelter. The
UN "inspectors" are nothing but imperialist spies who are fed
information by and follow the orders ofthe U.S. and Israel. Chief
"inspector" Richard Butler produced his latest report, which
served as the pretext for Clinton's attack, on direct request from
the White House, and it was turned over to Washington two days
before being submitted to the UN. While some UN Security
Council members like France, Russia and China demur at the
bombing, they have all enforced the UN sanctions and inspection regime against the Iraqi people.
Today in most of West Europe, social democrats .and refonnist "Communist" parties are in office in the form of popular
front governments. While "Tory" Blair in Britain openly joins in
the U.S.-orchestrated terror bombing oflraq, the rest of NATO
participates surreptitiously. Thus despite the pro forma dissent
from the bombing by the French government of"Socialist'' Jospin,
French planes involved in enforcing the imperialist-decreed "no
fly'' zones provided the air reconnaissance for U.S. bomb strikes
in southern Iraq. In Germany the government of Social Dell)o-
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cratic chancellor Gerhard SchrOder and Green foreign minister
Joseph Fischer, both former '"68ers" who once protested the
war on Vietnam, gave a green light for the use of American bases ·
in Germany in providing logistical_ support to "Operation
Wiistenfuchs." With all its peace rhetoric, the UN is nothing but
a fig leaf for warmongering U.S. imperialism.
Ever since the late 1970s, the U.S. has used the rhetoric of
"human rights" to mask its war drive, first against the Soviet
Union and then, following the counterrevolutionary destruction
ofth~t bureaucratically.degenerated workers state, against any
other regime that fails to unconditionally accept Washington's
diktat. The fury unleashed against Saddam Hussein, a run-?fthe-mill nationalist despot (and former U.S. ally), is intended as
a deadly warning to anyone who would cross the would-be sheriffs of the New World Order. Saddam is a vicious butcher, who
~ launched his reign of terror against the Iraqi Communist
Party (among whose founders were numerous Jewish and Kurdish
communists). But lest anyone think that the imperialists are allies of Saddam's victims, look at the sorry fate of the Kurds who
rose up at U.S. instigation at the end of the Gulf War. It was the
imperialists' ''peace" following World War I which dismembered
the Kurdish people. A united Kurdistan can only be achieved
through socialist revolution against imperialism, joining hands
with the Iraqi, Iranian and Turkish proletariat to bring down all
all the capitalist powers of the region.
Meanwhile, as Washington prates about "human righfs" as
a pretext for mass murder, U.S. prisons are filled with hundreds
of thousands of black and Hispanic youth and executions are
speeded up in its racist dungeons. Now the drive has been stepped
up to silence forever radical black journalist Mumia Abu-Jamal,
the ''voice of th~ voiceless" on Pennsylvania's death row. We
call on militant workers and defenders of democratic rights internationally to mobilize to demand freedom for Mumia. The
enemy of workers and the oppressed in the United States is here
at home: the American capitalist ruling class and its government
are the biggest terrorists in the world.
It was certainly no coincidence that bombs began falling on
Baghdad and Basra scanthours before the U.S. House of Representatives was to begiri voting on the Republican motion to impeach Bill Clinton over a sex scandal. Likewise, last August the
U.S. bombed a pharmaceutical factory in Sudan and some ''terrorist training camps" in Afghanistan (which had been constructed
by the CIA when it was financing an Islamic fundamentalist jihad
against the Soviet Union in the 1980s) just as Monica Lewinsky
was testifying before the speeial prosecutor in Washington. Overseas military adventures are standard diversionary tactics for
imperialist war crimin.als. Much of the U.S. population i1nmediately compared Clinton's attack to the satirical movie Wag the
Dog, in which a U.S. president stages a phony war to extricate
himself from a similar sex scandal. But even as Republicans ''ralHed 'round the flag,'~ this did not stave off impeachment.
While the Republican right pursues a reactionary anti-sex
witchhunt, the Democrats respond by bombing Iraq. Cartoonists
showed the White House launching missiles against Congress.
In fact, the impeachment fight in Washington is not separate from
continued on page 69
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For a Socialist Republic of United Kurdistan!

Free Abdullah Ocalan Nowl
Down with the Ban on the PKKI
Release Kurdish
Demonstrators Stop the Deportationsl
FEBRUARY 19-The imperialist-organized
kidnapping of Abdullah 6calan, leader of
the Kurdish nationalist PKK (Kurdistan
Workers Party), has now claimed new victims. While Ocalan is held on a prison island, facing the death penalty at the hands
of the Turkish military butchers who have
slaughtered tens of thousands of Kurds and
laid waste to their land~ in Germany Kurdish
demonstrators are shot down in cold blood
and arrested by the hundreds.
" On February 17, guards at the Israeli
consulate in Berlin opened fire on Kurdish
protesters, killing three and wounding dozens of others. There was a ten-meter-long

Abdullah Ocalan, leader of the Kurdish Workers Party (PKK) held by
Turkish kidnappers who sei~ed him with aid of CIA.

puddle of blood in front of the building. The Zionist state terrorists fired indiscriminately on the demonstrators as if they were
dealing with Palestinian protesters in the Occupied Territories.
German Interior Minister Otto Schily, the Social-Democratic

(SPD)/Green government's Noske •declared thatthe dead Kurds
essentially brought it on themselves. Federal chancellor Gerhard
Schroder declared the Kurdish demonstrators to be "opponents."
Kurdish protesters are now threatened with deportation to
the torture chambers in Turkey. Down with the racist
deportations! The workers movement must fight for

full citizenship rights for immigrant workers and their
families . The urgency of this demand is underlined by
the looming possibility of a strike in the metal industry, with its key component of immigrant workers.
At the same time the SPD/Green government of
German imperialism is gearing up to join in a NATO
military occupation of Kosovo. Already there are sev~
· eral thousand Bundeswehr soldiers in Bosnia. The
peoples of Yugoslavia still recall vividly the devastation wrought by the occupation by the German
Wehrmacht in World War II. Every class-conscious
worker must demand: Germany/U.S. /UN/NATO out

ofthe Balkans!
After Ocalan was abducted from the Greek embassy in Nairobi, Kenya, Kurdish rage· has been directed mainly against Greek and Kenyan consulates
and embassies in Europe. We do not know and can. • "Defense" (war) minister of the SPD government that
crushed the German Revolution 1918~ 19. Known for his
Kurdish demonstrators in Berlin with the coffins of their statement that "someone has got to be the bloodhound,"
comrades murdered by Israeli embassy guards in February 17 Gustav Noske instigated the murder of Communist leadprotest over seizure of PKK leader Ocalan.
·
ers Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht.
AP
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not yet know what exactly happened, but this despicable act
has all the signs of a CIA/Mossad operation. U.S. imperialism
declared Ocalan international ''public enemy number one," and
the collaboration between the Israeli and Turkish military is
well known. Well-connected U.S. columnist William Satire
reported two weeks ago that Israel had persuaded Washington
to supply Turkey with Apache helicopters to be used against
the PKK, and that "meanwhile, American and Israeli intelligence and diplomats helped track down the Turks' most wanted
Kurd, Abdullah Ocalam."
While decreeing that Kurdish protests have no place on
"German soil," the SPD/Green government has underlined its
continuity with the Kohl regime by maintaining the ban on the
PKK and various Kurdish cultural associations, as well as
Turkish leftist organizations like Devrimci Sol. As cops in a
dozen German cities moved against PKK supporters with clubs
and water-cannon, the Turkish military continues the genocidal slaughter in Kurdistan with helicopters and tanks provided courtesy of German imperialism.
The Turkish refusal to let international observers and
Ocalan's lawyers into the country makes a mockery of the prating by SchrMer, Schily and Green Foreign Minister Fischer
about a "fair trial" for Ocalan. Despite its hypocritical airs of
noninvolvement the Schroder government is complicit in the
international manhunt against Ocalan. Down with the ban on

the PKK and all other Kurdish nationalist organizations!
Down with the ban on Devrimci Sol!
The Kurdish protests come at a time when the racist hysteria over "dual citizenship" for immigrants in Germany has
called into question the cynical sop of the SPD/Green bill.
This offered only crumbs for a tiny minority oflong-time residents on the condition of continued racist terror on the borders. Now, in the wake of its defeat in the Hesse state elections, the Schroder government - supported by the PDS (Party
of Democratic Socialism)- is back-pedaling. Simultaneously
there has been a new outbreak of murderous fascist violence
in the town Guben on the Polish border, as an Algerian immigrant was chased to his death.
The bourgeois media vituperates against Kurdish "terrorists" in German streets. The [right-wing] Springer press (Die

)>

""O

German interior minister Otto Schily and
border police. "Socialist" top cop bans
PKK, deports Kurds to Turkish jails.
Welt) laments that it was Israelis who pulled the trigger - they
wanted German police to stage the bloodbath on German soil.
Yet the Kurdish protesters were unarmed and included children. The occupations of embassies (and several cases of selfimmolation) were acts of desperation of a brutally oppressed
people. They were answered by murderous state repression.
Meanwhile, the reformist left falls over itself to support
SchrOder and Fischer. Seeking to demonstrate its reliability as
"partners" in administering the capitalist state, the head of the
PDS parliamentary fraction in the state of MecklenburgVorpommern declared that these ministerial social democrats
have "no sympathy" for Kurdish protests she described as violent. [The PDS, social-democratic heirs of the Stalinist rulers
of the East German deformed workers state, entered a state
government following elections last fall for the first time since
capitalist reunification of Germany in 1990.]
While revolutionary Marxists call for the liberation of
Abdullah Ocalan and stand on the side of the PKK in its military confrontation with the Turkish state, we are irreconcilably politically opposed to the bourgeois nationalism of the
PKK. It is urgently necessary to fight for the unity of Kurdish,
Turkish and German workers in common class struggle. The
rash of attacks on Turkish snack bars, restaurants and cultural
groups is indefensible and undercuts this perspective by indiscriminately targeting all Turks rather than the blood-drenched
Turkish capitalist state.
As the imperialist bourgeoisies push the lie of the "death
of communism," Ocalan liquidated the PKK 's leftist verbiage
and desperately sought an imperialist patron as guarantor of a
bogus "autonomy" for the Kurds in Turkey. In Germany this
even took the form of an approach to the sinister reactionary
Christian Democratic politician Lummer [former state interior minister, notorious for brutal attacks on leftists and immi-

continued on page 69
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U.S./11/NITO Out of the Balkansl

Del nd Yugoslavian teat th Imperialist Attack!
APRIL 2-0nce again
there is war in Europe. On
March 24, the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
launched massive air attacks against the Federal
Republic of Yugoslavia.
In one week of bombing,
some 430 NATO warplanes launched more
than 400 missiles and
dropped 1,900 tons of
bombs on the Balkan republic. Now, under prodding-from Washington, the
19-member imperialist alliance has decided to start
bombing downtown
Belgrade. This will be
wanton slaughter. And it
is not just the U.S.: once
again the Luftwaffe is
raining death from the French expeditionary force in Macedonia prepares to strike, March 1999.
skies over southeast Eu"means business" when it issues its ultimatums. This is "hurope. The last time around, in 1941, the German air force killed
17,000 inhabitants of the Yugoslav capital. Then their warplanes
man rights imperialism." The attack on Yugoslavia is clearly
intended as a warning to Russia, laying the basis for Western
bore the swastika of Hitler's Third Reich, today they bear the
imperialist intervention in the oil-rich Caucasus, for example.
Iron Cross of the Fourth Reich of German imperialism. It is no
wonder that, as they huddle in shelters, the Serbian population
And it is aimed at keeping the U.S.' imperialist allies in check,
compares today's NATO assault with Nazi terror bombing.
forestalling a European military action outside the framework
In the second imperialist world war, Hitler's legions
ofNATO. Amid escalating interimperialist rivalries, this marks
marched across the continent seeking to establish a Germana step toward a new imperialist world war.
dominated fascist New Order in Europe. Today, with Social
The victims ofNATO's bombs already number in the hunDemocrats in office in five of the seven leading European
dreds, and soon there will be many more. But the imperialists
powers, the "democratic" imperialists drop their bombs in the
are far from invulnerable. Already one of the U.S.' high-tech
name of"human rights." This is a mere pretext. For WashingF 117 "stealth" bombers has been brought down by Yugoslav
ton, the war against the Serbs-coming on top of its December
antiaircraft fire. Meanwhile, Yugoslav working people vow
to resist: workers at an auto plant occupied the factory, saying
bombing and continuing missile attacks on Iraq, as well as
to NATO that if it is bombed it will be deliberate murder of
the strike against Sudan and Afghanistan last August-is all
more than 1,000 people. The Internationalist Group and the
about imposing a U.S.-dominated New World Order. The
League for the Fourth International call on the workers movepurpose is to establish NATO's "credibility," to show that it
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Against All the Murderous Bourgeois NationalistsFor a Socialist Federation of the Balkans!
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Kosovars in particular.
They are being sacrificed
just as the Iraqi Kurds
were in the aftermath of
the U.S.-led Desert
Slaughter against Iraq.
As NATO commanders bomb Belgrade,
their political leaders
claim they are averting
"genocide." Such talk is
grotesque coming from
German politicians who
administer the affafrs of
the capitalist ruling class
that financed and armed
Hitler and built the death
camps for the Holocaust
that killed six million
Jews-as well as millions
Flames from bombing in Pristina, capital of Kosovo, 25 March 1999.
of Slavs, Communists,
Roma (gypsies), homosexuals and anyone else the Nazis conment and all defenders of the oppressed to mobilize against
the murderous imperialist aggression and to defend its intended · sidered Untermenschen (subhuman). Within the last month it
was officially revealed that the Deutsche Bank supplied credvictims. We demand: U.S.IUNINATO Out of the Balkans!
its to finance the construction of Auschwitz and the producDefend Yugoslavia-Defeat the Imperialist Attack! The IG
tion of the Zyklon-B gas used there. And now the bourgeoisie
and LFI also raise the following slogans: "For Workers Action Against Imperialist Aggression, Build a Revolutionary
ofAuschwitz accuses the Serbs of genocide!
American imperialism, in turn, slaughtered tens ofthousands
Workers Party!" "UCKIKLA Are Imperialist Puppets-No
-0f Japanese in the A-bombing of Hiroshima and Nagasaki, over
NATO Colonial Protectorate in Kosovo!" "Against All the
one million Koreans in the Korean War, over two million VietMurderous Bourgeois Nationalists, For a Socialist Federation ofthe Balkans!" and "Smash Imperialism through Innamese and other Indochinese peoples in the Vietnam War. Docuternational Socialist Revolution!"
mentary evidence has recently been released showing that the
genocidal Guatemalan regime sponsored by Washington in the
Imperialist Bombs and Lies
course ofthree decades wiped out well over 100,000 ofthat CenWhile the Pentagon and NATO HQ in Brussels talk of
tral American country's Mayan Indians. Washington's starvation
"surgical strikes" and "pinpoint bombing" as they rain death
blockade has killed hundreds of thousands oflraqi children over
on the Serb population, the imperialist governments and methe last eight years. And the United States itself was built on
dia march in lock-step, carpet-bombing the rest of the world
genocide. Its bourgeois rulers "ethnically cleansed" the vast mawith war propaganda. The war was launched, they say, bejority of the indigenous Indian population from their ancestral
cause Yugoslav president Slobodan Milosevic refused to aclands, slaughtering tens of thousands and herding the survivors
cept a "peace settlement" for the region of Kosovo supposedly negotiated at the French castle of Rambouillet. These
"negotiations" consisted of an imperialist diktat which would
have set up a colonial protectorate in Kosovo, under the boot
of28,000 NATO troops (now called "peacekeepers"). As he
announced the attack, U.S. president Bill Clinton claimed that
this barbaric onslaught was a "moral imperative" in order to
"save" the Albanian population of the Yugoslav region of
Kosovo from "ethnic cleansing." In fact, the NATO attack
has produced a mass exodus of Kosovar Albanians as the
Yugoslav army moves to secure the borders and attack the
imperialist puppets of the Kosovo Liberation Anny (UCK).
Proletarian internationalists denounce the vicious nationalist policies ofthe murderous bourgeois nationalist Milocevic,
but NATO '.S' war to impose an imperialist colonial protectorNATO plans for occupation zones in a colonial
ate is an incomparably greater danger to mankind-and to the
protectorate of Kosovo.
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Left: U.S. F-117 stealth fighter takes off on bombing run from NATO's Aviano, Italy airbase. But U.S. technology
is not invulnerable. Right: Serbian villagers turn over piece of F-117 brought down by anti-aircraft fire.
into ''reservations" (the word concentration camp hadn't yet been
invented by the Nazis).
The idea of the White House claiming a moral imperative
for anything is ludicrous. Today Clinton cites the "massacre of
Racak," where 43 Albanians were killed, to justify the bombing of Yugoslavia. He conveniently left out that there had been
an all-day military battle between the Yugoslav army and the
UCK at that site, as well as a number of aspects that have been
questioned even by pro-NATO French reporters who were on
the scene. Yet Clinton is the capitalist politician who in 1993
cynically ordered the FBl/ATF/National Guard assault that
massacred 86 men, women and more than two dozen children
at a compound of an inoffensive religious group in Waco, Texas.
His excuse then was to "save the children" from alleged child
abuse. At the same time he was threatening to bomb Bosnian
Serbs (as he did two years later), and to deprive millions of
mothers and children of food and shelter in order to "end welfare as we know it" (which Democrat Clinton and the Republican Congress did three years later). We say: Democrats, Republicans Murder Iraqis, Serbs, Starve Welfare Moms, Kids.
In order to justify the NATO bombing, the imperialist governments and media now portray Yugoslav president Milosevic
as combination of Hitler, Stalin and Pol Pot. In fact, he is a fairly
standard murderous bourgeois nationalist strongman. Far from
being a "holdover from communism," already in the mid-l 980s
this Stalinist hack was hobnobbing with the imperialist fmanciers as a high-level official of the World Bank in Washington.
As the Stalinist-ruled bureaucratically deformed workers states
of East Europe were tottering in the late-'80s, Milosevic took up
the banner of counterrevolutionary Serb nationalism. He came
to political prominence by staging a giant Serb nationalist rally
bashing Kosovar Albanians in 1989, blatantly appealing to
Chetnik and Orthodox religious symbolism. The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, founded by Josip Broz Tito, grew
out of the partisan (guerrilla) struggle against the German and
Italian fascist occupiers and their puppets during World War II
and against Serb royalist Chetniks.

While calling his bourgeois political vehicle the Serbian
Socialist Party, Milosevic has been aligned for years with fascistic Serbian nationalist elements such as Zeljko Raznjatovic,
known as Arkan, and his "Tiger" death squads. But this hardly
makes the Serb strongman unique among the feuding bourgeois nationalists. Croatia is ruled by a fascistic regime headed
by Franjo Tudjman, an anti-Semite who declared the Holocaust was a hoax and who praises the Ustashe government of
Ante Pavelic, a Nazi puppet who slaughtered tens of thousands of Jews, Serbs and Communists in his concentration
camps. Nor do Milosevic & Co. have a monopoly on fostering
murderous nationalist pogroms: the largest single example of
"ethnic cleansing" in the former Yugoslavia was the expulsion
of250,000 Serbs from Croatia in 1995, in an operation planned
with the aid of former U.S. generals advising Tudjman's army.
Meanwhile, Bosnian Islamic president Izetbegovic, who systematically drove the Serbs out o1 Sarajevo, was an official in
a corps of Bosnian mercenary tro~ s who served the Nazis in
World War II.
\
All-sided nationalist bloodle,tti was the instrument for
tearing apart Yugoslavia; as part oft wave of counterrevolutions sponsored by the imperialist owers throughout East
Europe and the former USSR. Capitalism, after all, is based
on the nation-state. And among the ~itter fruits of capitalist
restoration are the escalating interethnic conflicts stoked by
bourgeois politicians seeking to carve out their field for exploitation in the imperialist New World Disorder ushered in
by the destruction of the Soviet Union.
Milosevic's Serbian nationalist c~sade certainly helped
set the stage for the counterrevolution id Yugoslavia, pushing
other nationalities into the arms of~
~ the Tudjmans and
Izetbegovics. But the final push for the d struction of the multinational deformed workers state was ~en by the German
Fourth Reich under Helmut Kohl, which t gether with Austria
lined up European Union support for the eclarations of independence by Slovenia and Croatia in mid~1991 (and secretly
shipped them Soviet arms from the stock \it had acquired in
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Serbs out of the region, with considerable success. And as na,tionalist tensions were exploited in the service of capitalist counterrevolution and continued to escalate amic,l the ethnic civil wars,
the Kosovo "liberation" movement has been entirely subordinate te imperialism. Those ostensible socialists who today raise
the call for Kosovar independence are in fact acting as henchmen of imperialism.
The Kosovo Democratic League of Ibrahim Rugova has long
been a creature ofthe Western imperialists, particularly the United
UCK: Not Freedom Fighters
States, which has funneled large sums in "humanitarian" funds
But Imperialist Puppets
to support its educational and quasi-governmental institutions.
By the late 1990s, however, Rugova's brand of passive resisIn Tito's Yugoslavia, Kosovo had the status of an autonomous province of Serbia. In 1980-81, following Tito's death,
tance had become discredited and a younger generation of
Kosovar dissidents began to coalesce around the UCK (Ushtria
there was a student-led revolt in Kosovo, and in 1989 Milosevic
Clirimtare e Kosoves-Kosovo Liberation Army). Western govcanceled the province's autonomous status. Marxists recognize the right of self-determination of the Kosovar Albanian
ernments and the "free but responsible" bourgeois press portray
population, including the right to separation from a Yugoslathe UCK as "freedom fighters." They are nothing of the sort.
The UCK is a mercenary army, bought and paid for, trained,
via dominated by Serb chauvinism. However, those such as
supplied and outfitted by the NATO powers. Today it acts as a
the Kosovo Liberation Army who are today ostensibly fighting for independence are in fact inviting the imperialists to
cover for the imposition of NATO rule-the real content of the
establish a colonial protectorate. And in the face of the NATO
Rambouillet "accords"-as the imperialists continue to dismember what remains of Yugoslavia. Revolutionary Marxists can give
assault this question is superseded by the need to defend Yugoslavia and all the Balkan peoples against imperialist attack.
no support to these imperialist puppets.
Moreover, the exercise of this democratic right must not
While its founders include former supporters of Enver
be at the expense of the rights of other peoples. In areas of
Hoxha's Albania, the UCK has received economic support from
interpenetrated populations, the
AFP
exiles in Germany who fled after the
conflicting rights of different na- - - - - - - . collapse of the Third Reich and the
tions and nationalities occupying
defeat of the postwar Kosovo upthe same territory make it imposrising led by Albanians who had
s ib 1e to equitably realize these
been part ofa Nazi-organized milidemocratic rights under capitalism,
tia. More importantly, this miswhere one national group is inevinamed "liberation army" is actually
tably set against another in compea creation of the German Fourth
tition for scarce resources. Such reReich. Last fall, the "Monitor" progions characterized by a patchwork
gram (24 September 1998) of the .
of nations, nationalities and pre-naARD German television network
tional peoples are generally located
aired a special report revealing that
in the historical crossroads between
as early as 1990-91, German milidifferent empires, such as the Near
tary intelligence (Militarische
East. The Balkans, where the OttoAbschirmdienst-MAD) supplied
man and Austro-Hungarian empires
"electronic and optical surveillance
abutted each other for centuries, is
equipment along with other intellianother such region.
gence material to the Albanian seIn Kosovo the large majority of
cret service," and that "via the Althe population has long been Albabanian secret service the military
nian, a non-Slavic people whose lansupplies from Germany ultimately
guage is not related to the dominant
reached the UCK Albanian separatYugoslav language of Serboist army in Kosovo."
Croatian. Nevertheless, Albanian and
Even the most cursory reader
Serb communities were interspersed
of the imperialist press must wonand the population was intermingled
der where this "liberation army"
in the towns. Iftoday Albanians concame from. Until early 1998, almost
stitute over 80 percent of the Kosovo No Freedom Fighters: UCK soldiers, long no one had heard of it, and then sudpopulation, it is in good part the re- armed and equipped by German spy denly last spring it launched a
sult of a drive by Albanian national- agencies, now replaced by U.S., are a puppet widescale military operation. How
ists over the last two decades to push army for NATO intervention.
did this come about? The Albanian
annexing East Germany the year before). From the early years
of the 20th century, Germany's imperialist rulers have sought
to extend their sway to the Balkans, annexing (politically and/
or economically) the areas that were formerly part of the
Austro-Hungarian Empire and gaining access to the mineralrich areas in the south. In World Wars I and II, the Second and
Third Reichs of German imperialism declared that "Serbia must
die." Today the Fourth Reich follows suit.
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uprising last year, in which thousands of
Kalashnikovs were looted from governn:ient
arsenals, certainly plays a role. Some of
those arms ended up in the hands of the
UCK. Yet the soldiers of this Kosovo Liberation Army are outfitted in German uni0
forms, and carry high-power German arms.
Novi Sad ,,.
Its leaders travel around rural Kosovo in
expensive brand-new 4x4 all-terrain vehicles. Pictures are published of "training
schools" for UCK officers. All this cannot
be financed through the donations of
Kosovo exiles-it requires direct state support, which the UCK received from Bonn
YUGOSLAVIA
and Berlin just as the Croatians and
Valj.Vo
Slovenians had before.
41,$
SERB IA
Kraguj6vac
But as also occurred in Croatia and
·~iiBosnia, the U :S. has now decisively moved
in. While the German imperialists' main aim
has been to attack Serbia, which they see as
an obstacle to their expansionist plans, the
American imperialists want to enforce their
"New World Order." While taking over the
financing and training of the UCK, supplyLeskovac
n}@
ing it with CIA minders, offering trips to
MONTENEGRO
the Pentagon, etc., the U.S. has sought to
subordinate these "independence fighters"
to its own interests. Washingto~ wants to
establish a new role for NATO as a U.S.dominated military alliance that will continue to "keep the Russians out, the Germans down and the Americans in" Europe,
even afterthe destruction of the Soviet bloc.
The Pentagon currently commands 25,000- ~Mz. saes attack«t
a
Antiaircraft sltos
Anny b4$4!s
1\-J According to Serbian officials
~9 and air basl)S
plus NATO troops in Bosnia and a 12,000.:
New York Times graphic
strong NATO "rapid reaction force" in
Macedonia (where several hundred U.S. troops have been stathe United States. Clinton's "New Democrats" in Washington,
Blair's "New Labour" in London, Jospin's Socialists in Paris,
tioned for a number of years), while the U.S. has quietly mainSchrOder's Social Democrats in Berlin, D' Alema's Democratic
tained a satellite-tracking station in n_orthern Albania.
In fact, the UCK is closely tied to the right-wing MafiaLeft in Rome-these are the warmongers of today. Even NATO
connected former Albanian president Berisha, who was overgeneral secretary Solana is a member of the Spanish Socialists.
thrown in a chaotic upheaval in 1997. While a host of pseudoThis is no accident. Following counterrevolution in the Soviet
leftists eagerly hailed a mythical "Albanian Revolution," the
degenerated workers state and throughout East Europe, imperiAlbanian state simply fell apart and gangster elements estabalist rivalries (once held in check by anti-Communist common
lished their local bailiwicks. The current "Socialist" governinterests) have been heating up. Following the introduction of
ment is largely powerless, particularly in the northern part of
the euro on January 1, whose purpose is to compete with the
the country still controlled by Berisha's supporters and where
U.S. dollar, European and American imperialists have been at
the UCK's rear bases are located. There are also numerous · each other's throats in a bizarre "banana war'' over exports from
reports tracing part of the UCK's considerable financial retheir respective neocolonies. History shows that trade wars lead
sources to drug trafficking.
to shooting wars, and as the bourgeoisies gird for war, preparing
to send their young men (and some young women) off to die for
For Proletarian Internationalism,
Kosovo, they seek to overcome pacifist sentiment among the
Not Murderous Bourgeois Nationalism!
masses by looking to the "people's parties" of capitalist rule.
It is striking that the NATO war on Yugoslavia has been
Where these take the form of reformist (bourgeois) workers parlaunched not by Reagan/Thatcher rightists but by governments
ties, their allegiance to capitalism is often guaranteed through
led by social democrats in Europe and the Democratic Party in
"popular fronts" with bourgeois parties such as the Greens, Radi-
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Yugoslav tanks on patrol near Pristina, March 1999.
cals and offshoots of Christian Democracy.
From Hamburg to Vienna, the German-language bourgeois
press hails the fact that Germany has become a "self-conscious,
normal" country-meaning, "no more apologies" for Nazism.
Today Tornado jets of the Luftwaffe attack Yugoslavia while
Leopard tanks of the Bundeswehr rev up their engines in
· Macedonia. German troops land in Thessalonika, site of a mass
deportation of 50,000 Sephardic Jews to Nazi death camps in
World War II (in which former Austrian president and UN general secretary Kurt Waldheim took part). And this is carried out
by a government of Social Democrats (SPD) and ex-New Left
environmentalists. SPD chancellor Gerhard SchrOder was a
youthful leftist in the 1960s, a leader of Jusos (Young Socialists) when they denounced West German "Stamokap" (state
monopoly capitalism); now he is the Stamokap chief. Green
foreign minister JosefFischer was a street fighter in the Revolutionary Struggle group in Frankfurt. SPD \Yar minister
Rudolf Scharping was active in the "peace" movement of the
'80s. But they all were and are German nationalists.
If this war had been unleashed by parties of the right, there
would likely be hundreds of thousands in the streets today.
The fact that there are only some tens of thousands protesting,
and many of them Serb nationalists, is due to the reformists'
role in defending the interests of their respective bourgeoisies.
In France and Italy, the long-since social-democratized "Communist" parties issue pro forma "protests" while dutifully respecting cabinet discipline, ifin office, or confining themselves
to maneuvering in parliament, if in "opposition." If ground
troops are sent in, shiploads of war materiel will have to be
sent by sea from the French port of Toulon, where determined
. strike action by dock workers could block their movement.
NATO bombers regularly take off from air bases in Italy, where
a class-conscious workers movement could mobilize masses
to surround them, hindering ground delivery of supplies. Any
serious attempt to mobilize mass working-class opposition to
the war would likely already have brought down the shaky
government in Rome. None of that has happened.
In Germany, the ex-Stalinist social democrats of the PDS
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(Party of Democratic Socialism) dutifully fulfill
their tasks as the loyal opposition. While ~he PDS
voted in the Bundestag
against sending German
troops to Yugoslavia, PDS
leader Gregor Gysi coyly
hinted that UN troops
would be another matter.
A PDS leaflet for a March
25 demonstration in Hamburg criticized the NATO
bombing for "negating the
monopoly on violence of
the UN Security Council,"
Reuters that instrument of imperialist policy that paved the
way to the 1990-91 attack on Iraq. Meanwhile, the doddering
Stalinists of the DKP (German Communist Party) declare in a
March 25 leaflet that SPD leaders "Gerhard SchrOder and Rudolf
Scharping do not stand in the line of tradition of the Constitution
[Grundgesetz] or ofNobel peace prize winner Willy Brandt...."
What a travesty! Brandt was the social-democratic point man for
the Cold War crusade against the DOR, the East German deformed workers state, and the West German constitution was the
basis on which hundreds of ostensible Communists, including
many DKP supporters, were thrown out of their jobs through
blacklisting (Berufsverbot)! !
As the social-patriotic reformists sit comfortably in their
ministerial chairs and parliamentary seats, the ostensible "far leftists" give them extra-parliamentary support.. To be sure, a panoply of social-democratic fake-Trotskyists call for an end to the
bombing (as do Labotirite Tony Benn and Hamburg's SocialDemocratic mayor Harald Voscherau). But they assiduously avoid
calling for defense of Yugoslavia. In Britain, Peter Taaffe's Socialist Party calls for "no trust in the capitalist powers" and "selfdetermination for Kosova." The equally reformist Communist
Party of Great Britain attacks Benn from the right for his statement that the UCK was "armed and funded by Germany," saying
that whether or not this is true, the UCK is fighting a 'just war."
Criticizing the NATO attack "does not mean support for Serbia,"
says the CPGB, making crystal clear that it doesn't support ''the
enemy." Her Majesty's pseudo-socialist "opposition" just want
to respectfully suggest an alternative policy for imperialism.
As the Soviet Union was unravelling in 1990, the Workers
Power group and its League for a Revolutiqnary Communist International (WP/LRCI) drew out this counterrevolutionary logic
by calling on Thatcher's Tory government to arm the fascistic
Sajudis nationalists in Lithuania. Following this same line, a leaflet
by the LRCI group in Germany, Arbeitermacht, distributed at a
March 27 "antiwar" rally in Berlin's Alexanderplatz, after some
ritual "peace" rhetoric (an end to the Bundeswehr deployment,
stop the NATO attack, no NATO troops in Kosovo, etc.) and
even a nod toward defense of Serbia and Yugoslavia, ends up
calling for "Serb troops out ofKosovo"-the very same demand
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"Human rights" imperialism at work. U.S. imperialist chief and war criminal Clinton claims "moral imperative"
while U.S. warplanes destroy homes in Serbian mining town of Aleksinac, April 5.

as NATO's justification for the bombing-and for "Arms for the
freedom movement in Kosovo!" which is the same line as many
right-wing bourgeois forces. A March 26 leaflet by the LRCI's
Austrian outfit, Arbeiterlnnenstandpunkt, goes even further, saying that "in Kosovo we cannot therefore presently support either
the Serbian repressive forces or NATO," and calling for "critical
support ofthe UCK." Yet NATO is using the UCK to spearhead
its attack on Yugoslavia in Kosovo, with the "critical support" of
the WP/LRCI opportunists!
The German affiliate ofthe fast-disappearing United Secretariat of the late Ernest Mandel, the RSB (Revolutionary Socialist League), argues_that instead ofJ"!ATO troops there should be
"a significant number of [UN] blue helmets escorting [Albanian]
refugees back to their homes" (Avanti, November 1998). The
German Mandelites and the rest of this crowd look to the example of the "Workers Aid to Bosnia," in which assorted pseudo.Trotskyists raised money and supplies for "multi-ethnic" (in reality Islamic-dominated) Bosnia which were then delivered with
the.aid ofU .S. troops and tanks. They end by calling to take up the
policy of the American SWP during the Vietnam War, encapsulated
in the slogan "Bring the Boys Home." Unlike these social patriots,
Leninists take a side against the bourgeoisie in imperialist war.
Our "boys" in the Vietnam War were the Viet Cong!

~

~

Greek Railway Workers Refuse
to Transport War Materiel

-.,

In Greece since the beginning of the NATO bombing
of Yugoslavia there have been large protests almost daily. In
addition, the railway workers of the northern Greek port of
Thessalonika struck for two days and refused to move stocks
of war materiel to Macedonia, including German Leopard
tanks. This is an important indication of the power of labor
to mobilize against imperialist war. Yet the Greek Communist Party subordinates such actions to its program of popular fronts with sections of the bourgeoisie. What is key is a
revolutionary-internationalist, Trotskyist leadership.

~

In the case of Vietnam, there was a social revolution under
way. Today in the rump Yugoslavia there is a murderous bourgeois nationalist regime facing the onslaught of imperialism.
While the Milosevic regime is not canying out the "genocide"
the imperialists accuse it of, the Serbian nationalists have plenty
of ultra-rightist killers who are more than willing to supply the
dead Albanian bodies that NATO wants in order to justify its
own mass murder. Rather than trying to push the entire Albanian
population out of Kosovo, the Yugoslav regime seems to be preparing to partition the region-which will necessarily involve brutal
forced population transfers, such as the Israeli Zionists carried
out in 1948, clearing most Palestinians out of their homes and
off their lands. Communists, who stand for proletarian internationalism uniting the working people of ~.II nations, must combat
the deadly nationalist attacks of Milosevic & Co. on the Kosovar
Albanians and fight Serb chauvinism in anti-NATO protests while
opposing the UCK's drive to get the Serbs out of Kosovo.
At the same time, we recognize that the vastly greater menace to the working people and oppressed comes from the NATO
imperialists, who behind their current "human rights" mask are
canying out mass murder. If the imperialist "democracies" tri~
umph against Yugoslavia, they will simply install another "ethnic cleanser" as they have done in Croatia or Bosnia. Just as
Hitler used the Sudeten Germans to dismember Czechoslovakia
in 1938, today NATO is using the Kosovo Albanians to dismember what remains of Yugoslavia. The phony "autonomy" or even
"independence" for Kosovo would be nothing but a cover for
colonial rule, in which any opposition would be crushed by the
thousands of "peacekeeping" imperialist troops. On the other
hand, a debacle fer NATO in Yugoslavia could have repercussions around the world, including in the class struggle in Europe,
as the myth of the invincibility of the imperialist order would be
shattered. It is in the interests of the workers and oppressed
throughout the world to defeat the U.S./NATO juggernaut. Today the imperialists are testing out all their high-tech weaponry
in the war on Yugoslavia, just like Hitler used the Condor Legion
in Spain to test his Henkel and Junkers bombers and
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Messerschmidt fighters. Thus the downing ofthe "invincible" F117A Stealth bomber is an encouraging sight for victims of imperialism everywhere.
The only just, equitable and democratic solution to the national question in this turbulent region is through a voluntary
socialist/ederation ofthe Balkans. This demand was raised by
the early Communist International, which incorporated the call
for a Balkan federation that was raised by the revolutionary socialists ofBulgaria and Serbia at the time of the First World War.
However, it was abandoned due to Stalinist nationalism. When
Tito's Yugoslav CP and the Bulgarian CP under Dimitrov briefly
raised the call for a Balkan-Danube federation in the wake of
World War II, this was quickly squelched by the Kremlin. And
when the Greek CP faced the might of British and U.S. imperialism in a bloody civil war, Tito did nothing to aid it. The outcome
was a defeat that was decisive for the whole region. After breaking with Stalin in 1948, Yugoslavia was only able to exist between the lines of the Cold War with the tolerance of imperialism. When the imperialists no longer saw their interests served
by this arrangement, they set about destroying and dismembering the Yugoslav deformed workers state.
It is not to Tito's nationalist Stalinist legacy that communists must look in the face of the Yugoslav catastrophe, but to
the heritage t>fthe Bolsheviks under Lenin and Trotsky and of
proletarian internationalists in the Balkans. In 1912-1913, two
Balkan Wars were fought that set the stage for World War I. In
his war correspondence, Leon Trotsky wrote in March 1913:
"On the eve of the Balkan War, when all the bourgeois parties
in the Balkans were seized with a fit of warlike excitement, the
young Social Democratic movement courageously lifted its
voice in warning and protest" (Leon Trotsky, The Balkan Wars,
1912-1913). He noted that the Serbian socialist Lapcevic and
the Bulgarian socialist Sakazov boldly voted against war credits
and denounced the policy of blood and iron.
Continuing this internationalist tradition, in 1924, the Balkan
Communist Federation, bringing together the.Communist parties of the region, passed a series ofresolutions, including on the
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national question in Yugoslavia. The resolution noted that ''the
imperialist treaties have delivered compact groups of Hungarians, Germans and Romanians in northern Voivodina and of Turks,
Albanians, Bulgarians and Romanians in Macedonia to the oppression of the Serb bourgeoisie." The Comintern stressed:
"The national, political and economic enfranchisement of
the Balkan peoples can only be obtained through the common action of the workers and peasants of each Balkan
people for the establishment of a government of workers
and peasants, and by means of a Confederation of all the
working masses of all the Balkan countries, the creation of a
federative Balkan Republic."
-"Documents sur la question balkanique," Cahiers du
CERMTRI No. 78, September 1995
National wars in the Balkans touched off the first imperialist world war, and they could be the precursor to a third. The
·counterrevolutionary break-up of Yugoslavia was the result of
the collapse ofStalinist rule throughout East Europe. While Tito's
Yugoslavia was multinational, it was still nationalist in character,
based on the myth of building "socialism in one cotintry," the
watchword ofStalinism. Socialism, a classless society, can only
be built internationally, at the highest level of development of the
productive forces. Otherwise, as Marx already predicted a century and a half ago, "all the old crap will return"-as demonstrated
by the resurgence of reactionary nationalism. The only way out
of this steaming cauldron of national hatreds is international socialist revolution. And what is needed above all is the revolutionary leadership to lead that struggle.
The League for the Fourth International states that it is necessary to build the nuclei of Trotskyist parties throughout the
lands of the former Yugoslavia, forged in the struggle to defeat
the imperialist butchers and all the murderous bourgeois nationalists. Today, in the fight for a Balkan socialist federation it is
crucial to defeat NATO imperialism in the war it has unleashed
against the peoples of the region and the working people of the
world. Only international proletarian revolution can defeat the
growing danger of imperialist world war. •

z
z
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Look who's talking about human rights. Left: William Walker, head of OSCE "verification" team in Kosovo,
was American ambassador to El Salvador during the 1980s when U.S.-backed death squad regime
murdered tens of thousands of leftist workers and peasants. Right: victims of Salvadoran death squads.
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From NATO Chief Javier Solana to "Bombs Away" Denitch

Down with NATO Social Democrats!
A key aspect of the bloody imperialist onslaught against
Yugoslavia is that it is being carried out by supposedly "leftwing" capitalist governments. This time the warmongers are not
arch-conservatives like Ronald Reagan, Maggie Thatcher and
Helmut Kohl. Instead, they're European social democrats and
American Democrats. Britain, France, Germany and Italy all have
governments of or led by parties belonging to the "socialist" Second International, in several cases in popular-front alliances with
ex-pacifist environmentalist Greens, rump Communist parties and
token bourgeois liberals, who are dropping the bombs on
Belgrade. Indeed, the titular head of the NATO (North Atlantic
Treaty Organization) military alliance, Javier Solana, is a member of the Spanish Socialist Party.
The role of the reformist pseudo-socialists and liberals is in
fact indispensable in the imperialists' attempt to head off popular protest agains the first European inter-state war since the end
of World War II. Reagan, Thatcher and Kohl would have had a
far more difficult time of it than "New Democrat" Clinton, "New
Labour" Blair in Britain and "New Middle" SchrOder in Germany. This is no novelty: the 1914 betrayal of the social democrats in supporting their respective capitalist ruling classes was
decisive in World War I. These same forces also played a leading part in the destruction of the Stalinist-ruled bureaucratically
deformed workers states of East Europe and the USSR in 198992. The social democrats are always to be found spearheading
imperialist war and capitalist counterrevolution.
In the United States, the treacherous tradition of social democracy is represented in the first instance by the Democratic
Socialists of America (DSA). Compared to its West European
counterparts, the DSA has always been a marginal phenomenon,
entirely submerged in the capitalist Democratic Party (its members include such black Democrats as former NYC mayor David
Dinkins and former California Congressman Ron Dell urns). In
the last couple of decades it has picked up some support in the
union bureaucracy, and in academia. The latter was on display at
the annual Socialist Scholars Conference hosted by the DSA in
New York this past April 9-11. Leading off the event was a panel
including Bogdan Denitch and Barbara Ehrenreich, honorary cochairmen of the DSA, and Noam Chomsky, also a DSA member.
Coming as NATO bombs were raining down on Serbia, Denitch
laid down the law: no discussion of Kosovo that night.
Denitch, meanwhile, had just written a rabidly pro-war article (in the Nation, 26 April) calling for bombing, more bombing and sending NATO imperialist ground troops to attack Yugoslavia. "The bombing should stop only when Belgrade agrees
to pull out or is pushed out of Kosovo, if necessary by ground
troops." "There will be casualties," he avers in a dismissive wave
of the rhetorical hand. To justify this bloody-minded appeal for
imperialist invasion and slaughter, Denitch prates that opposition to U.S. military intervention "shouldn't become an obsessive dogma. After all, most Europeans were happy with US in-

tervention in World War II. The British court decisions on Gen.
Augusto Pinochet show that, at last, politicians-who murder cannot expect amnesty afterwards."
The U.S. only launched military operations in the European theater during the second imperialist world war after letting the Soviet Union take the brunt of Hitler's attack. American intervention, designed purely to defend the imperial interests of the U.S. ruling class, was aimed at heading off revolution at the end of the war, and almost immediately afterwards
Washington launched the Cold War against the USSR. Revolutionary Marxists stood f?r revolutionary defeatism against
all the imperialist powers in WWII, while unconditionally def~nding the Soviet Union against the imperialists. As for
Pinochet, the British Law Lords granted him impunity for assassinating thousands of leftists during and after the 1973
Santiago coup that overthrew the popular-front government of
Salvador Allende. Communists fight for workers revolution ·
to settle accounts with the Chilean butcher and his cohorts.
Pseudo-leftists who appeal to the imperialists (who financed,
advised and instigated the Chilean coup plotters) for "justice"
over Pinochet only helped prepare the way for NATO's assault on Yugoslavia in the name of "human rights."
But opposition to U.S. intervention· is not an "obsession"
that Denitch and his DSA are prey to. How could they be?
They are tools of the U.S. government. Denitch was a longtime member ofNorman Thomas' Socialist Party dating from
the 1950s, when it actively enrolled in the Korean War, euphe-
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mistically described as a "UN police
action." In the mid- 1960s, the SP (then
under Michael Harrington) opposed
demonstrations against the U.S. war on
Vietnam in the name of"stopping Communism." For many years, Den itch was
a mainstay of Irving Howe's Dissent,
about which Woody Allen once
quipped that he had heard that it had
merged with Commentary (later the
mouthpiece of Reaganite neo-conservatism) and the result was going to be
called Dysentery. The social democrats
were the Cold Warriors par excellence
and were directly on the payroll of the
CIA. Today, they are in the pay of the
likes of George Soros, and the various
"institutes for democracy" that are conduits for the U.S. government.
In recent years, Bogdan Den itch has
struck a pose of Yugo-nostalgia, yearning for the "much lesser evil" of "marAP
ket socialism" underthe Yugoslav Stalinist leader Tito. Market socialism is a con- Tito and Partisan leaders during World War II struggle against German
tradiction in terms, for the institution of and Italian armies, as well as Croatian Ustasha and Serb Chetniks.
market mechanisms relentlessly undermines a socialized planned
out to be. He began his career as a social democrat as a blatant
economy and prepares the way for the restoration of capitalism.
apologist for Draza Mihailovic, the head of the Chetniks, the
This was dramatically shown by the Yugoslav experience, where
virulently Serbian nationalist anti-Communist armed bands durmarket forces sharpened tensions between the poorer and richer
ing World War II made up of former army officers and supporters of the Yugoslav monarchy!
republics, ultimately leading to the disintegration of the country.
But Denitch is by no means the Tito nostalgist he makes himself
In 1952, Denitch wrote a two-part article on "Titoism and
Socialism" which appeared in the Young Socialist Review, described as the official discussion organ ofthe Socialist Party youth
group. (The SP youth were soon to fuse with the youth group of
Max Shachtman's Workers Party, the Socialist Youth League, as
Shachtman & Co. headed into mainstream social democracy.) In
that article, Denitch accused the Communist Party-led Partisans
of"expos[ing] the local population to continual punitive expeditions of the Axis troops." He noted the Yugoslav social-democratic leader Topalovic was the secretary of the Chetniks' "liberation committee." And he rejected "charges of collaboration"
between Mihailovic and the Nazis, summing up: ''there is no
evidence to suppose that the Mihailovich movement was anything but a mass-based, anti-stalinist resistance movement which
included the bulk of the peasantry."
This is nothing but Cold War anti-Communist support for
fascist collaborators. There is abundant proof that the Chetniks
cooperated with the Axis armies against the CP-led Partisans.
John R. Lampe, author of Yugoslavia as History: Twice There
Was a Country (Cambridge University Press, 1996), reports
that by 11 November 1941, Mihailovic "initiated talks with
German representatives to negotiate a modus vivendi," at the
same time as Chetniks were attacking the leftist Partisans. Later,
by the end of 1943, Mihailovic retreated to Serbia, where his
forces "had to strike a variety of arrangements with the GerSerb nationalist Chetniks fought against CPled Partisans, had modus vivendi with Nazis.
continued on page 60
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NATO/U.S. Out of Yugoslavia!
By Mumia Abu-Jamal
As a deadly rain of high-tech bombs falls on Yugoslavia, a deadening rain of propaganda falls on Americans, media-manipulated lies designed to prime the populace into supporting harsher military measures against a sovereign nation,
in the name of protecting human rights.
NATO is but a fig leaf for American "interests," and the
bombing of Yugoslavia is but a global demonstration of the ruthlessness of the American empire. A demonstration? The monstrous atomic bombing of Japan, after it was virtually beaten in
World War II, was not a military necessity, but a political one,
designed to demonstrate to the Russians that the U.S. was, and
would ever be, boss. It was a massive, deadly demonstration.
So too, the Yugoslavia bombing treats Serbs as the U.S.
treated Japanese during the war-as props to demonstrate the
power of the empire.
Let us consider the claims that the U.S. is concerned about
"human rights" or about the "rights of ethnic minorities," as
the corporate press projects hourly. What of America's largest
national minority-African Americans? The world-respected
Amnesty International group, speaking through its secretary
general, Pierre Sane, announced just days before the bombing, "Human-rights violations in the United States of America
are persistent, widespread and appear to disproportionately
affect people of racial or ethnic minority backgrounds."
Sane was critical of police violence and executions in the
U.S. Further, internationally, let's see how the U.S. responds
to "liberation movements" of the oppressed. When fighters
for Puerto Rican independence began to raise their voices, the
U.S. didn't support this "ethnic minority," they sought (and
continue) to crush, incarcerate, and silence them.
Consider the case of the Palestinians, the Kurds, the East

Timorese, the Colombian rebels-who has the U.S. consistently
supported, the oppressed or the U.S.-armed governments?
This isn't about "human rights." It isn't about "ethnic minorities." And it also isn't about "genocide." It's about establishing who's "boss" in the next century. It's about keeping
Russia in its place. It's about keeping the European Union under
the thumb of Wall Street.
The bombing of Serbia is an echo of the bombing of three
other countries in the past six months-of Iraq, Sudan, and Afghanistan. And for precisely the same reason-to show that it
can be done, no matter what so-called "international law" states.
It is to instill terror throughout the world, in order for U.S.
capital to institute what former president George Bush tried to
do, but failed: to establish a New World Order.
Days before the bombing, NATO signed up Poland, Hungary and the former Czechoslovakia (Czech Republic) as its
newest members, thereby virtually isolating Russia. Only Serbia
and the Yugoslav states have refused to join NATO-their
bombing is their punishment.
Our brilliant, revered nationalist leader, Malcolm X, taught
us to examine history. If we look at history, the bombing of
Yugoslavia becomes clear.
Empires are maintained, not by reason, but by ruthless terror. It was so in Rome. It is so in the U.S. The brilliant revolutionary, Dr. Huey P. Newton, founder ofthe Black Panther Party,
explained, "The United States was no longer a nation. We called it an
empire. An empire is a nation-state that has transformed itself
into a power controlling all the world's lands and people." (1973)
Huey was right then, and our response then was to oppose
the empire. We must do that now.
Down with imperialism! St~ the bombing! NATO/U.S.
out of Yugoslavia! •
\
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··. luttwan.tl .targets Belgrade Again

German Fourth Reich:
Back in the Balkans
Southeast Europe and keep the local
bourgeois states weak and divided. To
Nicht filr die Offentlichkeit
this end, Kaiser Wilhelm's Reichswehr
(imperial army), Hitler's Wehrmacht and
the Bundeswehr have all attacked Serbia.
IfLatin America is Yankee imperialism's
"back yard," the Balkans are German
imperialism's Hinterland, a source of
markets, foodstuffs and raw materials
vital in wartime. While today the U.S.
and Germany join in the NATO attack,
the seeds are being sown in the Balkans
for new inter-imperialist war.
Following the defeat of Nazi Germany in World War II, a West German
imperialist state was reconstituted
whose seat of government was in Bonn,
a small town on the Rhine. For several
decades, the Bonn Republic was widely
WW 11 German Army map of Belgrade described as an "economic giant and
political dwarf." Intent on living down
Six months later, the Luftwaffe is
the horrendous legacy of the Nazi Holocaust, Germany's
once again targeting Belgrade as NATO planes rain death on the
"democratic" capitalist rulers kept a low profile politically and
Yugoslav capital and seek to destroy its economy by blowing up
concentrated on building up the most powerful economy in
factories, bridges and railroads throughout the country. Now the
Europe. Today, Germany is the axis of capitalist European
imperialists bomb columns of refugees in Kosovo, dismissing
Union, whose new currency, the Euro, is simply the
this as "collateral damage" in their "humanitarian" war. In recent
Deutschmark in drag. And now a "self-confident" Germany,
months the Clinton administration has demanded war in the Balin Chancellor Schroder's terms, is throwing its weight around
kans, flexing its military muscles after a year of scandal in Washpolitically and militarily as well.
ington and playing global policeman in a U.S.-dominated New
For four and a half decades, the front line of the Cold War
World Order. But for the past decade, German imperialism has
ran right through Germany, with the bureaucratically degenerbeen on a relentless drive to dismember Yugoslavia.
ated and deformed workers states of the Soviet bloc to the east
Indeed, this has been a constant since Germany was united
and NATO imperialism to the West. For many years West
in the late 19th century. From the monarchical Second Reich
Germany's imperialist ambitions were constrained by the exist(empire) to the fascist Third Reich to the "democratic" Fourth
ence of the German Democratic Republic (DOR) and behind it
Reich, German imperialism has sought to impose its sway over

Last October, the German
Bundestag (parliament) held a historic
session in Berlin, the new capital of
Greater Germany. As its final act, the
outgoing conservative government of
Christian Democratic (CDU) chancellor
Helmut Kohl voted together with the incoming Social Democratic/Green coalition headed by Gerhard Schr<>der to deploy the Bundeswehr (German army) in
Yugoslavia. Symbolizing the continuity
of German imperialism, this event took
place in the old Reichstag (imperial
council) building where on 4 August
1914 the Social Democrats joined with
the bourgeois parties in voting war credits as the slaughter of World War I began. Eight and a half de'cades later, the
"Berlin Republic" was inaugurated by
voting for imperialist war.
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(or at least pink) 68ers. But here, too, there is
a continuity: in demonstrating against the stationing of U.S. Pershing missiles a decade
and a half ago, they opposed NATO militarism on the basis of pacifist/environmentalist-tinged German nationalism; today they
are NATO warmongers, sending German
Tornado fighters and Leopard tanks against
Yugoslavia, once again in the national interests of Gennan imperialism.
To oppose the "red-green" militarists
what is required is not a new edition of the
black-red-gold German nationalist "peace"
movement but an internationalist mobilization of the working class throughout Europe
and in the U.S. While assorted reformists
and pseudo-revolutionaries raise a socialpacifist chorus to stop the bombing and bring
home the troops before they get hurt, genuine communists take a side in this battle. It is
the urgent duty of the workers movement to
undertake sharp class struggle to defend Yugoslavia and to defeat the imperialist assault.

As Lenin's Bolsheviks did in World War I, it
is necessary to fight the imperialist war with
class war. Against Burgfrieden (civil peace
at home) what is ultimately posed is civil war
German soldiers landing in Thessalonika, 11 March 1999. German at home to smash the capitalist-imperialist
Wehrmacht deported 50,000 Jews to death camps from this Greek port. system that breeds such wars.
Former Austrian president and UN secretary general Kurt Waldheim
Behind the present war on Yugoslavia
was one of the perpetrators of this war crime.
there is a tug of war going on between the
leading imperialist powers, who are both allies (for now) and
the military power ofthe Soviet Union. The collapse ofthe Stalinincreasingly contentious rivals. While Washington wants NATO
ist regime of the DDR in late 1989 was followed in 1990 by the
to serve as a cover for its role as global sheriff, Berlin along with
incorporation (annexation) of the East German defonned workParis and London want to develop a "European defense ideners state into the capitalist Geiman Federal Republic (BRD) at a
tity" to get out from under the U.S.' thumb. Behind seemingly
Blitzkrieg pace. Since then, a newly assertive Greater Germany
has sought to nail down its domination of Europe.
arcane trade disputes over bananas and luxury goods lurks a contest over who will control the tremendous oil reserves of the
"Gennany has come to terms with its history," wrote ChrisCaucasus and ex-Soviet Central Asia. The war in Yugoslavia is
tian Democrat Kohl in l99L "It can henceforth openly declare
its role as a world power and should expand it." But it took until
setting the stage for coming showdown between the imperialist
1999 and the instal1ation of a coalition government of the Social
powers. Though the sequel may not be as immediate as in the
Democrats (SPD) and environmentalist, ex-pacifist Greens to
1912-13 Balkan wars that triggered the First World War a year later,
fully realize this program. This capiialist government of the "left"
the contours of a future confrontation between the U.S. superpower
is doing what Kohl hesitated to attempt in two decades ofrightand a German-dominated Europe are already taking shape.
The duty ofrevolutionaries in all the imperialist countries is
wing cabinets. SPD chance11or Gerhard SchrOder, war minister
to stand on the side of victims of the U.S./NATO assault and to
Rudolf Scharping and interior minister Otto Schily along with
Green foreign minister Joseph Fischer were all active in the 1980s
resolutely fight "their own" bourgeoisies. In the first weeks pro"peace" movement
they are spearheading German
test demonstrations in many countries have been far smaller than
imperialism's military aggression, while damping mass protests
even during the 1991 Gulf War. But in such periods of sharp
international conflicts, consciousness among the proletarians, the
with a class-collaborationist popular front.
youth and the oppressed can develop rapidly. All historical exSpeaking for the bourgeoisie, Die Presse (27 March) in
perience teaches that war is the mother of revolution, and the
Vienna declared that "Gerhard Schroder and at least as much his
spectre of a looming inter-imperialist World War III can only be
Green foreign minister have become transformed this week into
banished through international proletarian revolution. This is the
statesmen" ... by covering their hands with the blood of Yugoslav
program that League for the Fourth International fights for in
working people. In the left-wing press much has been written
seeking to forge a Trotskyist world party of socialist revolution.
about a "betrayal" of their youthful ideals by the former "red"
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Gysi declared in an interview after a trip to
Belgrade: "The answer is the UN. The responsibility must be handed over from
NATO to the UN, in order to correspond to
the previous world order" (Neues
Deutsch/and, 15 April).
Despite Gysi's unambiguous declaration ·
of loyalty to the existing (capitalist) world
order, the SPD spit nails over his visit with
Yugoslav president Slobodan Milosevic.
SchrOder declared that the PDS had better
watch out that it doesn't go "from being
Above: Green foreign minister Fischer visits German expeditionary Moscow's fifth column to being a fifth colcorps in Macedonia. Below: Bundeswehr Leopard tank on maneuvers. umn for Belgrade." But the PDS is loyally
serving the Gennan bourgeoisie. While holdO>
ing an "antiwar" demonstration of up to
c
·55
in Berlin's Alexanderplatz the week20,000
:J
..c
end after the bombing began, PDS leader
c.>
en
stated that the party would not leave the coa~Q)
lition state government in Mecklenburg or
O>
Q)
drop
its "toleration" of the SPD government
·o..
en
of Anhalt-Sachsen. Certainly these died-inthe-wool refonnists will do nothing to mobilize the working class against the war. The
PDS are just junior partners ofthe war coalition who haven't yet been offered the chance
to auction off their "antiwar" credentials in
the big time like the Greens.
In particular, the PDS and those "leftists" who cling to its coattails appeal to the interests of German
"Germans to the Front"?
imperialism, trying to pin the Yugoslav war·exclusively on the
In the mid- l 980s, the West Gennan ·Social Democrats
Americans. In his Neues Deutsch/and interview, Gysi declared
signed a joint communique with the East Gennan Stalinist SED
that ''the process of European integration" had been ''thrown back
declaring in high-flown rhetoric that "never again must war
years. Only one power can have an interest in that--the U.S.A."
issue from Gennan soil." This was during time when the SPD
-Even more open appeals to Gennan imperialism were made by
was trying to undermine East Gennany through its Ostpolitik
Junge Welt, which serves as a mouthpiece for various leftovers
(eastern policy) of"change through coming together." Decades
from the Stalinist SED, from the Kommunistische Plattfonn of
of treacherous Stalinist policy of seeking "peaceful coexistthe PDS to the West Gennan-based DKP (Gennan Communist
ence" with imperialism prepared the way for counterrevoluParty). After the bombing started, the paper ran interviews with
tion as the social democracy spearheaded the capitalist reunifonner Gennan fleet admiral and head of military counterintellification that wiped out the DDR and its (bureaucratically disgence (MAD--Militiirische Abschinndienst) Elmar Schmahling
torted) social gains. Almost immediately, the German capitaland with CDU Bundestag deputy Willy Wimmer criticizing the
ists began chopping away at the unions and welfare measures
.bombing as a "big mistake."
of the "social state" that had been touted as the "German model"
Particularly blatant was a piece by Junge Welt's lead combut were deemed unprofitable since the "red threat" had supmentator, Werner Pirker, under the headline "A Gennan Word":
posedly been banished. And now, a decade later, an imperial"There is no European and also no German great power inist war of aggression has been launched from German soil.
terest to push Serbia into a historical no man's land ... NeverWhen the SPD sealed its evolution into refonnist suptheless, the overseas superpower has succeeded, by and large
port for Gennan capitalism by voting war credits in 1914,
without problems, in pushing through its destabilization conKaiser Wilhelm proclaimed that looking over the Reichstag
cept for Southeast Europe against the original position of
he "no longer recognized parties, only Germans." In the
the contact group by declaring Yugoslavia's territorial integBundestag today, 96 percent of the deputies are part of the war
rity no longer valid and using hallucinations about a greater
party. The PDS (Party of Democratic Socialism), the reborn
Albania in their own interest. Because with the subjugation
social democrats who came out of the East Gennan Stalinist
of Yugoslavia, the boxing in of Russia would be complete ....
"Since Bismarck, Germans have afforded great interest to the
SED, voted against the Bundeswehr deployment. But they only .
relationship to Russia. Their attempt to end the Russian nawant to have a UN mask on imperialist intervention, as in the
tionc;il existence almost ended their own: The blockade now
1950-53 Korean War. As PDS parliamentary leader Gregor
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Rivalries between imperialist powers are growing over trade disputes, NATO doctrine. Class-conscious workers
must fight against "their own" bourgeoisies, for international socialist revolution.
imposed on Russia by the IMF pursues the same goal of annihilation. And the goal of the neo-liberal superpower for sole
world domination."
--Junge Welt, 22 March
So according to these supposed leftists, the problem with Hitler
was that he was a threat "German great power interests"!! What
a travesty! Pirker's "German Word" is a particularly grotesque
example of what is, however, a widespread theme in the antiwar
protests, which are far smaller than marches during the 1991
Persian GulfWarorthemid-'80s. "Amis Go Home!" is almost a
reflex action in the German nationalist pacifist milieu.
To pretend that German imperialism doesn't have its own ·
interests in pressing for military attack and the dismemberment of Yugoslavia is to whitewash their own bourgeoisie ...
and to deny more than a century of Germany's history as a
continental power, in which it has repeatedly sought to establish its own domination of"the Southeast" by blocking or destroying any state encompassing the south Slavs. Through economic imperialism in times of peace and military invasion in
times of war, Germany's capitalist rulers have always pursued
a Drang nach Sudosten (drive to the southeast). And by looking to bourgeois antiwar sentiment and appealing to imperialist "national interests," German leftists are declaring their allegiance to their bourgeois masters in coming imperialist conflicts, just as Schroder, Fischer and Scharping did in the German nationalist "peace" movement of the 1980s.
·
The social-patriotism of many of the "antiwar" spokesmen
reaches ludicrous proportions. Thus PDS Bundestag deputy
Winfried Wolf has raised the spectre of"the Allies possibly saying to each other, as during the Boxer Rebellion [in China] at the
end of the last century, 'The Germans to the Front'?" (Junge
Welt, 10 April). Wolf was long associated with Ernest Mandel's
brand offake Trotskyism. So here we have the spectacle of this

ex-pseudo-Trotskyist so concerned about the poor German army
being pushed to the front by its allies that he wants to ask war
minister Scharping (a fellow bicycle enthusiast) "how do things
stand with the protection of the German troops in Tetovo,
Macedonia"! He worries that the Bundeswehr camp there could
subject to an attack by Serb artillery, paramilitaries or Soviet
"Frog" ground-to-ground missiles!! Yet the Bundeswehr's
Macedonian expeditionary corps poised to invade Yugoslavia
are front-line fighters for the Fourth Reich.
But the fact is that it is the German bourgeoisie that has
pushed "the Germans to the front." The parlor pink and olive
green cabinet has eagerly seized upon the opportunity to deploy
German military might abroad. "Humanitarian" war propaganda
is used to overcome historical aversions, both at home and in the
rest of the continent, to seeing German troops marching through
Europe again. If American generals and White House strategic
planners worry about a "Vietnam syndrome" hindering military
adventures abroad, their German counterparts face a many times
greater "Third Reich syndrome" about war at home. And this is
a continent whose soil has been drenched with soldiers' blood
almost every generation.
The longest period of peace in German history, as one letter
to the editor noted, was 63 years, between the 1555 Augsburg
religious peace and the beginning of the Thirty Years War in
1618. The post-WWII period fell ten years short of this record.
The writer pointed out as well, that with the exception of a dubious "victory" in the 1904-5 colonial war against the Herera population of Southwest Africa (now Namibia), Germany has lost
every war for the last 128 years. Another writer emphasized that
since 1900 Germany has not been attacked by a foreign state, but
"now for the sixth time in this century... a capitalist German army
in the form of the Bundeswehr has assaulted foreign peoples and
is murdering civilians" (Junge Welt, 3 April).
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Tug of War in NATO
It is true that ever since the alleged Ra~ak massacre in
January, Washington has been pushing for war on Yugoslavia.
This was the opportune excuse for sending in the bombers. In
a single missile attack on a refugee column, twice as many
Albanians were killed by the U.S. Air Force as died in the
murky incident in an area controlled by the Kosovo Liberation
Army (UCK). As a former top official of "Doctors without
Borders," Jean-Christophe Rubin, noted in Le Monde:
''NATO defines an enemy, threatens him arid ultimately strikes
out and destroys him.... In order to set such a machinery in
motion, a trigger mechanism is necessary.... The lever in NATO
today is... humanitarian. It needs blood, a massacre, something
that will so enrage public .opinion that it will welcome a violent reaction .. ~. To put it plainly: the West needs corpses .... In
Kosovo w~ are waiting for them, and we will get them."
Ruffin pointed out that in this operation, so-called non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and "human rights" agencies play
a key role in preparing the terrain. Add then there is the role of
the war-mongering media. In Germany, the Green daily taz
( Tageszeitung) has tried for months to whip up war sentiment by
distributing reports of Kosovo massacres that were later denied.
But if U.S. rulers have pushed hardest for a military attack
on the Serbs, it was partly in order to get ahead of the pack and
make sure that it stayed under American command. Already a
year ago, Bonn refused to agree to stop weapons shipments from
Albania to the UCK, saying that this amounted to "supporting
the Serbian oppressor system against the Kosovo Albanians"
(Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung, 28 May 1998). The German
leftist weekly Jungle World (14 April) reported that in NATO
planning, the head of the alliance's military committee, German
General Klaus Naumann "openly came out for a ground war,"
while most of the imperialist allies rejected this as too risky. Referring to the 1940s slogan that the purpose of NATO was to
keep the Americans in NATO, the Russians out and the Germans
down--a shorthand description that under vastly different circumstances remains true--the writer asks: "In taking over the command of the Kosovo war and control of the dynamic unleashed
by Germany, did the U.S. want to 'keep down' the European
Union or its German leading power?"
Simultaneously with the war against Yugoslavia, NATO is
celebrating its 50th anniversary with a summit gala. As bombs
fall on Kosovo, champagne will tlow in Washington. But the
festivities only mask growing differences. The war planners in
the Pentagon and National Security Council want a "new strategic concept" to replace the Cold War anti-Soviet strategy which
allowed the U.S. to keep hegemony among the imperialists. Now
that the common enemy is gone, the U.S. wants NATO to serve
as a self-mandated international police force in "out-of-area" deployments. Liberals complain that Washington didn't even bother
to ask for a UN resolution. But that was not an oversight or
highhanded arrogance--it was in order to set a precedent.
·German chancellor Schrt>der told a high-level strategic
conference in Munich, "That there is a danger of unilateralism,
not by just anybody but by the United States, is undeniable."
The real immediate factor leading Washington to take the lead

-NATO military committee chief General Klaus
Naumann calls for German army intervention to
protect markets, access to raw materials.
for pushing for war on Yugoslavia was not a convenient (ifnot
manufactured) village massacre but a meeting last December
between Britain and France, with German agreement, which
issued a call for the European Union to develop "the capacity
for autonomous action, backed up by credible military forces."
If Washington didn't grab the lead it was facing the prospect
of that autonomous action being carried out in Kosovo.
The chief architect of such an "autonomous" European
military force would be the same General Naumann who today heads NATO's military committee. While reformist critics of the Yugoslav war complain of Washington trampling on
the right of national sovereignty, Naumann declared in a recent interview with Stern (31 March) that "all attempts after
the end of the Cold War to create a new world order have so
far failed, but national borders are increasingly losing importance." Asked if European NATO countries weren't acting as
auxiliaries to the self-proclaimed U.S. world policeman, he
replied that "without the Americans nothing happens today....
We just can't complain about the U.S. being too powerful.
The Europeans lack the concentrated political will."
When a German imperialist general declares that borders
are losing importance and demands "concentrated political will,"
one should take notice. In 1992, Naumann, then General InsJ>ec..
tor of the Bundeswehr, published a document titled "Defense
Policy Guidelines," in which he defined the goal ofBundeswehr
deployments as defending Germany against external danger and
''political blackmail," as well as "maintaining fre~ world trade
and unhindered access to markets and raw materials throughout
the world in the framework of a just world order." On the battlefield of Yugoslavia today, both Washington and Berlin's strategic concepts are being carried out, while Serbs and Albanians
pay the price in casualties and economic devastation.

How Bonn Engineered the
Break-Up of Yugoslavia
In our April 2 statement, we pointed to the evidence that
w~s armed by German Military

from the beginning, the UCK
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of Slovenia and Croatia as indeIntelligence (MAD), particulariy
pendent states. The Greens under using equipment taken over from
Fischer had been demanding
the East German NVA (National
since August 1991 recognition of
People's Anny). In addition, there
the secessionist northern
are numerous indications of ties
between the Kosovo Liberation
Yugoslav republics. And a circle
· Anny and the BND, Germany's
of SPD politicians around
Karstein Voigt and Norbert
equivalent of the CIA. And even
Gansel gave the decisive push for
the New York Times now quotes
unilateral German recognition of
U.S. officials saying they take it as
Slovenia and Croatia. Then
an established fact that their
Kosovo Albanian puppet army is
United Nations secretary general
Javier Perez de Cuellar warned
heavily involved in drug trafficking. In fact, the whole operation
in a letter to Genscher that this
would only lead to "an extension
looks strikingly like the Nicaraguan contra army put together by
of the present conflict" and creWashington's intelligence operaate an "explosive situation, partives, only in this case the puppeticularly in Bosnia-Herzegovina
teers are German rather than
and also in Macedonia.
American. The UCK make no
Washington at first tried to
bones that they are simply instruresist the break up of Yugoslavia,
ments ofNATO, calling for the implacing their bets on the former
perialist alliance to occupy
banker now in control of Serbia,
Kosovo. Failing that, a recent demSlobodan Milosevic. Germany's
onstration ofKosovo Albanians in
European allies Britain and
OHM France, traditionally aligned with
Germany sported American flags
and signs proclaiming: "NATO, Execution of Serb hostages in Pancevo, 1941. A . Serbia, were also reluctant. The
We Are Your. Ground Troops!" million Yugoslavs were killed in World War II by UN had insisted on certain "huGermans, close to 100,000 by execution squads man rights" conditions, including
(Spiegel, 5 April).
This is part of a broader Ger- of Wehrmacht and Waffen SS.
guaranteeing minority nationaliman policy tbat has aggressively
ties' rights. But an all-party vote
sought for more than a decade to dismember Yugoslavia. The
in the Bundestag in October 1991 committed the Bonn govYugoslav federation was already falling apart due to the cenernment to recognizing the secessionist republics on its own,
trifugal forces of the market, as the more prosperous republics
whether or not they guaranteed minority rights, if it could!1 't
(Slovenia and Croatia) sought to free themselves from paying
get support from the European Union. As a measure of the
development funds for the poorer southern regions, particuimportance Bonn gave to this question, at the EU meeting in
larly Kosovo, and to gain entry into the capitalist European
Maastricht that December Germany made acceptance of indeCommon Market. Although Yugoslavia under Tito and his sucpendence for Slovenia and Croatia a condition for agreeing to
cessors proclaimed itself socialist, the average income in
a common European currency, the key to the Maastricht Treaty.
Kosovo was barely one-sixth that of Slovenia. Serb leader
The rest of the countries went along. Kohl declared that this
Milosevi.c did plenty to exacerbate national tensions with his
represented "a great foreign policy success for the German
nationalist diatribes, particularly directed against the Kosovars.
government, which has long pushed hard for the recognition
This played into the hands of pro-capitalist Croatian and
of Slovenia and Croatia." And then Bonn went ahead and uniSlovene nationalists. The Stalinist bur~aucracy under Tito and
laterally recognized them anyway. A week later, the Vatican
his successors undermined the foundations of the Yugoslav
followed suit.
deformed workers state, preparing the way for counterrevoluThe new states were practically neo-colonies of Germany.
tion and destructi9n of the country. But the death blow came
The German role in their creation is spelled out in the 1994 book
from Bonn.
by Tobias Pfliiger and Martin Jung, Krieg in jugoslawien (War
As the Croatians unilaterally declared independence and
in Yugoslavia). Croatia's fascistic strongman Tudjman declared:
launched military actions against the Yugoslav national army
"We Croats have no fear of a reunified Germany. On the con(JNA) in mid-1991, German foreign minister Hans-Dietrich
trary, the stronger a united Germany, the better it is for Croatia."
Genscher told the Zagreb regime, "Every shot fired brings inIt was not lost on others that the two governments that had recogdependence closer." And it was not just the ruling Christian
nized Croatia were the same ones who had supported the Croatian
Democrat/Free Democrat coalition that pushed this line. In
fascist Ustasha state in World War II. Germany not only gave
the summer and fall of 1991, the conservative Frankfurter
diplomatic support, it also armed its neo-colony. A UN report
Allgemeine Zeitung campaigned incessantly for recognition
complained that Germany had broken the arms embargo and
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delivered 60 tanks to Croatia. And meanwhile
scores of German mercenaries joined the
Croatian anny and the HOS militia, many of
them Nazis. The HOS' infamous "Black Legion" was led by a German. British fascists,
American Ku Klux Klansmen and assorted
right-wing soldiers offortune..flooded in.
The Western media has been flooded for
years with sensational reports on "ethnic
cleansing" by Serb forces in Bosnia and
Kosovo, the horror stories are selectively chosen and manipulated to build up support for '
"humanitarian intervention" (i.e., war against ~~C-1--\-~~rl,r--"1
the Serbs). Stories about Serbian concentration camps such as Omarska were given great
publicity, while Croatian camps like Capljina
were not mentioned. A 1993 document ofthe
International Committee of the Red Cross
reported that there were 46 detention camps
in Bosnia, the largest number (and largest
number of prisoners) controlled by the
Bosnian government. Meanwhile, as the UN
general secretary had predicted, independence for the two northern republics quickly
lead to the break-up of Bosnia Herzegovina
and to the war there that lasted for half a deDie 11cuen 6rrnz;,;·im them11s jug11s!lwischtn Sliatsg,~iet s11wi' in 6ri1clm1/~nd sintl """ tt1Chl ubll'P:ll 1t1dgu1t19 ftstgtltJf
cade at a cost of thousands of lives.
All sides in the fighting sought to clear
out minority nationalities in the process of WWII German map of resources of Southeast Europe. Today once again
consolidating ethnically homogenous nation- German imperialism is seeking to regain control over region. Legend
states. In this fighting by far the largest num- at bottom says "The new borders in the former Yugoslavia ...are not yet
ber of "ethnically .cleansed" refugees were everywhere definitively established." And today? .
Serbs: including 250,000 expelled by the
Tudjman regime out of the Military Frontier region (Krajina) of
"balkanized" into easily dominated statelets. Following_the
Croatia where they had been settled for centuries, and som~
unification of Germany under Bismarck in 1870, Berlin in70,000 driven from Sarajevo by the Islamic fundamentalist
creased its efforts to keep Russian influence out of the region.
Izetbegovic Bosnian regime. The Serb nationalist forces in Bosnia
When a revolt broke out against the dying Ottoman Empire in
were guilty of hideous atrocities, as were the Bosnian Muslim
1875-76, in which the Serb rebels received Russian backing, a
and Croat forces. But while the West proclaims its attachment to
military document described what would henceforth be the
"multiethnic democracy" in Yugoslavia, the fact is that by far the
constant German policy in the Balkans: "to make use of the
most ethnically mixed component of the former Yugoslavia is
Greek, Albanian and Muslim elements to our advantage and
Serbia--with a population of 63 percent Serbs, 14 percent Alba.:.
to play these tribes off against the south Slavs" (quoted in Klaus
nians and 23 percent other minorities--whereas Slovenia, Croatia
Thomer, "Divide et impera! " Jungle World, 14 April); The
and the Croat and Bosnian Muslim areas of Bosnia are all more
1878 Berlin conference held under Bismarck's leadership esthan 90 percent ethnically homogeneous.
tablished Serbia, Montenegro, Rumania and Bulgaria as small
-~-·-~·-·---

From the Second Reich to the Fourth:
Red Thread of German Anti-Serbian Policies
Germany's anti-Serb policies go back to the mid-19th century. Friedrich List, the "father of German national economics," declared that "all of Southeast Europe" was Germany's
Hinterland. Later, Kaiser Wilhelm saw it as a bridge to the
Near East with his ambitions for a zone of German influence
stretching from Berlin to Baghdad. As a result, German governments consistently opposed a sp-ong power of the southern
Slavs arising in the region, preferring to keep the Balkans

states economically dependant upon Germany.
Similarly in the 1912 Balkan War, the Balkan League states
were backed by Russia against the Ottoman Empire, but in the
subsequent peace conference, a Germany and Austria sought to
prevent an expansion of Serbia and _set up Albania as a buffer
state, complete with a German prince to rule it. When the First
World War broke out following the assassination of the Austrian
archduke Ferdinand by a Serbian nationalist in Sarajevo, the
German Kaiser declared, "With the Slavs one must always proceed according to divide et impera," the Roman imperial policy
of divide and rule. The "Slavs are not born to rule but to serve,"
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intolerant policy of reducing the relatively strong
Serbian minority in Croatia." This is precisely what
the Croatian regime of Pavelic admirer Tudjman has
done, with Gennan arms and American advisers.
During the war, much of Kosovo was split off from
Gennan occupied Serbia and attached to Albania,
which in tum was an Italian protectorate. When Italy
surrendered in 1943, the German Wehrmacht occupied
Albania. In order to fight the Yugoslav Partisans,
Himmler recruited an Albanian Waffen-SS Mountain
Division Skander Beg, headquartered in the Prizren in
Kosovo. Interestingly, one of those in charge ofkeeping track ofthese Albanian Einsatzgruppen for Hitler's
Wehrmacht was one Kurt Waldheim, the future president of Austria and secretary general of the United
Nations. At the time he was intelligence officer ofArmy
Group E based in Thessalonika, Greece covering the
whole of the southern Balkan region. His commander
issued an order: "Not to liquidate the Albanians in
Kurt Waldheim (left), then Wehrmacht intelligence officer, at
. German concentration camps considering the excelairfield in Podgorica, Montenegro. Future Austrian president and
lent attitude of Albanian units on the eastern front."
UN chief oversaw recruitment of Albanians for Waffen-SS
(International
Commission ofHistorians, The Waldheim
batallion.
Report [1993]).
he added. If Serbia would not capitulate, "Belgrade will be
Smash Imperialism through International
bombed and occupied." As in 1991 and again today, the Social
Socialist Revolution!
Democrats played a particularly treacherous role. "The slogan
Thus it is clear that the policy of dismembering Yugosla'Serbien muB sterbien' [Serbia must die], first raised by the
via
has
been a constant of German imperialist policy throughArbeiterzeitung, the central organ of Gennan social democracy
out this centticy. And while German and American capitalist
in Austria, was massively popular in Gennany" (Ralph Hartmann,
rulers are united in waging W(;lr against Yugoslavia today, their
"Die ehrlichen Makler" Die deutsche Auj3enpolitik und der
purposes differ. The U.S. wants to reinforce its role as the imBiirgerkrieg in Jugoslawien. Eine Bilanz [1998]).
perialist hegemon, in particular seeking to keep the German
Following Germany's defeat in the imperialist world war
and other European imperialist allies/rivals in check. Germany
and the subsequent crushing of attempted workers revolutions
is more interested in regional domination, including raw main 1918 and 1923, the Weimar Republic was too weak to
terials,
agricultural products and markets, as indicated in Genachieve much in the Balkans. But with the onset of world ecoeral
Naumann's
defense policy guidelines. Those who appeal
nomic depression, and trade ,war symbolized by the passage of
to
Germany's
great
power interests in opposing the war on
the protectionist Smoot-Hawley tariff law in the U.S., the GerYugoslavia
are
simply
proposing a more effective means for
man government and capitalists turned toward Southeast Euof the region. This is quite explicit
imperialist
domination
rope to secure vital resources even before Hitler came to power.
among
some
in
the
PDS
milieu, who want to shift German
Under the Nazi regime, a "clearing" system of trade quotas
policy
toward
long-term
alliance with capitalist Russia (in
and guaranteed prices led to an increase of Germany's perwhich
their
ex-Soviet
ties
would
be lucrative).
centage of Yugoslavia's imports from 18 percent in 1934 to 55
Appealing
to
an
Admiral
Schmahling,
ex-German milipercent six years later, following the annexation of Austria
tary
intelligence
chief,
to
lead
opposition
to
the war is on a
(Johann Wuescht, Jugoslawlen und das Dritte Reich [1956]).
part
with
appealing
to
Nazi
intelligence
boss
Admiral
Canaris
The situation was similarin Bulgaria and Romania.
to
oppose
Hitler.
Calling
for
a
"peace"
within
the
capitalist
By early 1941 , Hitler thought he,could force Yugoslavia's
framework is just calling to delay military conflict, as imperiaccession to the Tripartite Pact. When this led to a popular uprisalist "peace policy" becomes war policy at a later date. To
ing in April 1941 , Nazi Germany launched a Blitzkrieg against
combat the imperialist-capitalist system that has led to two
Yugoslavia, beginning with the Easter bombing ofBelgrade. Hitler
world conflagrations in this century and countless local and
gave the order, "Jugoslavia... as a state fonnation is to be smashed."
regional
wars it is necessary to mobilize the power of the workIn his diary entry for 7 April 1941, Nazi propaganda minister
ing
class.
Even after large layoffs, from Ruhr steel plants to
Joseph Goebbels gave out the guidelines for the media: "Stroke
south
German
auto plants and north German seaports, Gerthe Croats! Autonomy... spearhead against the Serbs .... Above all
of
the strongest industrial proletariats on the
many
has
one
with the Croats, stoke up hate against the Serbs." Setting up the
face
of
the
planet.
But
its potential strength must be mobilized
pro-Austrian Croatian fascist "free state," Hitler counseled
continued on page 68
Ustasha leader Ante Pavelic to pursue for 50 years a "nationally
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Workers World: Reformist "Socialists"
Who Cover for Serb Chauvinism
In the United States, the main organization sponsoring
protests against the U.S./NATO attack on Yugoslavia is the
Workers World Party (WWP). Far from presenting any kind
of socialist opposition to the imperialist attack, in recent demonstrations in New York and Boston, the WWP, through its
creation the International Action Center (IAC), has provided
a leftist front for reactionary Serbian nationalist politics.
A demo called by the IAC that gathered outside NY C's
Grand Central Terminal on March 27 was blanketed with
signs proclaiming "Kosovo Is Serbia and Always Will Be,"
"Albanians Go to Albania" and "We Love Pat Buchanan"
(the ultra-rightist Republican America Firster who has opposed Clinton's bombing). The crowd chanted repeatedly,
"We will never give up Kosovo."
At another protest on March 31 , which marched to the
New York Times building to protest that imperialist
mouthpiece's distorted warmongering coverage, signs included "Kosovo Albanians: Seek Independence in Albania!"
"Kosovo: Serbia's Jerusalem" and the ubiquitous "Kosovo
Is Serbia." There were numerous appeals to Orthodox Christianity against the predominantly Muslim Albanians.
While the WWP/IAC handed out their usual signs for
"Stop the Bombing" and "Money for Jobs, Not War," the
overwhelming tenor of these demonstrations was Serbian
chauvinism against Kosovo Albanians.
Workers World has made its trademark the organizing of
demos to showcase dissident bourgeois politicians such as black
Democrat Jesse Jackson and LBJ's former top cop Ramsey
Clark, who busted Vietnam antiwar demonstrators in Chicago
in 1968 and sent the FBI after the Black Panthers. Now
Clinton's man Jackson turns around and supports the U.S.
bombing of Iraq. But what do the WWP opportunists care?
Such is the logic of the popular front, which ties the workers
movement and leftists to sections of the bourgeoisie.
In contrast, the Internationalist Group and League for
the Fourth International call for revolutionary defense of
Yugoslavia and for the defeat of the U.S./NATO/UN imperialist attack. We fight for a socialist federation of the Balkans-forged in combat against all the bourgeois nationalist
forces, from Milosevic to imperialism's Albanian puppet
army of the UCK-and to smash imperialism through international socialist revolution.
The WWP's inveterate tailism is combined with an idiosyncratic brand of Stalinoid politics: Workers World's
founder, the late Sam Marcy, split from the Trotskyist movement after supporting the Stalinist crushing of the 1956
Hungarian workers uprising. In the 1980s Marcy traveled to
Pyongyang with other WWPers to embrace North Korean
leader Kim 11 Sung and his son Kim Jong IL
The Marcyites pretend that even after the dismembering of the former Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia,

the rump Yugoslavia is still a "socialist state." An article on
"Kosovo: Imperialist Powers & Self-Determination" in
Workers World (25 February) claims: "Today, what is left of
the Yugoslav socialist state is resisting a complete counterrevolutionary takeover by the big capitalist powers of Europe and the United States."
In a similar vein, the American cheerleaders for Castro
Stalinism, the Socialist Workers Party (SWP) of Jack
Barnes, refer to Washington's "military assault on the workers state in Yugoslavia" (Militant, 19 October 1998). The
U.S. rulers' ultimate goal, says the SWP, is "to overthrow
the workers state and restore capitalist social relations
throughout Yugoslavia." Yet the bureaucratically deformed
workers state has long since been overthrown throughout
the former Yugoslavia, all of whose components are now
ruled by bourgeois nationalist regimes.
At the same time as it declares Yugoslavia still a workers
state, the Barnesite SWP proclaims its support for the "fight
for independence in Kosova"-the same cause championed by
bourgeois right-wingers. Opportunists often have trouble keeping straight whom they are chasing after at the moment.
The WWP and SWP spin out their delusionary fantasies about rump Yugoslavia in order to put a socialist veneer on their utterly reformist politics. In fact, the Milosevic
regime itself dropped the word "socialist" from the country's
name back in 1991, and now calls it simply the Federal Republic of Yugoslavia. Today, the Belgrade government includes the likes of Vojislav Seselj, whose fascistic militias
were notorious for their murderous atrocities against Muslims in Bosnia. And it is hailed by the likes of Russian fascistic anti-Semite Vladimir Zhirinovsky.
Those who tum a blind eye to the undeniable reality that
there has been a counterrevolution in Yugoslavia and throughout East Europe inevitably embrace bourgeois political forces,
including some ofthe most reactionary. In the case of Workers
World, these opportunist "socialists" end up in a "red-brown"
coalition with Serbian Chetnik counterrevolutionaries. •
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Serbian chauvinist demonstrators in New York.
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Open Letter from a Former Member
to the Spartakist Workers Party of Germany {SpAD)
and the International Communist League (ICL)
Dear comrades,
As a fonner member for many years of several sections of
the Spartacist tendency/ICL and a longtime sympathizer of the
ICL, it is with great bitterness that I must infonn you that I can no
longer support your organization. Any remaining doubts I might
have had about the political bankruptcy of the ICL have been
definitively resolved by Workers Vanguard's (No. 704, 8 January 1999) latest smears against the Internationalist Group and
the League for the Fourth International. This five-page compendium of ad hominem attacks, lies and distortions is not simply
revolting, it also makes a mockery of the ICL's philistine talk
about the LFI's "marginal existence." The founding declaration
of the LFI not only punctured the balloon of your silly prophecies about a rift between the American and the Brazilian components of the LFI; it should-for anyone that can read and thinkdiscredit the ICL's slanders about a rapprochement between the
LFI and the so-called "Bolshevik Tendency."
The occasion for WV's latest blast is the simple truth that the
LFI has effectively exposed the ICL's anti-Leninist position on
Puerto Rican independence. It is really very simple: the LFI is
not in favor of forcing independence on the Puerto Ricans, but it
advocates this independence. In the topsy-turvy world of WV,
"advocate" is now deemed to be synonymous with forcing a position on an unwilling population. So much for for the LFI's alleged "doublespeak." The degeneration of the ICL, on the other
hand, is best expressed in your "correction" (actually the definitive burial ofthe SL's fonner position, since the 1993 WV article
opposed statehood and advocated independence), which states
"we are not in favor of forcing annexation, federation or independence on anyone ..." Annexation is force, comrades. It cannot
be anything else. But the ICL puts all three on the same plane.
· How does the ICL reconcile its alleged "support [to] struggles
for independence" with its refusal to advocate independence?
What a mockery of Bolshevism, which does indeed consider the
oppressed nations as the subject and not the object of politics.
The hapless scribes of WV should have refrained from quoting
Trotsky's What Next? on this question, since it is the ICL which
confines itself to passively recognizing the "right" of self-determination.
While you now equate colonies with nations in multinational states, Lenin quite clearly distinguished "three types of
countries with respect to the self-determination ofnations" (/'he
Socialist Revolution and the Right ofNations to Self-Determination, 1916). The third category is that of the colonies, for
which Lenin demanded "unconditional and immediate liberation." Please note: unconditional and immediate. In this respect the introduction of Quebec into the debate is simply a
red herring, and doubly so, since despite WV's coy subhead
"Independence for Quebec? IG Says 'Maybe' ":there is no
"maybe." The Internationalist No. 6 said unambiguously that
the call for independence for Quebec is correct. Would the

ICL care to explain why it advocates independence for Quebec, although there is not currently a decisive majority there in
favor of it, while refusing to do so in the case of Puerto Rico?
And before presuming to lecture the IG/LFI about Irish history, the ICL might ponder the fact that the overwhelming
majority of the Irish population was against independence before the Easter uprising of 1916.
So what about the IG/LFI's supposed capitulation to nationalism around the Puerto Rican general strike? WVNo. 694, 31
July 1998 pretends "The IG describes the strike in Puerto Rico
as being organized by student, leftist, women's and community
groups, leaving out the influence of the very visible bourgeois
and religious organizations, which must be combatted." This is a
lie. The IO leaflet says for example, "Anti-statehood bourgeois
parties, such as the small Puerto Rican Independence Party (PIP)
and sections of the Popular Democrats ... have engaged in electoral grandstanding by pretending to be friends of the phone
workers." Furthermore, a whole page is devoted to a polemic
against "national populist frontism" and this specifically included
denouncing "independentista unity," noting that "The political
consequences of this nationalist program and rltetoric are extremely harmful for the workers struggle."
But what exactly was the ICL's position on the general strike?
Certainly not for its victory. The article in WV 694 says absolutely nothing in this sense. Indeed, WV's latest polemic strongly
hints that it was a right-wing/clericalist political mobilization.
WV 104 says that ''the strike had the character of a political protest" in which ''the political independence of the proletariat was
subordinated to the program ofthe bourgeois nationalists ...." That
amounts to a statement of non-support for this strike against
privatization ofthe phone company. Are we to believe that CAOS
was really something like Solidarnose, a nationalist counterrevolutionary tendency masquerading as a union? Fact is, CAOS
is not run by the Catholic church, and the PIP was not part ofthe
CAOS, nor were PPD politicians, although they supported the
strike for their own bourgeois electoralist reasons.
What you offered the strikers was not a concrete revolutionary perspective for proletarian class independence, but a stale
history lesson about US colonialism. One thing is sure: it takes
colossal chutzpah to dismiss the IG's propaganda as ''peppered
with out-of-context quotes from Trotsky's writings on France"
(some comrades may recall that this sort of philistinism used to
be the reformist American SWP's standard response to revolutionary criticism) and then tum around and attack the 10/LFI for
allegedly glorifying spontaneous working-class militancy!
To further pretend, as does WV No. 704, that "During the
strike itself, the maximum criticism the IG made of the leadership was at the level of how many hours to strike!" is simply
grotesque. In reality, the IO leaflet says "If the general strike
called for July 7 and 8 is to be anything more than a two-day
work stoppage and parade, it must be animated by a program of
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revolutionary class struggle." The leaflet not only denounces the
fact that the bureaucrats' "common program, in different variations, is that of reformism," but linked this to illusions in bourgeois parties and calling for elected strike committees "to provide a means to block a bureaucratic sellout." It was not just
abstract criticism but linked to a program of struggle. The IG
therefore raised transitional demands (now relegated by the ICL
to the attic}, and repeatedly underlines the necessity for a Leninist vanguard party that would act as a tribune of the people. WV's
shoddy polemics are predicated on the rather desperate gamble
that the bulk of its readers haven't had the occasion to read the
IG's material.
So too with the endless series of"exposes" about Brazil and
the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil, which seek to convince through sheer weight of repetition. I once thought that after
all, where there's smoke, there's fire .... Alas, sometimes it's just
a cloud of dust produced by vigorously thrashing a straw man.
For those who couldn't quite grasp the wisdom of abruptly calling off the fight to drive the cops out of the Volta Redonda municipal workers union (SFPMVR) after urging Luta Metallirgica
(predecessor ofthe LQB) to pursue this struggle, it is telling that
the latest WV polemics don't even mention this original pretext
for the break in fraternal relations.
The LFI has produced more than enough material demonstrating that the LQB is against the intervention of the bourgeois state in the trade unions, that comrade Ribeiro, the president of the SFPMVR, repudiated his lawyers when they sought
to make the bourgeois courts the arbitrator in the struggle
against the pro-cop Fernandes faction in the union. Precisely
because of the success of LQB supporters in mobilizing the
ranks of the SFPMVR against the police (which the ICL pretends never happened), the Fernandes faction split the union.
This is not the first time revolutionary work in the unions has
led to a split, and it won't be the last. So now the ICL asks if
the SFPMVR even exists. What touching concern for the fate
ofa union which the ICL routinely describes as "cop-infested"!
More to the point, does the ICL think that the SFPMVR was
ever a trade union? Is the ICL prepared these days to do work
in unions which, unfortunately, have cops as members? How
about the "cop-infested" AFSCME, which organizes prison
guards? (The SL/US once had supporters in this union, who
fought against this.) The SEIU? The NY Transit Workers
Union, where WV (No. 703, 25 December 1998) calls, and
rightly so, for security guards out of the TWU? (How come
WV never mentioned this before? Did they all join the union in
the seven months since the last article about the TWU?)
It seems that you have forgotten that you issued an international appeal for solidarity with the embattled Trotskyist
workers in Volta Redonda-not a whisper about that in WV704and even after the break with LM you promised to continue
the defense of the SFPVMR. Not only was this promise hollow, since then the ICL has repeatedly sought to sabotage the
defense of the LQB militants in the face of bourgeois repression. The state orders search and seizure of their leaflets, orders the elected Trotskyist leadership of the union removed
because it was campaigning for ousting the cops, sends the
military police to dissolve union meetings-and WV calls this
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all "a squalid battle for control of the union."
To describe the LQB as 'trade union hustlers' is laughable. First of all, according to the ICL, the LM was supposed
to disappear into the union. Instead it transformed itself into
the LQB, produced a press, expanded from Volta Redonda. In
contrast to the disgusting "color-blindness" of Brazil's fake
Trotskyists it engages in exemplary work against black oppression, including the continuing defense of Mumia AbuJamal. Strange behavior for "trade union hustlers." And how
many Latin American fake leftists defend homosexuals, as the
LBQ did with a 17 June 1997 campus demonstration against a
fascist who called for extermination of blacks and homosexuals (see Internationalist No. 3, September/October 1997)?
In short, the ICL's version of events in Brazil bears about as
much relation to reality as the fantasy film of the same name.
Any doubts on this score may be settled by an extremely simple
test. You rather recklessly asserted that the 1994 Declaration of
Fraternal Relations between the ICL and LM did not even once
mention permanent revolution. False! Anyone can verify the truth
of this for themselves.
If the LFI was what you say it is ("dementia," "ravings,"
"opportunist hustlers" etc., etc.-by contrast Logan and the BT
get pretty polite treatment these days) this would hardly justify
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But (alas!) this program "predates" the "New World Reality" ...
Remember, this program is based on objective necessity and not
on the given consciousness of the proletariat. The ICL's "new
dimension" pays only lip-service to resolving the crisis of proletarian leadership.
Your abandonment ofthe Transitional Program is concretely
demonstrated by the faction fight in France, where the proposal
to produce a leaflet for the truckers' strike which would have
raised not only the extension of the strike involving the immigrant workers in private industry, but also the shorter work-week
at no loss in pay to combat unemployment, the defense of refugees, the necessity for workers militias to defend the strike and
combat the fascists (Djura's letter of 5 November 1997) was immediately declared by the international leadership to be centrism,
mere trade union tactics, economism etc., etc., etc. As in Alice in
Wonderland these terms no longer have any real meaning but are
rather whatever the 'new IS' decides they mean. Increasingly the
ICL's propaganda, whatever the occasion-including major class
battles-is reduced to turgid academic lectures about the bourgeois state, imperialism, racism. But as comrade Seymour once
observed, "Preachments of moral uplift in the labor movement
are not a serious fight against economism" ("The Faces of
Economism," Spartacist No. 21, Fall 1972).
Not enough that the ICL has redefined the general strike
(with the assistance of a strong dose of antidialectical logic-chopping) as more or less a direct call for armed insurrection. I defy
you to print the non-public ''theoretical" basis for this positionthe 1948 document ofEmst Erber, member ofShachtman's "thirdcampist" Workers Party. (And this while you sneer at the IG's
references to Trotsky in their Puerto Rico leaflet.) You thereby
trample on everything we had previously written on the subject,
from Britain in 1974 (see "Why
We Call for a General Strike in
Britain Now," WVNo. 39, 1 March
1974) to the British miners' strike
Crucial materials from
of 1984 and the experience ofciass
the struggle for
struggle in Mitterrand's France and
in Italy as well as Trotsky's writTrotskyism within the
ings on Britain in 1926 and France
International
in the l 930's. You are now opCommunist League.
posed to even propagandistically
raising the necessity for the extenIncludes complete
sion of such major strikes as the
documents of the
UPS
strike in the USA or the secPermanent Revolution
ond
French
truckers' strike (as late
Faction as well as
as
1996
it
was still in favor of
documents of the ICL
spreading
the
first French truckers'
leadership and French
nationally
and internationstrike
majority faction.
ally). Faithful to this "self-denying
ordenance" the ICL mouthes
52 pages
empty phrases about "communism" and concretely proposes
nothing more than more militant
picket-lines to the Australian dockOrder from/make checks payable to: Mundial Publications, Box 3321,
ers and the UPS strikers (while it
Church Street Station, New York, NY 10008, U.S.A.
_I"_ejects labor strikes against impe-

Workers Vanguarcfs ever-expanding coverage. The question is
rather: since the purge in 1996, who is it that has changed one
long-standing position after another? To ask the question is to
answer it. Behind this is your many-sided revision of Marxism
(on permanent revolution, the nature ofthe Stalinist bureaucracy,
the Transitional Program, the popular front, the colonial question, etc.) which mark the ICL's rightward course. For the effect
ofyour abstentionist policies ofpassive propagandism is to abandon the struggle against the agents ofthe bourgeoisie in the workers movement-that was what the ICL did in Brazil, and that's
what your line amounted to in the Puerto Rico general strike.
The ideological sauce for all of this is provided by your
''retrogression" theory. More than a half century of reformist
betrayal, popular frontism and defeats have certainly taken their
toll on the class consciousness of the world proletariat. And the
collapse of the DOR, the USSR etc. were historic defeats. The
ICL however decrees that ''the historical retrogression of proletarian consciousness" is a "direct consequence of the terrible
defeat represented by the final undoing of the Russian Revolution." Slyly, the ICL has never really spelled out what this theory
concretely implies. This notion did not appear in the 1994 SL
conference document, which stressed the precarity of the new
bourgeois world order, nor in the debate with Mandel. It was
first invented in early 1996 and took its final form to justify the
expulsion of what was to become the IG and the break with LMthe triumph of the "new IS" and passive propagandism. Its purpose is to deny the validity of the Transitional Program and
Trotsky's conception ofthe crisis ofleadership. For despite WV's
feigned indignation, that it is exactly what its "International
Declaration ofPrinciples" says. In ''principle"-like so many fake
Trotskyists before it-the ICL stands on the Transitional Program.
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· rialist war moves as lacking ''resonance" among the workers).
Just who is capitulating to. a "new lower level of consciousness," to trade union consciousness here? How familiar all this
is to me, when I think back to years of political combat against
Lutte Ouvriere, which bemoans the "backwardness" of the
workers as a cover for their refusal to fight to extend struggles
like the French rail strike of 1986 and in general to intervene
with a Trotskyist program.
The more you bluster about the permanent revolution, the
more it demonstrates your revisionism on the subject. With
popular frontism being dogmatically-and in direct counterposition to Trotsky, not to mention the historical experience of
Bolivia, Chile, Lanka etc., etc.-declared out of bounds for the
colonial and semicolonial countries, the enemy there is proclaimed (in pure idealist fashion) to be not the actual existing
bourgeois nationalist, populist or reformist parties but simply
the ideology of nationalism. (As if the workers movement in
the imperialist countries was not rotten with nationalism and
social patriotism!) Thus the articles in WVNo. 702 on Brazil
and the Philippines are masterpieces of evasion, since these
countries actually possess popular fronts which they are not
supposed to have. In fact this line, like your line on the colonies, can only help the nationalist demagogues.
And what did Trotsky say? "The Fourth International does
not draw watertight distinctions between the backward and
advanced countries, the democratic and socialist revolutions.
It combines them and subordinates them to the world struggle
of the oppressed against the oppressors." Further: "But in the
colonial and semicolonial countries-not only in China and India, but also in Latin America-the fraud ofthe 'People's Fronts'
still continues to paralyze the working masses ... " (Imperialist
War and the Proletarian World Revolution, 1940)
Since those incapable of defending past gains will be incapable of conquering new ones, it is time to tum to the question of Stalinism. Here, under the pretext of examining various isolated formulations of comrade Norden under the microscope, the ICL leadership has rammed through a complete
revision of its historic position.
Let us first put aside the current mythology about the
absence or presence of"revolutionary leadership" in the DDR
in 1989-1990. When it was still capable of soberly assessing
its intervention in the DDR, the ICL wrote in the document for
the Second International Conference, "But we were not able
to become and be seen as an effective, widely based organizing nucleus for an immediate struggle against counterrevolu1 tion" (Spartacist No. 47 /48, Winter 1992-93, p. 20). If the
ICL was not even a "nucleus," in what sense then was it the
"revolutionary leadership," if we understand this in the sense
of an actual Leninist vanguard party and not the ICL's current
metaphysics? The Conference document also says "Although
shaped by the disproportion of forces, there was in fact a contest between the ICL program of political revolution and the
Stalinist program of capitulation and counterrevolution." This
remains the position of comrade Norden, the IG and the LFI.
Secondly, and with breathtaking cynicism, you have rebaptized the SED/PDS as the leading force for counterrevolution.
We never said anything like this at the time. This formulation is
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borrowed rather from the greasy notebook of the BT, who, from
the SPD side of the barricades announced that the Modrow regime was the "Main Danger for theDDR." What we did say was
that the counterrevolution was being led by the German bourgeoisie and its handmaidens in the social democracy, and that
the Stalinists were capitulating to and even participating in capitalist reunification, selling out the DDR. So the SED-PDS was
on the steps at Treptow and the SPD was not. Since the ICL is
not inclined to consign its united front with the SED/PDS at
Treptow in January 1990 to the rubbish bin of history, you must
redefine this as more or less a "united front from below." A further problem for you is that while the SpAD and SpartakistGruppen spokesmen at Treptow polemicized against the SED,
they didn't say the Stalinists were the vanguard of the counterrevolution, rightly assigning this role to Kohl and the SPD Trojan Horse. The whole surrealist quality of the ICL's current "history''-writing may best be envisaged by ttying to envisage a united
front rally between La Pasionaria ,and the Spanish BolshevikLeninists at a time when the Stalinists really were the armed fist
of counterrevolution in the Spanish Civil War.
Truth is, the ICL has now latched on to the formulation of
all the fake Trotskyist groups: Stalinism is "counterrevolution'ary through and through and to the core." The ICL's latest polemics against Workers Power are revealing. The quasi-state
capitalist Workers Power is easy meat, with its its call for imperialist sanctions against and support for counterrevolutionary bourgeois nationalist forces in the deformed and degenerated workers states. But the ICL no longer dares open up a
serious polemic with these right centrists over the double nature of Stalinism! Look at the "China on the Brink" article in
WV in October 1997, which polemicized against Workers
Power on everything but WP's line that the Stalinists were leading the counterrevolution in China. How could it? The ICL's
new line is now, word for word, identical to Workers Power's.
The IG has already exJ)osed the practical consequences of
the ICL's new line for China. While enthusing over the combativity
of the Chinese workers, the ICL does not place the defense of
collectiviz.ed property forms at the center ofits propaganda and was
blind to the dangers of imperialist-backed counterrevolution in Tibet.
You slipped out of your Tibetan fiasco by the extremely dishonest subterfuge of suddenly noticing the utter backwardness of
social relations there. You did not and cannot address the real
question: the call for an "independent Soviet Tibet" was in
direct contradiction to its previous opposition to the centrist
call for "soviet republics" in the Baltic and Ukraine, which it
correctly characterized as a capitulation to imperialism.
And so the ICL's sectarian passivity conceals a deeply
rotten rightist core. The question its members ought to ask
themselves is not only "Where is the IG going?" but first and
foremost "Where is the ICL going?" For anyone committed to
Trotskyist program and theory the answer c~ only lie in piercing the smokescreens of the ICL school of falsification and
joining the LFI in its fight to reforge the Fourth International.
Mark Richard
former member SL/RCYand SYL, LTF, TLD and SpAD
31 January 1999
E-Mail: penmarch@t-online.de
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WVs New Crop of Fabrications
The following article was posted on the Internationalist
Group site on the Internet last December together with a second
article on "Class Struggle Against Police 'Unionism' in Brazil," reprinted on page 53 ofthis issue a/The Internationalist
· Trotsky once wrote that reading Bukharin was like eating
chopped bristles. Today, readers ofthe "new Workers Vanguard'
are expected not only to take it with a grain of salt but to swallow
whole bucketsful ofmud. Once the voice of authentic Trotskyism,
WV is now the mouthpiece of the centrist degeneration of the.
International Communist League (ICL). As such, its falsifications keep getting cruder, since justifying duplicitous politics requires treating the truth as a matter of convenience.
Over the past year, publications ofthe Internationalist Group/
League for the Fourth International (IG/LFI) have posed fundamental political issues regarding the ICL's revision of the central
thesis of the Transitional Program, the founding document of
Trotsky's Fourth International; jts abandonment of the Leninist
demand for independence for all colonies and of the call for
workers action against imperialist war mobilization; its "discovery" that the Mexican state's corporatist labor front is supposedly a "legitimate" union-to name a few. Yet WV follows its
script to the letter: ignore the real political arguments at all costs,

George A. Collier

Peasant fumigating new growth of weeds in Chiapas.
Feudalism anyone?

and every time the IG provides detailed, documented refutations
of the last pack of smears, launch new ones. So now we find WV
hip-deep in muck raising a new crop of fabrications against the
LFI, this time on ... our line on the agrarian question in Brazil.
And once again, it has provided readers with an opportunity to
see for themselves how the falsifiers operate.
In an accompanying article on the struggle against
"Zubatovism" (police "unionism") in Brazil, we unmask the
ICL's latest variations on its old smears seeking to disappear
the tenacious struggle waged by our comrades of the Liga
Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil (LQB) for "cops and courts
out of the unions." Meanwhile, in its recent article on Brazil,
Workers Vanguard (No. 702, 4 December 1998) adds a new
ingredient, feigning a polemic on "Agrarian Revolution and
Permanent Revolution" as a pretext for new slanders. This foray
into the countryside is more than a little foolhardy coming from
the folks who barely a year ago made a laughing stock of themselves with one "polemic" after another furiously i;nsisting that
the permanent revolution was inconceivable without a struggle
against supposed "feudal peonage in the countryside" which
according to their fantasy "continue[d] to plague the countries
of Latin America." Then s~ddenly they dropped this claim like
a hot potato when the Permanent Revolution Faction in the
ICL's French section unmasked this anti-Marxist thesis borrowed from the Stalinists.
As a preface to its latest pseudo-polemic,_WV 702 notes
the class-collaborationist reformism of the Workers Party (PT)
of Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva and that the Brazilian Landless
Peasants Movement (MST) is "a petty-bourgeois formation
fully in the grip of Lula's program." It goes on to claim: "The
posture of the IG towards the MST peasant movement has been
a textbook case of centrist amorphousness and tailism." Pumping itself up with ersatz indignation, WV accuses:
"So it seems that the Pabloite IG has found in this volatile
petty-bourgeois sector a potential 'new mass vanguard'-a
substitute for the conscious proletariat. Through such centrist ploys big and little, the IG/LQB takes its place in the
'syphilitic chain' of opportunists who tail the popular front. "
Just one problem with this whole construct: it is literally the
opposite of the truth, and demonstrably so.
To back up its claim, WV writes that "the left portrays the
MST as some sort of revolutionary leadership, and the LQB/
IG in turn refuses to criticize it when it is so popular. The latest
issue of the LQB's Vanguarda Operaria (April 1998) is silent
about recent struggles of the landless peasants." Oh really?
Anyone who opens that issue of Vanguarda Operaria will see
the following in the lead article that begins on the front page:
"In reality, all these groups [Stalinists, Morenoites, LBI, etc.]
are mere appendices of the PT and as such, their activities in
this electoral period will be fundamentally electoralist, even
when they claim to be anti-electoralist.
"The case is similar with the Landless Peasants Movement
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WVclaims we tail after
Brazilian landless peasant
movement {MST), that the LQB
paper Vanguards Openiria was
"silent" on MST, that "the LQB/
IG refuses to criticize it when it
is so popular;' that our calls for
agrarian revolution "could
mean the program of the MST!"
At right: VO No. 3 calls to "place
the proletariat at the head of
the peasants and all the
exploited and oppressed in a
struggle for socialist revolution
accompanied by a genuine
agrarian revolution:' In
contrast, it states, "the political
response of the MST is to
participate in this rotten broad
front with the large landowner
Brizola, representative of the
latifundistas of Rio Grande do
Sul, and Arraes, chief ofthe
landowners of Pernambuco:'

(MST), which supports the PT's Lula for president and, at
the same time as it backs occupations of landed estates in a
dozen states, is turning increasingly to the electoral terrain.
While it is hunted at gunpoint by the landlords' goons and
the Military Police, the MST has gone hunting for votes ....
Despite their sometimes combative tactics, in reality they
are a transmission belt for the bourgeoisie through the PT, a
bourgeois workers party."
So from the very outset, any reader can see that WV's indictment is a crude and shameless fabrication.
WV's next "proof' is that in an article defending arrested
MST leaders, the previous issue of Vanguarda Operaria (August-October 1997) quoted a speech by MST spokesman Joao
Pedro Stedile referring to the need to ."mobilize the people in
rebellion against the government, as the Bolsheviks did with
their slogans of 'peace, land and bread' which thus implanted
communism in Russia." WV foams: "Thus the LQB introduces
the MST to its readers as Bolsheviks!" What the authors grotesquely leave out is that Stedile's statement was quoted not
because the LQB considers him a "Bolshevik" (in fact the article opposes the MST leaders' reliance on "the bourgeoisie
and its agents the capitalist politicians"}--but because the speech
was the basis for the governments "case" against Stedile,
accusing him of "inciting. to violence." The VO article's first
paragraph states this in citing Stedile's reported statement, but
a reader of WV's account would have no inkling of this basic
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fact. What does WV care that this was the pretext for a McCarthyite witch hunt? After all, the ICL refused to defend the LQB
and the CLC (Class Struggle Caucus) when a Brazilian court
ordered their leaflets seized and their office searched!
So what WV says about Vanguarda Operaria No. 3 is a
lie and what it says about issue No. 2 is a truly vile distortion.
What about Vanguarda Operaria No. 1? Perhaps it "refuses
to criticize" the MST? In a back-page article denouncing the
massacre of landless peasants at Eldorado de Carajas, VO's
premier issue stated:
"The MST's pro-capitalist structure and its deep-going adaptation to the bourgeois state have generated large contradictions; it is not uncommon for the leadership to tum over
'radicals' for repression. While we call on the proletariat to
mobilize in defense of the struggle for the land, we Marxists
warn that the petty-bourgeois conception of self-enrichment
through 'small property-holding' is reactionary ....
"The lands which under a workers and peasants government
could produce food for the workers of the entire world are
held by the avid hands of the bourgeoisie which cares only for
profit. In this poor and semi-colonial countiy, only agrarian
revolution, as part of the permanent revolution led by the proletapat and following the path shown by the October Revolu-
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popular front with nationalist
strongman Sukarno in Indonesia.
The phrase WV quotes (which occurs not in the LQB's October
statement, as implied, but in the
front-page article of Vanguarda
Operaria No. 3) is directed
against the popular front. The very
next sentence reads: "What the PT
does is exactly the opposite: it subordinates the workers and peasants
to bourgeois politicians."
In the previous paragraph, the
same Vanguarda Operaria article
-stresses:
"It is necessary to bring the working class the consciousness of the
Die Welt
role it must play as leader of the
peasantry's struggles. In practice the
MST landless peasants movement protests in Brasilia, April 1997.
MST is following the reformist CUT
[labor federation] leadership, which leads it to join in the
. tiori, can liberate the land from this criminal hand. This is the
internal struggles of politicians of the bourgeois class. Thus
Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista do Brasil's slogan, against the
while in hundreds of places around the country landless peasconception of a supposed 'agrarian reform' put forward by
ants confront the police and landlord goons who try to expel
reformists and Mensheviks, from the social-democrats and
them at gunpoint from the occupied lands, the political reStalinists to fake-Trotskyists like the [Morenoite] PSTU, Causa
sponse of the MST is to participate in this rotten broad front
Operaria and the Liga Bolchevique Intemacionalista."
[Lula's "Union of the People"] with the landlord Brizola,
Now WVNo. 702 claims that the "unexplained reference
representative of the large landowners of Rio Grande do Sul,
to 'agrarian revolution"' in the LQB 's October 1998 statement
and Arraes, chief of the landowners of Pemarnbuco."
on the Brazilian elections "could mean the program of the
The article raises the slogans "For a socialist revolution;
MST!" WV's editors must hope its erstwhile readers will be
proletarian opposition to the popular front! Not one vote to any
stricken blind. Headlined "You Can't Combat Capital with the
candidate of the popular front!" while denouncing every species
Popular Front-Against the Cardoso/IMF Onslaught: Fight for
of class collaboration (specifically including the so-called "antiWorkers Revolution!", the LQB statement (distributed as a
imperialist united front") and calling for a revolutionary workleaflet in Brazil, posted on the Internet in Portuguese and Eners party to "fight for a workers and peasants government as part
glish translation, and published in the current issue of The Inof the Socialist United States of Latin America and the extenternationalist) raises the call for agrarian revolution in
sion ofrevolution to our class brothers in the 'belly of the beast'
counterposition to "agrarian reforms [which] are decreed in
in North America, Europe, Japan and the entire world."
laws by bourgeois governments," which is the program of the
In a report on "Blood on the Second Anniversary ofEldorado
MST and virtually the entire Brazilian left (PT, PC do B, PSTU,
de Carajas," another article in Vanguarda Operaria No. 3 deCO). The article also stresses'"our program is for revolutionnounces the assassination of two MST activists who led landless
ary expropriation of the bourgeoisie" and calls for a "revolupeasants in occupying a large estate in the south of Para, a state
tionary workers party which can lead the masses of landless
whose the governor "is supported by the PT in a popular front of
peasants in a fight for a workers and peasants government and
class collaboration," VO notes. The article states:
the extension of revolution to the imperialist centers." What
"It is necessary to organize workers and peasants self-deWV dishes out as "facts" would be declared unfit even for hogfense and the urgent mobilization of the power of the workwash on any self-respecting collective farm.
ers movement under revolutionary leadership, which can
WV then goes on to froth: "And in place of the Trotskyist
place the proletariat at the head of the peasants and all the
perspective of permanent revolution ... the LQB calls vaguely
exploited and oppressed in a struggle for socialist revolufor a 'worker-peasant alliance under the leadership of the revotion accompanied by a genuine agrarian revolution."
lutionary proletariat.' This differs little if at all from the MaoistStalinist formula of'proletarian hegemony' in the 'bloc of four
classes'!" As a rule of thumb, the more exclamation points
WV uses, the less relation it has with the truth. The "bloc of
four classes" (i.e., the "national" bourgeoisie, the proletariat,
peasantry and urban petty-bourgeoisie) was the Stalinists' formula for subordiriating the workers and peasants to bourgeois
politicians, from Chiang Kai-shek in China to the Maoists'

It ends: "True solidarity is shown in acts, in the struggle for class
independence and to reforge a revolutionary workers party."
"Silent about recent struggles of the landless peasants"?
Tailing the MST? "Unexplained reference to 'agrarian revolution"'? A "bloc of four classes"? In each case, what the LQB
says and does is the opposite of what WV claims. This is so

continued on page 60
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More Gangsterism Against Trotskyists in Volta Redonda,
More Lies from WV

Class Struggle Against
''Police Unionism'' in Brazil
Readers of The Internationalist are well aware

has regularly trumpeted
the smears and fabricaof the battle over the last
tions against the LQB
three years in·the Brazilian
spewed out by the proindustrial center of Volta
police elements in Volta
Redonda-and their adviRedonda for cops and
ARTUR AGRIDE GERALDO COVARDEMENTE E AMEA<;A 0 CLC J\.lAJS UMA VEZ
sors in the Brazilian LBI
courts out of the unions.
Pela luta classista contra o gangsterismo e
(Liga Bolchevique
Our comrades of the Liga
''sindicalismo policial" (zubatovismo)!
Internacionalista)-who
Quarta-Internacionalista
Boicote as falsas ..elei~6es" dos surpadores impostos pelos tribunais
do Brasil (LQB-Fourth Inseek to excuse their thug
contra os servidores de Volta Redooda!
violence,
the police reternationalist League of
Abai:r.o a interven~io no SFPMVR!
pression and endless
Brazil) have tenaciously
court actions (nine so far)
fought for the ouster of
against LQB supporters.
guardas (local police) from
the Municipal Workers Bulletin of Class Struggle Caucus denounces Zubatovism. While adopting "a
plague on both your
Union (SFPMVR) and for
Sturggle against police-controlled "unionism" has long history.
houses" stance, cynically
removing all cops from all
equating the victim and the perpetrator, the ICL actively seeks to
unions, as the police are ''the armed fist of the bourgeoisie." The
sabotage campaigns for international labor defense· of the Braexpulsion of the police from the SFPMVR was voted by an aszilian Trotskyist workers.
sembly ofthe union ranks on 25 July 1996, in the face of heavy
What's striking about WV's steady diet of mud is how brapolice presence. In response to its courageous struggle, the LQB
zenly it serves up claims which are easily shown to be false,
and in particular Geraldo Ribeiro, an LQB supporter who was
while recycling old concoctions that have already been diselected president of the SFPMVR in late 1995, have been the
proved. Thus WVNo. 702 (4 December), in an article ostensiobject of unrelenting repression by the capitalist courts, as well
bly on the Brazilian elections which took place two months
as of gangster attacks by pro-cop elements installed by the bourearlier, repeats its constant refrain that the Trotskyist LQB and
geois state to police the combative municipal workers.
the LBI advisors to pro-cop provocateur Fernandes are just
In late October, the pro-police provocateur Artur
"competing bands of trade-union opportunists," and that "the
Fernandes and one of his thugs assaulted Ribeiro as he was
LQB and its LBI rivals invited the bourgeois courts ...to 'settle'
walking down the street, threatening to kill him and invade the
the union's affairs." Yet Geraldo Ribeiro was elected union
offices of the Class Struggle Caucus (CLC) and the LQB. The
president in 1995 with 62 percent of the vote over bitter oppoprovocation was part of the run-up to a pseudo-"election"
sition from city hall, while Artur Fernandes was the instrustaged by Fernandes attempting to give a veneer oflegitimacy
ment of a judicial coup which installed him in the union hall
to his brazen usurpation, which was carried out through court
against the wishes of the membership, in an attempt to block
orders and with the armed force of police sent by the Popular
Ribeiro's campaign to remove cops from the union. And the
Front city government. This latest cowardly attack took place
LQB has regularly been the target of cop and court repression
in broad daylight in front of witnesses. Fernandes and his goon
which the LBI's ally Fernandes has initiated.
were repulsed and the CLC issued a four-page bulletin in newsThe ICL shamelessly makes up charges out of the whole
paper format (18 November) denouncing the aggression and
cloth, claiming for example-as an alibi for breaking relations
calling for class struggle against "police unionism," for a boywith the LQB in June 1996-that the LQB had "refused" to put
cott of Fernandes' phony plebiscite and for opposition to inout a party press, even though the ICL's own internal reports
tervention in the SFPMVR by the bourgeois state.
show this is false. When the first issue of Vanguarda Operaria
Now, in what has become a well-worn pattern, after the gangappeared less than a month later, the ICL claimed that would
ster attack by Fernandes & Co. comes another barrage of lies
be the last issue. As succeeding issues of the LQB paper are
about the LQB in the pages of Workers Vanguard, newspaper of
published, the ICL now claims that "the LQB and its 'party
the Spartacist League. For more than two years, the International
press' are si~ple window-dressing for an operation which is
Communist League, of which the SL/U.S. is the leading section,
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gress presented and fought for a motion stating: "We demand the expulsion of every
kind of police from the CUT and all unions,
and the end of unions' support to 'strikes'
by the police, the armed fist of racist capitalism against the workers and oppressed."
At the same congress the CLC put forward
a motion calling for freeing Mumia AbuJaJnal, the former Black Panther sitting on
Pennsylvania's death row, which was unanimously supported by the assembly. ·
Now WV 702 escalates its slanders to
the grotesque claim that the LQB is "delivering the unions into the hands of the capitalist state"! While the ICL keeps repeating
the slander that Ribeiro supposedly sued the
union, readers of one WV article after another would have no idea that comrade
Ronaldo Bernardes/Zero Hora Ribeiro has consistently opposed all court
Military police in Porto Alegre, Brazil come off strike in order to attack intervention into the SFPMVR; that he in
students protesting privatization and attacks on peasa'lts, July 1997. fact refused the court's offer to rule in his
favor; that when he learned that his former
lawyers.had filed requests for injunctions to block summary
really about doing anything to capture positions of influence
court action in the suits ag~inst him, and that they had erronein the unions behind the backs of the members" (WVNo. 702).
This smear, using language reminiscent of J. Edgar Hoover's
ously and without his knowledge listed the union as defendant, he ordered the lawyers to immediately withdraw those
Masters of Deceit, is not only demonstrably false but downright grotesque, since the LQB has been the object of a vicious
requests; and that this was carried out months before the ICL
red purge, in which pro-police forces have used every slimy
mounted a phony expose based on the lies of Fernandes (spread
anti-communist device in the book to remove Ribeiro and supby his LB I advisors) who actually has done and continues to
do what the ICL falsely accuses Ribeiro and the LQB of dopress LQB/CLC propaganda, by legal action and/or thug vioing. (See The Internationalist No. 3, September-October 1997
lence. But they have not been able to silence the Trotskyists.
The LQB has consistently opposed all state intervention
for the statement of the LQB, "Once Again on the IC L's Camin the union, while it was police supporter Fernandes & Co.
paign of Defamation Against the LQB and the Anti-Racist
who brought the bosses' courts into the SFPMVR. But you
Unionists of Volta Redonda," 24 June 1997; the Internationalwould never know this from reading WV. In one smear job
ist Group statement "ICL Leaders Escalate Smear Campaign
after another, the ICL simply "disappears" the po.lice invasions, . Against Brazilian Militants," 29 June 1997; and letters to the
ICL from members of the LQB.) ·
the multiple court orders to remove the elected leadership of
the union, the court order to seize LQB/CLC leaflets, the threat
WV keeps repeating these shopworn lies, despite.our deto seize militants' belongings and demand a list ofCLC memtailed refutations, because they can't answer our political atbers, the gangster attacks on Ribeiro-while obscenely pretendtacks on their shameful desertion from a key class battle and
ing that.key union meetings and votes in the campaign to extheir escalating revisions of fundamental Trotskyist positions
pel the cops "never happened." Yet in the court suit which
on everything from permanent revolution to the popular front
"suspended" LQB supporter Ribeiro from the SFPMVR presiand the nature of the Stalinist bureaucracy.
dency, one of the key charges against him was that the union
WVCaught Red-Handed
general assembly of 19 June 1996 began with the proposal "to
To these old lies, the latest WV article adds some new
disaffiliate the municipal guarda" (see "ICL Takes Slander
ones (see also our accompanying article, "WV's New Crop of
Campaign to Brazilian Labor Congress,'' The Internationalist
Fabrications"). In particular, it claims that supporters of the
No. 4, January-February 1998).
Internationalist Group, whom it sneeringly refers to as "IGlets,"
These facts are not unknown to the ICL. Cn early 1996,
now "call the SFPMVR a court-rigged formation" and say that
Fernandes issued a provocative leaflet calling to "defend the
it "is no longer a trade union-because they no longer control
guarda"; his faction then called the Military Police to get shotit." No, as any reader of our press can ascertain for themselves,
gun-wielding MPs to shut down the meeting, and on a radio
we have repeatedly insisted that Artur Fernandes' gang is not
program Fernandes openly bragged that he was "oriented by
the SFPMVR but an apparatus imposed by the capitalist state
the police." WV desperately seeks to hide the fact that the LQB
to police the workers. The /CL accepts the claim by the bourand CLC are waging an on-going campaign for cops out of all
geoisie and its agent Fernandes that his court-rigged outfit is
the unions, not just in Volta Redonda but nationally. Most rethe unio.n. Then, after this cynical distortion, WV asks with
cently, CLC delegates to the Rio de Janeiro state teachers con-
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mock indignation: "Don't the Volta Redonda municipal workers have a right to know that their union is no longer a union?
We challenge the IG/LQB: bring your self-serving new line
out into the open-put it in writing for the Brazilian proletariat!"
The reader is supposed to think that the IG and LQB have
been hiding our position from the workers in Volta Redonda.
Yet the LQB has repeatedly emphasized that Fernandes represents the cops, courts and capitalist politicians who installed
his gangster operation against the militant workers. For example, The Internationalist No. 5 (April-May 1998) reprinted
in full the January 1998 Class Struggle Caucus bulletin which
states: "Artur Fernandes is the pro-police stooge imposed by
the bourgeois courts against the will of the SFPMVR ranks
with the objective of ousting the elected president, Geraldo
Ribeiro, and subjugating the union." The bulletin was reporting on international solidarity with the CLC in the face of a
court order for the "search and seizure" of its leaflets in yet
another suit brought by Fernandes' lawyer. The CLC explained
that Fernandes' brand of"police unionism" is not peculiar to
Brazil but has a long history:
"The LBI as 'theoretician and advisor' and Artur [Fernandes]
as the 'practitioner' not only 'defend' the guardas, but revive 'Zubatovism' in the labor movement. (At the beginning of this century, Zubatov was the inspirer and organizer
of Zubatovism or 'police socialism' in Russia. He founded
phony workers organizations under the tutelage of the police, with the aim of keeping the workers away from revolutionary activity. Zubatov acted directly inside the unions,
scheming against the Bolsheviks and the lives of all those
who had revolutionary political objectives in organizing the
workers.) During the recent 'strikes' of the cops (the armed
fist of the bourgeoisie against the exploited and oppressed),
the LBI wanted the 'lower echelons' of the Military Police
to 'accept the discipline of an anti-capitalist orientation'."
Two thousand copies of the CLC bulletin were distributed in
Volta Redonda, and it was subsequently reprinted in Vanguarda
Operaria No. 3 (April-July 1998).
The LQB and CLC have emphasized that the fight against
such "police unionism" can only be waged by revolutionary class
struggle against the capitalists' anti-working-class offensive and
in particular against the popular front of class collaboration. In
Volta Redonda, this is no abstract matter, for the city government, formally called the Popular Front, links the reformist PT
(Workers Party) ofLuiz Inacio Lula da Silva and the ex-Maoist,
ultra-reformist PCdoB (Communist Party of Brazil) to the bourgeois Brazilian Socialist Party (PSB) offazendeiro (large landowner) Miguel Arraes, the equally bourgeois Democratic Labor
Party (PDT) oflong-time populist caudilho (political boss) Lionel
Brizola, the eco-bourgeois PV (Green Party) and the PFL (Party
of the Liberal Front), the voice of the large landowners locally
led by Lima Neto, former boss of the CSN steel plant. As is
always the case in such popular-front coalitions, going back to
Spain and France in the 1930s, while launching attacks on the
workers the class-collaborators concentrate their fire against the
Trotskyist opposition.
This point is made in the recent ( 18 November 1998) CLC
bulletin titled, "For a Class-Struggle Fight Against Gangsterism

and 'Police Unionism' (Zubatovism)!" The bulletin begins:
"The most recent gangster attack against the CLC and
Geraldo Ribeiro (legitimate elected president of the
SFPMVR) is not an isolated fact. It is part of an offensive by
the bosses. The events of the last month have underlined the
urgent need to intensify the struggle against the pro-police
clique imposed by the bourgeois 'justice' system against the
municipal workers. Now the bosses' puppets Artur Fernandes
& Co. want to provide themselves with phony legitimacy in
the form of a plebiscite to straitjacket municipal workers.
His occasional performer's postures cannot hide the fact that
he has always prepared the way for attacks by the Popular
Front administration of [Mayor Antonio] Neto. Now public
employees throughout the country are threatened by the frontal attack decreed by the IMF and Cardoso, with their lackeys in Congress, while the 'Union of the People' popular
front sabotages the necessary workers mobilization through
an alliance with sectors of the bourgeoisie. To crush all opposition to this, puppets and police accomplices like Artur
use the worst gangsterism against revolutionaries. The 'elections' called by this clique are a farce which must be rejected through a workers boycott."
Pointing to crucial lessons from the history of the international
workers movement, the CLC bulletin notes that what the procop faction "seeks to introduce into the SFPMVR is police unionism, called Zubatovism in tsarist Russia at the beginning of the
century, which engaged in traps, informing, assassinations and
betrayals against the Bolsheviks who fought it vigorously and
made the victorious October Revolution in 1917." Quoting
Lenin's insistence on the need to "unmask Zubatovism," the bulletin calls for a revolutionary workers party and a reforged Fourth
International, ending with the appeal: "Down with Zubatovism!
Expel all kinds ofpolice from the unions and the CUT! Out with
the intervention in the SFPMVR! Boycott the election farce called
by the Artur pro-police clique!"
Stung by this denunciation, Fernandes and his LBI advisors have now responded in a frenzied leaflet claiming the CLC
bulletin was "Made for Outside Consumption"-the same theme
sounded by the ICL. Yet this is belied in the very first paragraph of this leaflet which says that the LQB "distributed a
bulletin of the CLC among the ranks" of public employees. As
for the sham "election" staged by Fernandes, his slate ran unopposed and the commandant of the Municipal Guard granted
Fernandes' request to have the ballot boxes guarded by municipal police! So once again with WV's insinuation that the
LQB said nothing to the Volta Redonda workers about the fact
that Fernandes' outfit is not a union, the ICL has been caught
red-handed in an outright fabrication.

Crisis of World Capitalism, Crisis of the
Brazilian State
The fight over ousting cops from the unions is not some
isolated local issue peculiar to Volta Redonda. Over the last
two years, the role of the police in the unions has been a key
issue nationally as the government of Fernando Henrique
Cardoso seeks to impose draconian cutback plans ordered by
international finance capital. This fall, as financial panic seized

continued on page 61
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"Left"Puritans Brand Former Landless Peasant with Scarlet Letter

In Defense of Debora

Translatedfrom Vanguarda OperariaNo. 4 (January-April
1999), newspaper of the Liga Quarta-lnternacionalista do
Brasil.
After the capitalist counterrevolution in the former USSR
and the countries of East Europe, religious fundamentalism
has been on the rise internationally. Women have been the primary victims of a veritable religious crusade in pursuit of reactionary material objectives. In Brazil, the Catholic "Charismatic Renovation" movement, founded in 1967 in the United
States, seeks to be the mouthpiece for pope John Paul Wojtyla
while supplanting "Liberation Theology." It fills radio and television with "Aerobics of the Lord" programs preaching homophobia and opposition to abortion, together with the cult of
the Virgin Mary, virginity and female submission as the highest values for women.
At the same time, the Universal Church of the Reign of God,
created in the '70s in Brazil, has spread faster than other traditional evangelical churches. Its rapid growth, also reflected on
the radio and TV, has entailed innumerable scandals and a real
religious war in the hunt for believers, promising them relief from
earthly sufferings in the "kingdom ofheaven," while church leaders grow increasingly wealthy here on this earth. It is in this con-

text that we criticize and denounce the capitulation of the left in
general, and in particular the Partido da Causa Operaria [PC~
Workers Cause Party, aligned with Jorge Altamira's Argentine
Partido Obrero], to bourgeois and religious morality.
The first issue of Juventude Revolucionaria (January
1998), publication of the PCO's youth group, ran an article
attacking Debora Rodrigues, a former sem terra (member of
the landless peasants movement), for going against puritan
prejudices. The article was written by Anai Caproni, one of
the PCO's central leaders. We defend Debora Rodriques against
religious attacks and bigotry, whether they come from the
priests andjagun9os (landlord gun thugs) or from J.P. Stedile
[a top leader of the MST landless peasants movement, who
also criticized Rodrigues] and Anai Caproni !
Caproni 's article attacks Debora Rodrigues for posing nude
in Playboy (Brazilian edition, October 1997). Asking how an
unknown ex-sem terra got so much press coverage, Caproni
sketches a theory that it's all a conspiracy against the MST. But
this pretext is revealed as a tiny fig leaf (like those that artists
used to paint in to maintain the "decency" of nude figures) in the
attempt to cover PCO's naked capitulation to the religious and
reactionary criticisms against Rodrigues for "daring" to pose in
the nude. The PCO is appealing to the backward religious prejudices of various leaders and members of the MST. Caproni even
tries to blame Debora for attacks against women linked to the
MST by landowners and their jagun~os, who ask ''who will be
the next to take off her clothes and have her picture taken?"
Denouncing what she calls ''this 'modem' form ofprostitution," Caproni writes: "For any woman it is obviously an enormous humiliation to expose her intimacy to the public at large
for money ...." Moralizing against the "decadent social milieu of
the bourgeoisie," she preaches against female nudity: "among
the practitioners of this, the 'world's oldest profession,' it is well
known that various clients pay simply to watch them strip so as
to ' stimulate' their own erotic 'fantasies'." Erotic fantasies, stimulation, nude women ...the soul of every priest must be throbbing
with horror! What would pope Wojtyla say?
A number of questions present themselves. Why is it "obviously" an "enormous humiliation" for any woman to "expose her intimacy" (in other words her body) in this way? The
very expression "expose her intimacy" speaks volumes about
Caproni's conceptions.
All religions say women should be ashamed of their bodies. The Bible and bourgeois morality preach fear and prejudice against women's bodies, women's "sin" (which supposedly caused expulsion from the Garden ofEden) and their sexuality. The church rejects any sexual pleasure for women, saying that sex must only be for purposes of procreation.
In Afghanistan, with the victory of the fundamentalist re-
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La Jornada/Carlos Ramos Mamahua

Student protesters, March 4, at UNAM (Mexico's National University) call for unity with electrical workers (SME).

Privatization of Electrical Industry, Tuition at UNAM

-Workers, Students: For a Class-Struggle
Mobilization Against the Bourgeois Attack
The following is a translation of the El Internacionalista
supplement ofMarch 1998 distributed by our comrades ofthe
Grupo Internacionalista/Mexico.
Over the past weeks, the government has launched a series
of lightning attacks against workers, students and the poor. On
New Year's Day it decreed a dizzying increase in the price of
tortillas and the arrest of five leaders of the CNTE (National
Coordinating Committee of Education Workers) in Mexico City.
After numerous mass marches and growing expressions of international solidarity, the jailed teachers' leaders were freed.
Immediately thereafter, the government announced the
"opening" of the electrical industry to private capital, which
means mass layoffs of thousands of electrical workers. Almost
simultaneously the National University (UNAM) announced

.

.

sky-high tuition hikes through the "Barnes Plan" [named after
the UNAM rector], which means the exclusion of tens of thousands of poor students. Aware that far from being isolated
events, these attacks are closely related, electrical workers from
the SME (Mexican Electrical Workers Union) have made appeals for solidarity at UNAM.
What is going on now is a powerful attack by the bourgeoisie, ordered directly from the Los Pinos presidential palace in line with the directives from Wall Street and Washington. In order to defeat this, it is necessary to mobilize an even
more powerful proletarian offensive, uniting students with
workers from the electrical and other industries in all-out class
st ruggl e. Co n cretizing this perspective, th e Grupo
Internacionalista has put forward the following resolution:
"In light of the attempt to raise tuition at T!NAM and to privatize the electrical sector, we must cafl)' o~..jcint action against
both parts of this bourgeois offensive against workers and
youth. There must be a strike by UNAM workers and students

"
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now, fighting for a joint strike with the SME. UNAM, SME,
strike together now! We would fight to extend this strike to the
UAM (Autonomous Metropolitan University) and other
schools, as well as to the CNTE teachers, oil workers and federal and city workers threatened by firings and cut-backs."
At every school and faculty, in all the affected unions,
those who are seeking a class-struggle perspective must fight
for this proposal. The urgency of bringing workers and students together in one single fist of class struggle is also highlighted by the recent struggles of the teachers as well as the
Ibero-American University workers, and the possible work
stoppage by 12,000 non-academic workers at the Polytechnic
Institute who are members of Section XI of the teachers union.
But this class-struggle perspective is counterposed to that
of the leaders who have run the student assemblies at UNAM up
to now. Many of them, such as the Network of University Students, are followers ofCuauhtemoc Cardenas and his bourgeois
nationalist PRD (Party of the Democratic Revolution). Like the
university administration itself and the heads of the ruling PRI
(Institutional Revolutionary Party), PAN (the rightist National
Action Party) and PRD, they view this conflict as a prelude to
next year's elections, and they want to avoid any problems for
Cardenas' presidential campaign. With their verbiage about "civil
society" and a "civilized movement," they seek at all costs to
avoid a mobilization going beyond the :framework of bourgeois
pressure politics. For its part, the Left Student Bloc talks about
forming a "front of struggle" with the SME and an alliance of
''democratic forces." In reality what they propose is to join the
class-collaborationist alliance which the SME bureaucracy has
formed with the PRD and other bourgeois forces, an alliance
which is counterposed to a class-struggle mobilization.
Up to now, opposition to the measures of president Ernest
Zedillo's regime has been dominated by a policy not of class
struggle, but of class collaboration. This policy is embodied in
the popular front around the PRD, which offers itself as a replacement mechanism for the bourgeoisie in the face of the disintegration of the hated PRI-government. The Grupo Internacionalista has repeatedly warned against the Cardenista popular
front which seeks to derail the struggle ofthe oppressed. Today it
is clearer than ever how the Cardenista popular front operates.
On Friday, February 26, amidst torrents of nationalist verbiage, the SME union bureaucrats and various reformist leftists joined PRO leaders (with party chief Manuel Lopez
Obrador in the front row) to form a front against privatization.
Waving the flag of "national sovereignty," the same slogan
. occasionally used by Ernesto Zedillo himself, its main purpose is to prevent a class-struggle, internationalist mobilization of the power of the working class.
The situation in Mexico today cries out for a strike by all
45,000 electrical workers in the central region around Mexico
City, together with the more than 200,000 UNAM students,
thousands ofunivers1ty workers and other sectors. But the leadership of the SME and a whole range of other unions-from the
heocharros of the UNT [National Workers Union, the latest
reincarnation of "charro" or corporatist "unionism"] to the
"independents" of the National Labor Association and the May
First Inter-Union Coordinating Committee-are blocking a
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class-struggle fight through their front with the bourgeois politicians of the PRD, which extends as well to the PRI's "Critical Tendency" and the rightist Mexico City PAN.
The Trotsk:yists of the Grupo lnternacionalista demand:
Break with the Cardenista popularfront! To unchain the power
of the proletariat, the key is forging a revolutionary leadership, a revolutionary workers party.

Eliminate Tuition, Smash PrivatizationFor a Class-Struggle Fight
Against the Mexican bourgeoisie and its imperialist godfathers, the struggle against tuition must be a struggle for free, secular public education, for free access to higher education, with all
the assistance required for this to be acc6ssible to the children of
poor and working-class families. We must not only smash the
tuition hike, but tuition itself must be abolished Students should
receive a living stipend so they can devote themselves to their
studies. The administration must be abolished and the university
must be run under student-teacher-worker control. A single union
of all university workers must be forged (expelling the professionals of bourgeois repression such as the campus cops who are
members ofthe UNAM workers union) and linked to the struggle
of the primary and secondary school teachers.
A joint strike by UNAM students and workers, electricians
and other workers, must be led by an elected strike committee. It
is more than likely that the bourgeoisie and the university administration are already preparing attacks by their po"os (th~)
against activists; this danger poses the need to form defense groups
of students and workers (including SME members and with the
active support of other sectors of the workers movement). At the
same time, a class-struggle mobilization ofthis scope would mean
a struggle against growing government repression, highlighting
the demand for immediate withdrawal ofthe Mexican armyfrom
Chiapas and Guerrero.
Needless to say, the CTM [Mexican Workers Confederation, the government's "labor front" and one of the three "sectors" of the ruling PRI] and the corporatist SUTERM "union"
in the electrical industry back the Zedillo government's
privatization scheme to the hilt. Today a strike with classstruggle leadership would provide backing for a fight for workers committees genuinely independent of the bourgeois parties, to destroy the charros' corporatist straitjacket, a crucial
part of the PRJ's semibonapartist regime. It would pose social
questions, from the oppression of women and Indian peasants
to the repudiation of the imperialist debt, which can be resolved only through a socialist revolution and its international
extension to the imperia1ist centers. This is the Trotskyist perspective of the permanent revolution.

Support to Cardenistas =Defeat
For Workers and Students
To the cry of"Unity, unity!" on February 26 the "National
Front of Resistance to Privatization of the Electrical Industry"
was formed, seeking a "citizens' mobilization" instead of a
workers strike. But "unity" with the bourgeoisie means defeat
for the workers and peasants, and for students seeking to resist
the attack on education. "The people united will never be de-
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feated" was the lying slogan of Allende's popular front in Chile,
which bound the workers hand and foot in the face of the coup
by the butcher Pinochet, the former "constitutionalist" officer
they had called a friend of the "people." ,
In Mexico, popular frontism has meant the isolation and
defeat of workers struggles from the Ford-Cuautitlan auto strike
to the Sicartsa steel workers strike and the SUTAUR Mexico
City bus drivers struggle, together with subordination to the
party of Cardenas, stalwart defender of the military "institution," and Porfirio Munoz Ledo, who as president of the PRI
wrote paeans of praise to president Diaz Ordaz, the butcher of
Tlatelolco [the plaza in Mexico City where hundreds of stu. dent protestors were massacred in 1968].
Those who present Cardenas as a genuine enemy of
privatizations and the imperialist pillage of Mexico are lying
shamelessly. Before the 1997 elections [in which he was elected
mayor of Mexico City], Cardenas went to New York to assure
Wall Street financiers that he was a trustworthy partner. In a
speech to the Americas Society, he said: "We all agree that in
Mexico foreign investment is necessary" and asked that such
investment be promoted in order to "develop a new stability"
(see "Mexico Elections: Cardenas Popular Front Chains Workers to Capitalism," The Internationalist No. 3, SeptemberOctober 1997). Today, Cardenas calls for a single candidate
of the PRD, the clericalist PAN and the rest of the bourgeois
. "opposition" for next year's presidential elections.
One of the components of the popular-frontist "Left Student Bloc," together with the Partido Comunista MarxistaLeninista and others, is the En Lucha tendency. While arguin&
with the Cardenistas over "tactical" nuances, as part ·of the
leadership of student assemblies En Luchahas sought to avoid
any political discussion, above all concerning the need for a
class-struggle, internationalist fight against the bourgeoisie.
While talking about "gathering forces," instead of putting forward a class line En Lucha calls for "people's power" and
"people's democracy," going so far as to claim these slogans
were put into practice in the municipality of Tepoztlan [a small
vacation and peasant town near Mexico City where local residents fought against a new golf course] (En Lucha, July 1997).
True to its Maoist roots, En Lucha joins the populist chorus of
calls for "people's unity" coming from the groups which are
nothing but a .caboose on the train of bourgeois nationalism.
For its part, the Militante tendency (a "Marxist" group [followers ofBritish fake-Trotskyist Ted Grant] inside the PRD which
asks that this capitalist party "transform" itself into a socialist
party) demands: "The bourgeoisie should pay for the crisis"
(Militante, December I 998-January 1999). A similar outlook is
expressed by the slogan chanted at many protests: "Education
for the workers' children· before education for the bourgeoisie's
children." Even UNAM rector Bame.s ''justifies" the fee hike
with the cynical argument that it would make it possible to charge
the wealthy higher tuition. What these slogans express are variations on the reformist illusion of a just capitalism, precisely at a
time when capitalism is taking the tortillas out of the mouths of
the oppressed. To fight against the inequality of this class society, what is necessary is a revolutionary struggle against capitalism itself, not a perspective of reforming it.
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Another component of the Left Student Bloc is the pseudoTrotskyist Partido Obrero Socialista (Morenoites); which has
made a bloc with Liga de Unidad Socialista (Mandelites).
Complaining that instead of"guaranteeing the stability of our
economy, much less a more just distribution of wealth," treasury resources are being used to pay bankers and businessmen, the POS asks that these funds be "reallocated to education and other social services." They write: "We must struggle
now for a new budget allocation for the universities" (Juventud
Socialista, first two weeks of February). This means presenting the reformist and nationalist perspective that the capitalist
economy is "ours," when in reality it belongs to the ruling class
and will continue to do so until a proletarian revolution expropriates the bourgeoisie.
The Grupo Espartaquista de Mexico (section of the International Communist League) criticizes the PRD but now goes
so far as to deny the existence of a class-collaborationist popular
front around the PRD. Today they present no road of struggle .
to break the ~ontrol which the PRD exercises over a large section of the working class and youth. This policy covers a process of social-democratization of the ICL expressed, for example, in its betrayal of an important class battle in Brazil (to
throw the police out a union), its shameful abandonment of the
call for the independence of Puerto Rico, and its new position
that the corporatist CTM is a "legitimate union."

Fight for Class-Struggle Mobilization,
For'a Revolution~ryWorkers Party
The current assault on education is part of the ruling-class
war against workers on an international scale, as seen in the
repression against striking_ teachers in Ecuador, the recent
struggles of university students in Greece and high-school students and teachers in France, as well as the attempt to carry
out a massive racist purge against black, Hispanic, and working-class students in New York. In the face of these attacks,
what is required is an internationalist leadership.
We urge conscious workers and youth who want to defeat
the capitalist attack to fight actively with us for a joint strike of
the SME and UNAM, for a class-struggle mobilization. We
seek to build a revolutionary leadership as part of reforging
the Fourth International (world party of socialist revolution):
a revolutionary workers party based on the genuine communism of Marx, Lenin and Trotsky.
Grupo Internacion_alista
section of the.League for the Fourth International
28 February 1999

lnternaoimlilta
Organo en espaiiol de la
Liga por la IV Internacional
Adquierelo de las siguientes direcciones:
Mundial Publications
Box 3321, Church St. Sta.
New York, NY 10008
U.S.A.

Apdo. Postal 70-379
Adm6n. de Correos 70
CP 04511, Mexico, D.F.
Mexico

Caixa Postal 084027
CEP 27251-970
Volta Redonda, RJ
Brasil
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NATO Social Democrats . ..
continued.from page·35
man occupiers.to remain in place." After the Partisan victory
over the Axis occupiers, Mihailovic was put on tria1 and justly
executed for his collaboration with the fascists.
But Denitch's 1952 whitewashing ofMihailovic was not
just due to the Yugoslav social democrats' participation in the
Chetniks' regim~. His anti-Communism has a family pedigree.
Den itch's 'father was a cabinet minister in the royalist Yugoslav
exile government in London, who as a "bitter opponent of Tito's
Communists" refused to return to Yugoslavia after the war and
finally settled in the U.S. According to Denitch, his maternal
relatives "included a number of cabinet ministers, ambassadors, and politicians in Serbia and prewar Yugoslavia," includin~ the vice president of the non-Communist cabinet ousted
by the Titoists in 1946.
To return to the Socialist Scholars Conference, not on1y _
did this self-proclaimed "democratic socialist" cut off discussion of the NATO attack on Yugoslavia on the first night, later,
when asked about news reports tha~ the U.S. had just blasted
Yugoslav television transmitting towers because it didn't like
what Serbian TV was broadcasting, Denitch said he supported
this censorship by bombing. But it's not just Denitch. lnterestingly, DSAer Noam Chomsky, who has long postured as a ferocious critic of U.S. intervention, has pointedly, refused to
come out against the NATO imperialist attack. In a statement
distributed on the Internet by Z Magazine, Chomsky went on
at length about international law (a fiction), mused about ''the
right of 'humanitarian intervention'," and concluded: "Where
does thatJeave the question of what to do in Kosovo? It leaves
it unanswered." That is Chomsky's answer.
,
And while the (relatively) big-time social democrats support the bombing or retreat into deafening silence, small ·fry
social dems such as. the International Soc~alist Organization
try to organize a liberal antiwar movement around the slogan
"Stop the Bombing!" A supplement on Kosovo in the 9 April
Socialist Worker has a big headline "NATO Bombs Will Not
Bring Peace." What a revelation. The ISO are liberals pretending to be socialists pretending to be liberals. At the Socialist Scholars Conference they sought to act as the left wing
of this DSA-orchestrated event, calling for an "antiwar caucus" rather than outright opposition to the NATO social democrats. In contrast, the Internationalist Group carried signs at
the conference entrance and outside Denitch's workshop, calling to "Defend Yugoslavia, Defeat the Imperialist Attack!" and
protesting: "Down with NATO Social Democrats!"
At a forum for Mumia Abu-Jamal in Boston earlier this
month, an ISO supporter said that "It isn't only the problems of
the tyranny of the leaders ofthis country. It's also the tyrannies of
other countries. For instance, the dictatorships of Saddam Hussein and Castro and Milosevic also have to go." When a supporter of the Internationalist Group objected to this social-democratic amalgam and called out from the audience for opposition
to the U.S. attack on Yugoslavia, the meeting erupted in contro_,
versy, as this lash-up between the social democratic ISO and
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Stalinoid Workers World Party fell apart in squabbling. But ultimately, the different brands ofreformism merely argue about a
"better policy" for imperialism. Trotskyists fight for international
workers revolution to smash the imperialist system.
The older and newer generation of social democrats are cut
from the same cloth. "Bombs Away" Denitch and "Stop the
Bombing" ISO both have roots in Shachtmanism. In war and
counterrevolution, the social dems are always at the head of the
pack. The Cold War may be over, but they're still at their posts
doing the donkey work for the Democrats, agitating for liberal
imperialism and attacking communist revolutionaries.

WV's New Crop . ..
continued.from page 52
utterly clear that it lays bare the cynical method behind WV's
mad fabrications. The ICL is banking on its readers never seeing our answers to its smears or the LQB articles it lies about.
To leave no stone unturned, let \Is suppose that some illinformed reader deduces from WV's article that the call for a
worker-peasant alliance under revolutionmy proletarian leadership
is somehow alien to the Trotskyist program of pennan~t revolution. The best answer is to go to the source, a text which states:
'~Not only the agrarian,. but also the national question assigns to the peasantry-the overwhelming majority of the
population in backward countries-an exceptional place in
the democratic revolution. Without an alliance of the proletariat with the peasantry the tasks of the democratic revolution cannot be solved, nor even seriously posed. But the alliance of these two classes can be realized in no other way
than through an irreconcilable struggle against the influence
of the national-liberal bourgeoisie:" ·
The author goes on to state that "the revolutionary alliance
between the proletariat and the peasantry is conceivable only
under the political leadership of the proletarian vanguard, orga.
nized in the Communist Party." He insists that ''the victory ofthe
· democratic revolution is conceivable only through the dictatorship of the proletariat which bases itself upon the alliance with
the peasantry" and solves the bourgeois-democratic tasks while
carrying out the revoh,1tionary expropriation of the bourgeoisie
and extending revolution to the. imperialist centers.
The author is Leon Trotsky; the source, his theses "Wliat
Is the Permanent Revolution?" (in The Permanent Revolution
[1930]). It is the program of Lenin and Trotsky that the Internationalist Group and the Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do
Brasil defend, as sections of the League for the Fourth International, against the epigones whose unending fabrications are
,
the symptom of profound political degeneration. •
Since this was issued, Workers Vanguard has heaped on a
new set oflies, in an article in WV No. 704 (2 January). Andin
response to our expose, it grudgingly published a piece -"Correcting a Misstatement on JG Opportunism"·(WV.No. 708, 5
March), blaming their wholesaie inventions on a 'failure to vergy
our translation. "Even their "corrections''. are lies. A dissection
ofthe /CL s late~t fabrications will be posted on our Internet
siti. For comments on WV No. 704, see "OpenletterbyaFormer
Member to the SpAD and /CL" on page 47 ofthis issue.
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PORUM PAJtTIDO OPERA.RIO REVOLUCIONAru.O

RESOLU~O: LUTARPELOSDIREITOSDAMULHER

Portanto nio pode haver cedula cleitoral quc de jguaJdade entre um operario ou operaria com tcstas-dc-ferro do
grande capital e do imperialismo com os Ermfrio de Moracs
da vida, como propi)c a frente popular de Lula, que acredita
na "democracia" burguesa c na colabora~o de <>lasses. Dcsde 1994 tcmos chamado o voto nulo e para a constru~io de
um partido opcdrio revolucionirio. Mas no Brasil, pais ·
scmicolonial caractcrizado pclo desenvolvimento desigual e
combinado. c com um prolc:tariado grandc c combativo, as
teses da revolu?o permanente de Trotsky mostram o caminho para o proletariado e todos os opcimidos. A tarcfa urgentc c rompe1r com a Frcnte Popular c a polirica do nacionalismo pequcn.o-bur:gucs cm todas as suas vatiantes para
forjar um grupo trorsk.ista de propaganda lutador, nucleo do
partido operirio revolucionirio c intemacionalista.

A defesa dos diccitos da mulher c crucial para o movimento opcririo em geral c os profcssores em particular. A
situa~io da mulher mostra o grau de progrcsso ou rea~io na
socicdade. Um caso horrlvcl o que esta ocorrendo no
Afeganistio ondc o tciunfo dos reac~onarios and-sovicticos
financiados pcla CIA entre outras coisas trouxe a ilegaliza~io
da c:duca~o para meninas. a dcmissio de todas as mulhcres
profcssoras c a cscravidao fo~ada do uso do vcu. No mundo intciro em gcral a mulher sofre discrimina~0es. No Brasil a falta de dircitos clemcntares c a estcriliza~io for~ad~ de
mulheres negras c pobres c simbolo da opressio. Lutamos
por crechcs gratuitas c disponiveis 24 horas por dia; o fim
de toda discrimina~io contra a ~ulher e os homosscxuais;
salario igual por trabalho igual; <lircito ao aborto livrc e gr.atuito; assistencia mcdica de aha qualiJade e gratuita para
todos; emprcgo c forma';iO tecnica sob controle dos sinrucatos com aten~o especial aos sctores tradidonalmenre ex-

RESOLU.;AO: BXPULSAO DE POUCIAIS DOSSINDICATOS

Exigimos a c:xpulsio de todo tipo de policiais da CUT
e de todos os sindicatos e o lim do apoio dos mesmos as
..greves" de policiais. bra~ armado do capiraHsmo racista
contra os trabalhadores e oprimidos.

"Police Unionism" . ..
continuedfrom page 55
stock markets around the globe following the Russian default,
bankers worried that Brazil-the world's ninth largest economywould be next to go. "''The Rubicon now is basically Brazil,"
declared Citicorp executive William Rhodes (Wall Street Journal, 18 September 1998). "Brazil is the linchpin of the world
financial system right now, and the effort to put together credibility for the Brazilian bailout is central to the world financial
system now," said a Latin American investment strategist (New
York Times, 7 October 1998).
A lead article in the Wall Street Journal ( 16 October 1998)
began: "The world is watching. Brazil is seen as a firebreak in
the financial conflagration that has swept through Asia and Russia. If Brazil gets it right, the worst of the crisis may be past. ·1 fit

c

clufdos (mulheres, negros e ;ovens). A luta contra a opressio
podc veneer s6 como luta contra o capitalismo. 1jbcrta~io
da mulhcr mediantc a rcvolu~io SQ~ialistal

gets it wrong, the odds ofworld-wide financial calamity increase."
Rubicon, linchpin, firebreak-the imperialist bankers declared that
everything hinged on Brazil holding. And the bankers' cartel,
the International Monetmy Fund, decreed that the price for its
$41.5 billion "bailout" (in the name of "defending" the real,
Brazil's currency, and U.S. speculators' profits) must be paid by
"sacrifices" by Brazilian workers. Avoiding a global stock market crash supposedly depended on laying off tens of thousands
of Brazilian government workers, while slashing the wages and
-gutting the benefits of those who remained.
. Meanwhile, as the LQB stressed in a leaflet on the recent
U.S. attack on Iraq, Brazilian president Cardoso is using the
blood of the Iraqi people to "toast his class alliance with the
U.S. bourgeoisie," backing the imperialist aggression.
Cardoso, the bourgeois "social-democratic" lapdog of
Washington and Wall Street, declared in his reelection cam-
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paign that civil service retirees were "lazy bums." Bills were
drawn up to increase pension deductions from the paychecks
of federal government employees-except for the president,
cabinet members and judges, as well as the 81 senators, 513
deputies and 277, 129 members of the armed forces. (In early
December, plans were announced for a 60 percent increase in
the Congressmen's salaries!) While the pension "reform" was
defeated in Congress, plans are afoot for firing up to 30,000
federal civil servants and tens of thousands more at the state
and municipal levels. And the Brazilian bourgeoisie is well
aware that in the face of growing unemployment and poverty,
outbreaks of workers' resistance and a wave of peasant land
seizures may lead to a social explosion. To head this off, they
have moved to beef up the capitalist state apparatus, in particular the bloody Military Police.
Well aware of the capitalist rulers' desperate need fortheir
services, in July-August 1997 the cops staged a nationwide
armed mutiny, disguised as a "strike," demanding higher pay.
In a display of suicidal reformist illusions in the bourgeois
state, the PT-aligned CUT labor federati~n and virtually the
entire Brazilian left grotesquely supported the cops' bonapartist
action. The Morenoite PSTU (United Socialist Workers Party)
bragged of their support to the murderous Military Police, and
the Lambertist 0 Trabalho group counted among its members
the leader of a cop "union." The LBI, mentors of pro-cop provocateur Artur Fernandes, pretended to oppose the police
"strike" while ostentatiously defending arrested military police and calling for "red unions" of the MPs! Our comrades of
the Liga Quarta-Intemacionalista do Brasil were unique in
opposing any support to the cop "strike." The LQB warned:
"The military police's armed action is not a workers strike
but a military revolt which, if successful, will increase the
power of the police. The guardians of capital demand more
money from the bosses to carry out their dirty work and carry
out even bigger attacks on the workers and the poor of the
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countryside and /ave/as (ghettos). Today they talk deceitfully about 'unity' between the police and the people: tomorrow once again they will pull the trigger of capitalist
repression."
-"Popular Front Ties the Workers to the Murderous Armed
Fist of the Bourgeoisie-Brazil: Crisis of the Capitalist State"
(translated from Vanguarda Operaria) in The Internationalist No. 3, September-October 1997

Bonapartism and Corporatist "Unions"
The support of the Brazilian left and labor leadership to
the police "strikes" was a betrayal of the working class. It was
all the more dangerous because the military and cops have
long played a key role in strangling Brazilian unions. Both
under the Estado Novo ("new state") of bourgeois "populist"
strong man Gerulio Vargas during 1937 to 1945 and under the
military dictatorship that ruled Brazil for two decades, from
1964 to 1985, unions were regularly "intervened." An academic analyst noted that Brazil's "bureaucratic authoritarian"
regime of state control of labor became a model for dictatorships in Chile, Argentina and Uruguay. "Operating within the
corporatist legal system," codified in the Consolidated Labor
Laws (CLT) of 1943:
"The president, the Ministry of Labor, the labor 'courts, the
social security system, and the unions themselves policed the
workers. The government collected union dues, oversaw elections, approved or removed all union officials, forbade most
collective bargaining and strikes, and set minimum wages."
During the 1970s and early '80s, the author noted, "The armed
forces intervened in most of the major unions and placed them
under the command of government loyalists, the so-called
pelegos" (Paul W: Drake, Labor Movements and Dictatorships:
The Southern Cone in Comparative Perspective [Johns
Hopkins University Press, 1996]). He added, "The government mainly aimed to drive out the Communists."
This system of corporatist control of labor is not limited
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to the Southern Cone of South America but is common to
bonapartist and semi-bonapartist regimes, whether open military-po lice dictatorships of the right or those in some
semicolonial countries which occasionally strike "leftist" postures as they try to balance between imperialism and a combative working class and the poor peasants. Thus Mussolini's
fascist Italy, Hitler's Nazi Germany. Franco's Spain, Salazar's
Portugal as well as the Mexican PRI regime that has ruled
continuously since 1929, Per6n's Argentina, Vargas' Brazil
and other bourgeois "populist" regimes have all had state labor fronts masquerading as unions. This in turn reflects a
broader trend in the 20th century, as Leon Trotsky noted in his
essay "Trade Unions in the Epoch oflmperialist Decay" ( 1940):
"There is one common feature in the development, or more
correctly the degeneration of modem trade union organizations throughout the world: it is their drawing closely to and
growing together with the state power. This process is equally
characteristic of the neutral, the social-democratic, the Communist, and 'anarchist' trade unions .... By transforming
the trade unions into organs of the state, fascism invents
nothing new; it merely draws to their ultimate conclusion
the tendencies inherent in imperialism."
Trotsky noted that this trend was pronounced in countries under the sway of imperialism:
"Inasmuch as imperialist capitalism creates both a labor aristocracy and bureaucracy, the latter requires the support of
colonial and semicolonial governments as protectors, patrons
and sometimes as arbitrators. This constitutes the most important social basis for the Bonapartist and semi-Bonapartist
character of governments in the colonies and in backward
countries generally. This likewise constitutes the basis for
the dependence of reformist unions upon the state.
"In Mexico the trade unions have been transformed by law
into semistate institutions and have, in the nature of things,
assumed a semitotalitarian character."
This heightened state control of labor in countries of belated capitalist development is closely related to Trotsky's theory
of permanent revolution. Because of the uneven and combined
character of these countries' development, a tiny domestic bourgeoisie often faces a huge mass of proletarians and impoverished peasants and rural semi-proletarians. In such conditions
even limited bourgeois democracy is a mirage, as foreign and
domestic capitalists (whether open "comprador'' agents of the
imperialists or the "national" bourgeoisie mythologized by the
Stalinists) require a bonapartist or semi-bonapartist "strong state"
to keep the exploited and oppressed in thrall. Corporatist control
of labor is part and parcel of such a "muscular" regime, and often persists in diluted fonn during the occasional pseudo-"democratic" interludes as in Brazil today. This is another reason why,
as Trotsky insisted, genuine trade-union democracy and independence from the capitalist state are impossible under a refonnist program, but can only be achieved under the revolutionary
leadership of the Fourth International.

Smears to Cover ICL's Betrayal
This underscores that the fight by our .comrades of the
Liga Quarta-Internacionalista do Brasil against "po1ice union-
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ism," demanding courts and cops out of the unions in Volta
Redonda and throughout Brazil, is a key battle for Trotskyists
worldwide. For the ICL, it was an excellent opportunity to
fight for a longstanding programmatic position, not just in
words but in deeds. This would have been the first time the
ICL had engaged in an all-out fight to actually implement this
position. (While Workers Vanguard calls for removing police
from the unions, SL supporters in public employees unions
where the bureaucracy "organizes" cops and prison guards have
not undertaken a major struggle to throw them out.) But the
experience in Brazil shows definitively that the ICL's claim to
stand for the independence of the working class from the capitalist state has become a mere factional posture, gutted of its
revolutionary content.
The fight to oust the police from the SFPMVR was at first
encouraged by the ICL, but it then precipitously abandoned the
field of battle at the height of the conflict. Fleeing the country on
the eve of a 19 June 1996 union assembly scheduled to vote on
the expulsion of police from the SFPMVR-a meeting that was
shut down by armed police sent by the city government to enforce a court order-the ICL alleged ''unacceptable risks to the
vanguard" and said it was necessmy to ''pull our hands out ofthe
boiling water," calling on the LQB to ''publically disassociate
themselves from the municipal workers union leadership" and
advocating "getting out of town now before someone is framed
up on charges, jailed or killed" (from International Secretariat
letter to the LQB, 5 June 1996; presentation by ICL spokesman
in meeting with the LQB, 16 June 1996; and report by ICL international secretary Parks, 15 June 1996). When the LQB refused
to go along with this ignominious desertion under fire, the ICL
abruptly broke fraternal relations with it.
Ever since, the ICL press has heaped slanders on the LQB
and the Internationalist Group in order to alibi its own betrayal. Not only that, the ICL has refused to defend the Brazilian Trotskyists, even as a Volta Redonda court ordered the
"search and seizure" of CLC leaflets in September 1997, and
has vilely sought to sabotage their defense, calling it a "sham"
and describing this group of largely black workers who have
engaged in years of struggle against the military dictatorship
and the popular front as "dangerous hustlers.''
Workers Vanguard disgustingly equates the LQB targets
of police and court repression with the pro-police thugs of Artur
Fernandes & Co. who have repeatedly spearheaded the state
attacks against them. It repeatedly ignores or denies the concerted state action against the Brazilian Trotskyists, or if it
mentions any aspect of this, it vilely blames the victims. Now,
in falsifying our denunciation of Fernandes' cop-"oriented"
outfit and equating his court-rigged apparatus with the union
it was installed to police, the ICL endorses this apparatus as a
legitimate union. In its factional frenzy, the ICL accepts the
line ofthe pro-police provocateur and his bourgeois masters.
What's more, this line is now part of a pattern, since the ICL
has recently decided that in Mexico, the government party's
corporatist "labor" front, the CTM-used by the state and employers as labor police and labor contractors to repress any
independent workers' struggle-is a "legitimate" union.
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Alarmed at the rapid growth ofrevolutionary ideas among industrial workers at the end
of the 19th century, the tsarist interior minister
V.K. Plehve, Moscow police chief general F.F.
Trepov and gendarme colonel N.V. Vasilyev
adopted a plan proposed by one Sergei Zubatov,
a former radical turned police spy who gained
notoriety in the nationwide police raids of 1897
against the Marxist movement grouped in the
nascent Russian Social Democratic Workers
Party (RSDRP). Having risen to chief of the
Moscow Okhrana (secret security police),
Zubatov was acutely aware of the autocracy's
Father Gapon with Moscow police chief in 1905.
need to divert Russia's workers from the path
of
revolution.
To this end he established police-controIIed
The Bolsheviks' Struggle Against
"unions,"
beginning
with the foundation of the Moscow SociZubatovism
ety for Mutual Aid for Workingmen in the Mechanical IndusThis raises interesting questions. What would the ICL
tries in May 1901.
have said of the corporatist "unions" established in Brazil by
In a 1931 study on "The Police Labor Movement in Tsarist
the military dictatorship, which mass workers' struggles pulRussia," published as an introduction to the Spanish edition of
verized in the early 1980s? The SFPMVR was in fact the prodthe memoirs of Father Gapon, Andres Nin-a former member
uct of such a struggle, in which Geraldo Ribeiro played a key
of the bureau of the Red International of Labor Unions and
role, leading combative strikes in the face of heavy police
future leader of the centrist POUM, who at the time was a
repression. Moreover, by legitimating Fernandes' operation
supporter of Trotsky's International Left Opposition-noted:
as a bona fide union, the ICL takes a treacherous position
"The increase in strikes in the '80s and '90s of the last cendirectly counterposed to that of Lenin's Bolsheviks as they
tury induced the tsarist government to pay more intense atfought tooth and nail in the period leading up to the 1905
tention to the workers movement than it had heretofore done.
Russian Revolution against the "police unionism" that became
The government understood perfectly that if the mass of the
known as the zubatovshchina (Zubatovism). It is worth going
workers joined the fight against the autocracy being waged
by isolated revolutionary groups, principally made up of ininto this history in order to understand the broader implicatellectuals,
this would represent an enormous danger. How
tions of the ICL's new position, and the revolutionary fight it
to
contain
the
advance of the movement which was dail
is now renouncing.
becoming stronger and more aggressive? Combatting it with repressi e
measures proved insufficient. It was
better to undertake an effort to di ert
it from its natural revolutionary aims
to put it in the hands of the police."
-Las memorias de/ cura Gap6n
(1931)
Nin cited General Trepov's explanation that for the tsarist authoriA graphically
ties, it was necessary to "regulate
documented record
the workers movement, differentiating between its various manifesof the struggle.
tations and determining what we
need to fight and what we need to
orient."
In Brazil today, the police
\
\
seek to differentiate what the
"need to fight" (that is, the TrotskyOrder from/make checks
ists of the LQB) and what they seek
Cops, Courts Ou1OffhlJ Ua
~fl !nt(}miJt ' .
runs
payable to: Mundial
to
"orient," namely the modern
'"'b"''·r~· '""' io1)a/Jst Group Pilmph/et
Publications, Box 3321,
Zubatov, Artur Fernandes.
Church Street Station,
While preaching the need for
New York, NY 10008,
workers to concern themse 1ves
U.S.A.
only with small economic gains,
the Zubatov "unions" helped tum
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Odessa workers striking in 1905 in support of sailors who mutinied on
Battleship Potemkin. Revolutionary leadership and sharp class struggle
broke hold of "police unionists."

revolutionaries over to the secret police. During 1901-03
Zubatovism experienced rapid growth in Moscow, Minsk and
Odessa, even carrying out a number of strikes. While revolutionary Marxists (who still used the name Social Democrats)
adop""ed a range of tactics towards the Zubatov " unions," depending on concrete circumstances, they constantly fought to
unmask and defeat these "police unionists." In his seminal
work What Is To Be Done? ( 1902), Lenin wrote of the tendency demanding the legalization oflabor organizations (prohibited until then by the autocracy), in which the Zubatovists
were active:
"Henceforth, we cannot but reckon with this tendency. How
we are to reckon with it, on this there can be no two opinions among Social-Democrats. We must steadfastly expose
any part played in this movement by the Zubatovs and the
Vasilyevs, the gendarmes and the priests, and explain their
real intentions to the workers."
Lenin also attacked the "economist" current among social democrats who by praising spontaneity and simple trade unionism were
in fact renouncing socialism and surrendering the field of action
to those who would drag the workers along the path of bourgeois
trade-unionism, "or to the Zubatovs, who are dragging it along
the line of clerical and gendarme 'ideology'."
In July-August of the following year (1903), the RSDRP
held its second congress, which witnessed the historic split
between Lenin 's Bolsheviks (the majority faction at the con-
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gress) and the Menshevik minority led by
Y. Martov and F. Dan-a split which proved
crucial for forging the vanguard party of the
proletariat which would lead the first successful socialist revolution 14 years later.
The congress adopted a resolution "On the
Trade Union Struggle" declaring in part:
"In view of the increasingly obvious
endeavours of the Tsarist government to get
control of the economic struggles of the proletariat, under the guise of 'legalising the
labour movement' , and by corrupting it politically to turn this movement into a pawn in
its own political game; in view of the fact that
this so-called 'Zubatov policy' not only has a
reactionary political inspiration and is implemented by police-provocateur methods, but
is a policy of systematic betrayal of the interests of the working class for the benefit of
the capitalists, the Congress recommends that
all comrades continue the unremitting struggle
against Zubatovism in all its forms, that they
lay bare before the workers the self-seeking
and treacherous character of the tactics of the
Zubatovist demagogues, and that they call on
the workers to unite in a single class movement of struggle for the political and economic emancipation of the proletariat."
-1903: Second Congress of the Russian Social Democratic Labour Party (New Park
Publications, 1978)

At the same time the RSDRP congress
was being held in exile, the tsarist government decided to put
an end to the Zubatovist experiment when the "police unionists" lost control of a spreading strike movement in Odessa.
After a general strike broke out, spreading throughout southern Russia and into the Caucasus, the interior ministry police
sacked Zubatov and dissolved his "unions." But Interior Minister Plehve continued to subsidize Zubatov's disciple Father
Gapon, who was to become famous as a result of the Bloody
Sunday Massacre of 9 January 1905 that ushered in the 1905
Revolution. As for Zubatov, he wound up committing suicide
immediately after the overthrow of tsarism in February 1917.
From Russia at the beginning of the century to Mexico
and Brazil today, the struggle for the revolutionary independence of the proletariat requires a merciless fight against every form of corporatist "unions" and Zubatovist "police unionism." The League for the Fourth International and its Brazilian section, the LQB, carry forward Trotsky's insistence that
"the independence of the trade unions in the class sense, in
their relations to the bourgeois state, can, in the present conditions, be assured only by a completely revolutionary leadership, that is, the leadership of the Fourth International." Supposed socialists and even "Trotskyists" who claim that modem-day Zubatovism is a legitimate part of the labor movement
can only be an obstacle on the path of forging the Leninist
vanguard party that is key to victorious socialist revolution. •
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actionaries, many women teachers have been murdered, and
girls are barred from the schools. In Iran, the Muslim cJergy ·
organized militias and police terror against women to suffocate them beneath the chador, a veil that covers their entire
body, which is considered a source of sin and temptation. It
should not be forgotten, however, that the PCO hailed the "Islamic Revolution" of the medievalist ayatollahs, and opposed
the Soviet intervention against the CIA-financed mujahedeen
(holy warriors) in Afghanistan. We recall as well that for many
years the PCO, like virtually the entire Brazilian left, avoided
(or spoke as little as possible about) the question ofthe struggle
against the oppression of women and blacks. These two issues, together with the question of the popular front, were the
main original reasons why Luta Metalilrgica (forerunner of
the LQB) broke from Causa Openiria in 1994.
What is this business about how it is necessarily a "humiliation" for "any woman" to show her "intimacy"? Not only
is this false in this society, but there are other societies and
cultures where women (and/or men) frequently do not wear
clothes, or wear very little clothing. This is the case not only
with various Indian and African peoples but also in the history
of Europe, Asia and elsewhere. We should ask the moralists:
is it humiliation and "prostitution" to pose with clothes? Partially nude? Or only completely nude? Is it humiliating and an
example of prostitution for men to pose in the nude?
Doesn't it occur to Caproni that there are also women who
like to look at pictures of women and/or men in the nude?
Perhaps the PCO would like us to return to the era before the
Renaissance -a period when advances in human culture included the systematic study and graphic representation of the
human body- as well as to condemn the models who worked
with artists like Leonardo da Vinci or Goya and earned money
by posing nude. Or is this permissible for historic art but not
for an "ex-sem terra" like Debora Rodrigues? Seeking perhaps to display a high cultural level and pump up her credentials, Caproni signs her article as a "student at the University
of Sao Paulo."
In the United States, the first black Miss America was
Vanessa Williams. Many racists were infu~ated that, in that
commercialized beauty contest, a black woman was chosen to
represent American women. When an erotic photo magazine
published pictures of Vanessa posing in the nude, her title was
taken away and she was replaced by a blonde white woman
who, for the racists, was a better representative of the American "ideal." Against this bigotry, we say "Viva Vanessa!"
- It is simply incredible that the PCO claims posing nude is
the same as prostitution! This is a crystal-clear example of
bourgeois and religious moralism. The bodies of actors, soccer players, and so on, are all "commercialized"--does the
PCO call them prostitutes as w~l? But let us deal briefly with
the question of prostitution as such. 1We fight against all laws
and all fonns ofrepression and violence aimed against prostitutes. At the same time, we explain that the exploitation of
prostitutes can disappear only in a socialist society, in which
scarcity, poverty and women's oppression (based on the bourgeois nuclear family and reinforced by the bourgeois morality
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the PCO echoes) will have been uprooted.
In May 1998 in the city of Volta Redonda, a municipal
ordinance was enacted to prohibit the public exhibition of
"erotic photos" (Diorio do Vale, 25 May 1998). This censor~
ship reveals the existence, within the popular front that rules
City Hall, of a veritable clerical-Stalinist front between the
priests, Protestant ("evangelical") preachers and the vicemayor, a Stalinist affiliated to the PT [the refonnist Workers
Party of Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva]. We strongly protest this
and all other forms of censorship. The gospel according to the
PCO is nothing new: the Stalinists also talked about the "decadent social milieu of the bourgeoisie" in order to launch puritanical and bigoted campaigns echoing the most reactionary
bourgeois morality. The PCO has demonstrated once again
that its "anti-Stalinism" has been nothing more than anti-Sovietism, as it continues to capitulate to the bourgeoisie: it supported all the counterrevolutionary anti-Soviet forces like
Solidarnosc, that creature of Walesa, Wojtyla and Reagan, while
upholding the same puritanical line as the Stalinists and systematically capitulating to the popular fronts pushed by social
democrats and Stalinists in alliance with the "progressive" or
"national" bourgeoisie. It's no accident that Caproni's article
came three months after the pope's visit to Brazil (the world's
largest Catholic country) in the course of his crusade against
abortion and other rights and gains for women.
We Trotskyists stand opposed to all forms of censorship.
We fight against the bourgeoisie's putrid moralism and bigotry. We also fight laws and prohibitions against "crimes without victims" such as "pornography," gambling and drugs. The
supposed "war on drugs" is a pretext for racist repression from
thefavelas (slums) of Brazil to the black ghettos and Hispanic
barrios of the U.S., as well the intervention of imperialist troops
in Bolivia, Colombia and other countries, the kidnapping of
MexiCan citizens by the U.S. government, etc. There should
be no form of repression against any consensual sexual activity: government and church out of the bedroom and hands off
people's private lives!
We fight against laws, discrimination and bigotry aimed
against homosexuals, which is a very important issue in Brazil, the country with the second largest number of murders of
gays in the world (after Mexico). We demand free 24-hour
daycare; free abortion on demand; free high-quality health care
for all. And we defend Debora Rodrigues against religious and
bigoted attacks, whether they come from landlord goon squads,
priests and John Paul Wojtyla-or from Pedro Stedile and Anai
Caproni! Women's liberation through socialist revolution!
Cuadernos de El lnternacionalista
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continued from page 19
tion against immigrants, racism, machismo, homophobia and
all forms of bigotry, pointing out that only international proletarian revolution will emancipate humanity from these and
all other evils afflicting the exploited and oppressed. Courageously, Fernando raised his fists and gave voice to this call
in the very entrails of today's most powerful capitalist country, the United States of America."
In remarks in Spanish to the April 13 memorial meeting,
composed primarily of immigrant workers, an Internationalist
Group spokesman noted:
"For the bosses, as you companeros are very much aware,
the worker is worth less-much less-than a machine. For them,
the workers are nothing more than raw material for exploitation.
They view the working man and woman, the black person and
Latino, the Indian, the white worker or the worker from China,
Korea or India, as nothing more than a source of profit.
"For this reason, the bourgeoisie would like the workers
to remain obedient, silent, with their backs bent, bodies tired
and spirits fatalistic, heads bowed and empty or filled with
prejudices, superstitions and dark hatreds against those of other
races or nations. For the capitalists, when the workers are not
slaving at their machines they should be on their knees before
the masters of this world: divided, atomized, deceived and
believing themselves to be worthless.
"But Fernando, who questioned everything, did not agree.
In you, comrades, in the workers of the garment industry,. in
the immigrant workers from Latin America, from China, from
Africa-like Amadou Diallo-and so many other places; in all
the workers and oppressed of this planet, Fernando saw something different, something special.
"Fernando saw in every working man and woman the ability to think with his or her own head, to understand their own
situation, that of their class and that of society as a whole; to
enter into history, geography and politics-in other words, a
limitless potential. He wanted the workers to question, debate
and understand, to appropriate for themselves and their children the fruits of civilization and of their own labor. It was
thus that through many experiences and battles he reached the
conclusion that together the workers can transform this world
by taking it into their own hands ....
"He had come to the understanding that the international
working class has a mission, which is not simply to win a piece
of bread which is a little bit bigger, but to emancipate all humanity, all those who labor, all the exploited and oppressed. Fernando
was definitely a radical: he wanted to find the root of problems;
he wanted to uproot exploitation and create a classless society.
Because the proletariat is the class with radical chains, and by
breaking them it breaks the chains of all the oppressed of the
entire earth. Because of this Fernando was an internationalist; he
was a revolutionary, and he became a Marxist, a communist....
"We will always remember him with love, with grief and
with joy. It was an honor to have known him, to have fought at
his side and to have become his friend and comrade. His ideas
and example will always live with us all."•
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continuedfrom page 44
on a revolutionary class basis. Even those "antiwar" groups
and individuals who do not directly appeal to German national
interests base their opposition on enforcing the supposed rules
of the present capitalist system.
Many of the antiwar appeals base themselves on the provision in the Grundgesetz (Basic Law) declaring it illegal to launch
a war ofaggression. This is the sort of empty principle that adorns
many bourgeois constitutions and mean absolutely nothing. The
same constitution guarantees full employment, but Germany now
has millions of unemployed, as many as in the early 1930s on the
eve ofthe Nazi takeover of power. The American Declaration of
Independence even talks of a right to revolution. While such appeals may seem a way to gain broader support by standing on a
supposed legal prohibition, it would be hoodwinking the masses
to tell them that they can oppose the war by such means.
Appeals to the fiction of"international law" and to the United
Nations, such as contained in a April 3 call by Berlin unionists,
are just as dangerous. The UN served as a cover for imperialist
intervention from Korea to the Congo; this den of imperialist
robbers prepared the way for the Persian Gulf war with its sanctions and today continues to subjUgate Iraq, leading to the deaths
ofhundreds ofthousands oflraqis. Others emphasize that NATO
has just attacked a "sovereign nation." General Naumann, Chan~
cellor SchrMer and President Clinton make it clear that they are
quite prepared, even eager, to trample on the sovereignty of small
nations. But what is sovereignty--it is the right to exclusive control by the national rulers over ''their" territocy. Marxists defend
the right to self-determination of nations and nationalities, while
fighting for the unrestricted domination of the working class
through a proletarian state.
The Berlin unionists' appeal calls for "a return to bargaining." But the "bargaining" at Rambouillet was nothing but
an imperialist Diktat, which would not only establish a colonial protectorate in Kosovo but throughout the countl)'. Revolutionary Marxists demand U.S./UN/NATO/Gennany get out
of the Balkans, and stay out! The key issue in the war on Yugoslavia is that of imperialism and the fight to smash it. In a
discussion about Latin America in the 1930s, the Bolshevik
revolutionary Leon Trotsky posed the question of where revoluticmaries should stand in a militacy conflict between England
and Brazil. He replied:
"I ask you on whose side of the conflict will the working
class be? I will answer for myself personally--in this case I
will be on the side of 'fascist' Brazil against 'democratic'
Great Britain. Why? Because in the conflict between them it
will not be a question of democracy or fascism. If England
should be victorious she will put another fascist in Rio de
Janeiro and will place double chains on Brazil."
--"Anti-Imperialist Struggle is Key to Liberation" ( 1938)
It's not hard to figure out what would happen in Kosovo today
should the NATO imperialists succeed in defeating the
Yugoslav army and subjugating the Serbs. There would certainly be immediate "ethnic cleansing" of Serbs from Kosovo,
and some other nationalist butcher would be installed in the
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Protest Gangster Attack on SUB Leader
10 February 1999

In response to the report in Workers VanguardNo. 706
(5 February 1999) of a violent assault on Spartacist League/
Britain comrade Eibhlin McDonald at a January 30 demonstration in London- in which in front of many other demonstrators Ian Donovan of Revolution & Truth struck McDonald
in the face, causing a gash over her eye which required medical attention - the League for the Fourth International denounces this vile assault and all such use of violence against
political opponents in the workers movement. Thuggery
within the labor movement can only obscure and poison the
debate of political differences on the left, which is essential
for clarifying the program for emancipation of the proletariat and all the oppressed.
We condemn Ian Donovan's gangsterist attack on
Eibhlin McDonald at the march commemorating the 1972
Bloody Sunday massacre; and we uphold the need for vigorous defense of workers democracy.
League for the Fourth International
place of the present rulers.
Today, the decisive question is to take a clear stand not
just against the bombing but in defense of Yugoslavia, for the
defeat of the NATO attack led by German and U.S. imperialism, and for mobilizing the working class on a revolutionary
program. As a first step, we call for workers action to block
the transport of war materiel on trains, trucks, by air or in the
harbors. The action of Greek railroad unions in refusing to
move NATO's war goods should spark other actions.
But above all what is urgently required is the building a
revolutionary party such as the Bolsheviks forged in the struggle
against the first imperialist world war. Such a party would base
its fight against the war not on popular-front appeals to bourgeois politicians but on international calls for struggle by the
working class. There will be no such thing as "multiethnic democracy" in Yugoslavia where the new capitalist states, lacking
capital and any possibility of providing adequate living conditions to its population, are being built on the basis of whipping
virulent national hatreds. What has happened in the fonner Yugoslavia over the last decade is not the result of"age-old national
hatreds" but of a chauvinist frenzy deliberately whipped up by
the counterrevolutionary forces. The only way they can be defeated is by fighting for workers revolution which would lay the
basis for genuine equality and brotherhood in the framework of a
socialized, planned economy in a state based on workers coWlcils. To lead that state, and to lead the struggle to achieve it,
Leninist-Trotskyist parties must be built that base themselves on
the program of world socialist revolution unfurled by the Communist (Third) International in its early years and continued by
Trotsky's Fourth International. The League for the Fourth International and its sections seek to build such a party by bringing
the revolutionary program and consciousness into evecy major
struggle of the workers and oppressed, from the fight against
police brutality and in defense of immigrants to the fight against
the imperialist war. •
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For its part, U.S. imperialism wants the Turkish
regime at its side against Saddam Hussein, as it
steps up its bombing raids in a drive to install a
more pliant neo-colonialist regime in Iraq. US/UNI
NATO hands offIraq! Break the starvation embargo!

a.
<(

For a socialist republic ofunited Kurdistan!
This is the only answer to the dismemberment of
the Kurdish nation by the bourgeois regimes of
the Near East, and it collides head-on with the interests of all the imperialist powers in "stabilizing" the region. Yet from Istanbul to Tel Aviv to
Teheran these regimes show increasing signs of
crisis. The Trotskyist program ofrevolutionary in"Warning strike" by German metal workers, February 1999. Mobilize ternationalist class struggle can unite Turkish and
Kurdish toilers, Hebrew-speaking and Arab workthe.working class, including immigrants, to defend the Kurds!
ers, the multinational proletariat of Iran, for socialist revolution against imperialism. For a socialistfederation
of the Near East!

Free Ocalan ...

continued from page 25

grants by fascist-infested Berlin cops and auxiliary police].
But Ocalan was not to be rewarded with the status of an Arafat
or a Mandela for all this. Instead he was delivered into the
hands of his pursuers.
·
The bourgeois media in Germany worries that the "Kurdish .
problem" remains unresolved, despite (they hope) the decapitation of the PKK. It is true that there will be no peace in Kurdistan.
The de facto U.S. protectorate in north Iraq is a dead-end for the .
Kurdish masses, as the nationalists of the PUK and PKI squabble .
over the meager spoils of their precarious control over this zone.

Defend Iraq . ..
continued from page 2 3
the war drive against Iraq. The twin parties of American capital
are competing on the terrain of imperialist warmongering. Ever
since the U.S. defeat at the hands of the heroic Vietnamese peasants and workers in the mid- l 970s, the ruling class politicians .
have sought to overcome the "Vietnam syndrome" of reluctance
to engage in another losing military adventure. Behind the divisions in the U.S. ruling class is the fact that the war party in
Washington includes both capitalist parties. As an Internationalist Group sign in recent protests put it: "Democrats and Republicans Murder Iraqis, Starve Welfare Moms and Kids!" Another
IG placard proclaimed: "To Hell with Monicagate and Impeachment-Clinton Is a War Criminal!"
We fight to mobilize the working class for socialist revolution to defeat U.S. imperialism. After years of declining num·
bers of s~es., the U.S. working class has recently showed its
strength in strike battles at UPS and General Motors, while Puerto
Rican workers staged a two-day general strike in the midst of a
bitter telephone workers' strike against privatization. The working class must enter the political arena in its own name, at the
head of all the oppressed, linking the factory to _the black ghettos
and Latino barrios in revolutionary class struggle. This means
explicitly fighting for ·workers action against imperialist war as

The capitalist "New World Order" means massive attacks
on the working class, racist terror and deepening imper.ialist
rivalr ies as th e oppression of working people in the
semicolonial countries in intensified. It is necessary to fight
for socialist revolution internationally, from the Near East to
the imperialist citadels of Europe. The League for the Fourth
International is dedicated to forging the revolutionary party of
the international proletariat to carry out this task.
League for the Fourth International
19 February 1999

part of the fight to build a revolutionary workers party. Various
reformists who tail after the Democrats, such as the Workers
World Party and Communist Party, have had their game exposed
as one of their favorite liberals, Jesse Jackson, vociferously supported bombing Iraq.
As stressed in a December 17 statement ofthe Liga QuartaInternacional ista do Brasil, section of the League for the Fourth
International: "Only socialist revolution can put an end to this
system of oppression and terror, destroying imperialism through
the overthrow of world capitalism; proletarian mobilization
against the current imperialist aggression is part of this
struggle." Now is the time to mobilize class struggle against
the racist rulers of the American empire. In defending the
semicolonial peoples targetted by U.S. imperialism, the working class will advance the cause of its own liberation and that
of the exploited and oppressed throughout the world!
Defeat U.S. imperialism! Defend Iraq!
Break the UN starvation embargo! Oppose the imperialist
military sanctions!
Build a revolutionary workers party in ·the struggle to reforge ihe Fourth International!
Internationalist Group
section of the League for the Fourth International
1 January 1999
·
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continuedfrom page 21
mational picket lines" and substituting consumer boycotts, "corporate campaigns"and other losing strategies. Union tops connive with management to divide the workers by such schemes as
''two-gate entrances," to herd one category of workers into buildings being picketed by other trade or union.
Tailing the labor bureaucrats and reflecting their outlook,
a broad range of left organizations-from the Socialist Workers Party (whiCh in the late '70s ran a presidential candidate,
Andrew Pulley, who waltzed across rail strikers' picket lines
at a Midwest U.S. Steel plant) to the now-invisible Revolutionary Workers League and the misnaJiled Bolshevik Tendency-scoff at the principle that picket lines mean don't cross.
They work behind picket lines in struck buildings (even organizing others to do so), and in the case of the RWL and BT,
print many-paged documents 'justifying" this despicable scabbing. Similarly, a host of opportunists such as the social-democratic International Socialist Organization run to the capitalist
government to "reform" the unions (like the Teamsters), haul
the unions into the bosses' courts and support cops and prison
guards-the armed fist of the class enemy-in the unions! We
say: Cops, feds, courts, out of the unions-and build militant
mass picket lines that no one dares cross!
A sharp contrast to the picket-line crossers is provided by
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the courageous stand by Mumia Abu-Jamal, the radical black
journalist on Pennsylvania's death row. During the recent lockout of workers by ABC-TV, Jamal refused to be interviewed
by scabs for the "20/20" news program on his case. In an interview with the ILWU's newspaper, Jamal said: "Would I cross
a picket line if I were living in quasi-freedom, and walking to
the studio? The answer was an irrevocable 'no.' How could I
do less, even under these circumstances?" This should shame
the "left" picket-line crossers who, while claiming to stand in
the vanguard of the working class, complain they could "lose
their jobs" if they respected the principle of the picket line.
But these outfits are far beyond shame.
The bureaucrats and their "left" tails trample on the most
basic principles ofunion solidarity while chaining the workers
politically to capitalism through the bosses' Democratic Party.
The present labor bureaucracy goes back to the post-WWII
anti-Communist purge in the unions, in which the labor fakers
enlisted in the Cold War to "get the reds" (and feather their
own nests). To defeat the attacks of the shipping magnates
around the world, and the rapacious capitalist ruling class as a
whole, we must build a revolutionary workers party that fights
for the political independence of the working class from the
bourgeoisie, bringing the Leninist program of international
socialist revolution into the class struggle. For such a party,
deeds must accord with words; it will put into victorious practice the slogan: Workers of the world, unite!
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Mobilize the Power of the Working Class to

Free Mumia Abu-Jamal Now!
@
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MobiHzar a for(:a da classe operaria
para Hbertar Mumia Abu-Jamal agora!
obilisons le pouvoir de la classe ouvriere pour
la libera ion immediate de Mumia Abu-Jamal!

iMovilizar la fuerza de la clase obrera
para liberar a Mumia Abu-Jamal, ya!
Mobilisierung der Kraft der Arbeiterklasse
um Mumia Abu-Jamal sofort zu befreien!
League forthe Fourth lnternational/Liga pela Quarto lnterRacional/Liga por la
IV lnternaciorial/Ligue pour la Quatrieme lnternationale/Liga fur die IV. Internationale

